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**A**

abbreviations
"How and Why Medical Writers Should Help Control Medical Abbreviations" (Davis), 2005;20(4):170–172
*Medical Abbreviations: 5500 Conveniences at the Expense of Communications and Safety* (Davis) (rvw), 1990;5(1):27
*Medical Abbreviations: 8600 Conveniences at the Expense of Communications and Safety* (Davis) (rvw), 1993;8(2):70–71
"Online Medical Dictionaries and Web Sites for Abbreviations" (Web Site Reviews), 2004;19(2):39–40
*Stedman's Abbreviations, Acronyms and Symbols*, 2006;21(2):78
Abby, Margaret
"Scanning the Horizons of Biomedical Communication" (Gastel) (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):4
*The ABC Clinical Guide to Herbs from the American Botanical Council (ABC)* (Blumenthal, Hall, Goldberg, Kunz and Dinda, Eds) (rvw), 2004;19(3):131
Ablow, Keith Russell
*To Wrestle with Demons: A Psychiatrist Struggles to Understand His Patients and Himself* (rvw), 1993;8(3):103–104
Abrahams, Marc
Abrams, Jerome H.
Abrams, Steven A.
*Caring for Your Baby and Young Child: Birth to Age* (Shelov and Hannemann, eds) (rvw), 1993;8(4):151
abstracts, journal article
"Abstract Quality: Not an Abstract Question" (Brown), 2012;27(2):80–81
"Are Standards for Submitting Abstracts Possible?" (Robbins) (Letter to the Editor), 1997;12(2):2
"I Have the Abstract: How Do I Make It Into a Poster?" (Kissack) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):17
"The Need for Journal Copyeditors to Perform a Systematic Consistency Check Between the Abstract and the Full-Text Article" (Troy) (poster), 2011;26(3):121
abstracts, paper presentation
"Abstracts of Paper Presentations" (Gastel), 2001;16(1):18–22
abstracts, poster
"AMWA Annual Conference Poster Abstracts," 2009;24(3):114–120
"I Have the Abstract: How Do I Make It Into a Poster?" (Kissack) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):17
ACA (Affordable Care Act). see Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA)
academia
"Academic Grant Careers: New Opportunities, New Challenges" (Pratt) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):166–167
"Teaching Research Writing in Academia" (Chiavolini iand Feinberg), 2018;33(4):180–183
academic medical centers
"Beyond Editing: An Experience in Mentoring Provided by an Academic Health Care Center’s Office of Grants and Scientific Publications" (Dornhoffer) (feature), 2012;27(4):147–151
"How to Teach Doctors to Write: 10 Lessons from Teaching a Writing Course at an Academic Medical Center" (Ancker and Moore), 2001;16(2):17–21
"Understanding Rigor and Reproducibility for Grant Applications: A Survey of Faculty at an Academic Health Center" (Evans), 2017;32(3):100–104
Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy. see AMCP
"Accentuate the Positive!" (Thomas), 2016;31(2):92–93
access to care
"Patients Accessing the Internet to Choose a Drug Therapy: Determining What Makes a Pharmaceutical Web Site Usable" (Mellon) (poster abstract), 2008;23(3):120
Accettola, Lisa
"Closing the Deal: Getting That Freelance Project" (open session summary), 2016;31(4):167–168
The Accidental Medical Writer (Kryder and Bass) (rvw), 2009;24(3):143–144
ACCME (Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education)
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2009;24(3):123, 2009;24(4):182
"Freelance Forum," 2015;30(2):82
Accountable Care Forum (www.accountablecareforum.com) (rvw), 2012;27(3):138
accounting records
Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education. see ACCME (Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education)
accuracy
"The Accuracy of Biomedical Reporting in One Local and One National Newspaper" (Taylor), 1993;8(1):11–15
"Accuracy vs. Grammar: Journalistic Dilemma" (Melnick), 2005;20(1):38
"Ensuring the Accuracy of Cited Claims in the Medical Literature: An Important Role for Medical Writers" (Mogull) (poster), 2016;31(3):e2–e3
Achenbach, Robert
"The Importance of Quality Systems for Publications" (Shirey, Thomas, Achenbach, and Whitman) (poster), 2010;25(3):113
"Publications in a Regulatory Era" (Achenbach, Arnold, Newcomer, Barrett, Thomas, Shirey, Thomas,

"Achieving Integration: A Project Management-Based Process to Unify Writing Teams in Large-Scale Grant Projects" (Tam, Chan, and Braunton) (poster abstract), 2008;23(3):118

acknowledgement issues

"Acknowledging a Biomedical Communicator" (Berman) (case studies), 2005;20(1):16–18


"Déjà... Vu...What Is a Biomedical Communicator to Do?" (Berman), 2006;21(1):19–20

"Survey of AMWA and EMWA Members who make Substantial Contributions to Manuscripts" (Hamilton and Jacobs) (poster), 2006;21(2):50, 2009;24(3):119

ACRE (Association of Clinical Researchers and Educators)

"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2009;24(4):182

Adamec, Christine

*How To Stop Heartburn: Simple Ways to Heal Heartburn and Acid Reflux* (Minocha and Adamec) (rvw), 2002;17(1):32

Adams, Ann


Adams, Jesse E. III

*Heal Your Heart: How You Can Prevent or Reverse Heart Disease* (Gould) (rvw), 2000;15(4):34

Adams, Marijke H.

"An Overview of the Drug Research and Development Process" (Boe, Snyder, and Adams), 2011;26(2):74–77

Adams, Miriam


Adams, Robert M.

*Clinically Oriented Anatomy* (Moore) (rvw), 1993;8(3):102–103

Adams, Lanie M.

"1992 Annual Conference" photographs, 1992;7(3):39


"AMWA Awards: Fellowships" (kudos), 1998;13(2):42

"The Bionic Human: Writing for the Medical Device Industry" (Hudson) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):28–29

"Chicago, Home of Communication History: Then and Now" (Adamson), 1996;11(2):10–13

"Golden Apple Award: Lanie Adamson, MS" (Reidenbach), 2013;28(4):184–185 (photo)

"In Memoriam: Elizabeth Seton Stone," 2014;29(1):46


"President's Award Goes to Lanie Adamson, MS" (Hudson), 2008;23(3):147


"Ten Marketing Strategies to Grow Your Medical Writing Business" (Adamson), 2008;23(2):72–74

"Web Site Content: Winners and Losers" (conf rpt), 2006;21(4):152–153

"Adapting Pediatric Protocol Designs From Existing Adult Data and Study Templates" (Strickler, Laage, and Sanders) (poster), 2015;30(3):135

"Adapting to Our Professional World" (Alexander) (From the President), 2017;32(2):84–85, 2017;32(2):91

Addiction

*Comprehensive Handbook of Drug and Alcohol Addiction* (Miller) (rvw), 1992;7(3):31


"Additional Points about the Value of the AMWA Conference" (Gertel), 2009;24(2):71

Adessa, Christy


Adeyemi, Adeleke (Leke)


*The ADHD Explosion: Myths, Medication, Money, and Today’s Push for Performance* (Hinshaw and Scheffler) (rvw), 2015;30(2):74
adjectives

Dictionary of Appropriate Adjectives (Mikhail) (rvw), 1996;11(2):59–60

Adler, Alexander

"In Their Own Words...AMWA members on the Association's 50th Anniversary," 1990;5(3):49
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167

Adler, Elizabeth M.


Adler, Tina


adolescents

Caring for Your Adolescent: Ages 12 to 21 (Greydanus) (rvw), 1993;8(4):151–152
Reaching Teens: Strength-Based Communication Strategies to Build Resilience and Support Healthy Adolescent Development (Ginsburg, Kinsman, eds) (rvw), 2014;29(4):182
"Why Our Kids Are Using Drugs—What We Can Do About It" (Grady), 1989;4(1):22–25

Adrouny, A. Richard

Death Foretold. Prophecy and Prognosis in Medical Care (Christakis) (rvw), 2000;15(4):33

adult education

"How To Teach Adult Learners Effectively" (Klepek) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):35
The Adult Spine: Principles and Practice (Frymoyer) (rvw), 1992;7(3):31
"Advanced Grammar: Life Support for the English Language" (Witte and Taylor) (feature), 1999;14(3):20–24
"The Advent of Preprint Servers for Scientific Publications" (Wasson-Blader), 2018;33(4):184, 187
Adventures in Ethics and Science (scientopia.org/blogs/ethicsandscience/about-2) (rvw), 2012;27(1):37
"Adventures in Rhetoric: A Path to a PhD in Communications" (Graham), 2013;28(3):120–124

adverse events

"For Safety’s Sake Part 1: Collection of Adverse Event Data" (Schindler and Bridge), 2018;33(2):68–72
"Preparing High-Quality Serious Adverse Event Narratives for Clinical Study Reports" (Li and Hanna) (poster), 2012;27(3):116

advertising

"Advertising and Promoting Prescription Drugs : The FDA Speaks" (Hubbard) (conf rpt), 2012;27(4):161–162
"Advertising Oversight" (Young and Flanagan) (Letter to the Editor), 2000;15(1):2
"AMWA Freelance Directory" (Freelance Forum), 2005;20(2):71
"AMWA Freelance Directory Is a Work in Progress" (Web Watch), 2009;24(1):41
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2010;25(2):68
"Chronology of Direct-to-Consumer Advertising Regulation in the United States" (Mogull), 2008;23(3):106–109
"Gaining Respect and Recognition: A Dream of Medical Communicators?" (Foote), 1990;5(3):32–34
"Strategy and Creativity in Medical Communication and Medical Advertising" (Josaititis) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):27

advice

"Advice for the New Editor of a Pharmacy Newsletter" (Taniguchi and Icaza), 1996;11(2):51–53
"Why Our Kids Are Using Drugs—What We Can Do About It" (Grady), 1989;4(1):22–25
"Writing a Good Resume: A Practical and Contemporary Approach" (Iles), 1987;2(4):19–20

advocacy

"Media Advocacy Exerts Powerful Influence on Public Perception" (Clift), 1991;6(2):10–11

Aesoph, Lauri M.


aesthetics

Making the Body Beautiful: A Cultural History of Aesthetic Surgery (Gilman) (rvw), 2001;16(2):34
AIDS. see also HIV/AIDS

AIDS: The Biological Basis (Alcamo) (rvw), 1993;8(3):103
AIDS and Its Metaphors (Sontag) (rvw), 1989;4(2):41
"AIDS Epidemic Creates Terminology Questions For Writers in Health Care" (Potter), 1990;5(1):7–9
"Andrew's Story: A Man's Battle with AIDS" (Sanchez), 1987;2(4):7–8
"Bearing Witness" (Powell) (Editorial), 1995;10(1):1–2
Big Shot: Passion, Politics, and the Struggle for an AIDS Vaccine (Thomas) (rvw), 2002;17(2):29–30
"Clinical Laboratory Professionals Caught in The Crossfire Between Politics and Safety: The AIDS Epidemic and Its Implications For These Publicly Invisible Scientists" (Oliver), 1987;2(4):9–12
"Communicating with Communicators: The AIDS/Hemophilia Dilemma" (Eisenpreis), 1988;3(1):8–10
The Guide to Living with HIV Infection (Bartlett and Finkbeiner) (rvw), 1992;7(3):30
"How would you evaluate the media's coverage of AIDS?" 1987;2(4):13
"A Look at the Treatment of Patients with Hansen's Disease in the U.S." (Chow), 1989;4(1):15–19
"Medical Communicators Play Significant Role in HIV, AIDS Prevention Through Education Efforts" (Potter), 1991;6(4):15–18
"Picturing HIV and AIDS: A Rhetorical Analysis of Visual Communication Used in Popularized AIDS Literature" (Kremer), 1993;8(2):44–49
"Public Service Announcements as an AIDS Prevention Tool: Midnight Hours, Condoms, and Skirted Issues"
Surviving AIDS (Callen) (rvw), 1991;6(4):36–37
"What are the best online sources for AIDS information?" 1988;3(2):18–19
"What's In A Name?" (Little) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(2):39

Aiello, Susan
"AMWA Members to be Honored at Annual Conference," 2005;20(3):132

The Bellevue Guide to Outpatient Medicine: An Evidence-Based Guide to Primary Care (Link and Tanner, eds) (rvw), 2002;17(4):49–50
"Council of Science Editors Annual Meeting" (Graham), 2011;26(3):134–135 photo
"Member Profile" (Eisenpreis), 2011;26(4):189–190
"Paper Presentations" (conf rpt), 2002;17(1):13
"Professional Organization Profile: Board of Editors in the Life Sciences (BELS)" (Berman and Aiello), 2007;22(4):192–193

air pollution
"Health Effects of Air Pollution: Asthma/Bronchitis" (video) (University of Vermont) (rvw), 2000;15(3):38–39

Aitken, Peter G.
"High-Performance Freelancing" (Landon) (conf rpt), 2008;23(4):161–162
Microsoft Word 2010 for Medical and Technical Writers, 2nd ed (Aitken and Okazaki) (rvw), 2013;28(3):132
"Top 10 Things to Do When Business Is Slow," 2012;27(2):90

Aker, Brenda L.
"The Bionic Human: Writing for the Medical Device Industry" (Hudson) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):28–29

Aladjem, Henrietta
"Harold Swanberg Distinguished Service Award Presented to Henrietta Aladjem," 1994;9(4):155
"Member News," 1999;14(3):43
"Members in the News," 1992;7(1);33, 1994;9(3):110

Albert, Tim

Alberts, Bruce M., 1990;5(3):41

Albrecht, Donna G.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
"The Best Conference I Ever Attended" (Wang), 2007;22(2):83–84
"AMWA Reaches New Heights in Albuquerque" (Ross), 2006;21(4):145
"Reaching New Heights in Albuquerque" (Ross) (Annual Conference Preview), 2006;21(2):82–86

Alcamo, I. Edward
AIDS: The Biological Basis (rvw), 1993;8(3):103

alcohol addiction
Comprehensive Handbook of Drug and Alcohol Addiction (Miller) (rvw), 1992;7(3):31
Sober for Good: New Solutions for Drinking Problems - Advice from Those Who Have Succeeded (Fletcher) (rvw), 2002;17(1):32–33

"Alcoholism and the Path to Recovery" (Sanchez), 1988;3(4):13–19
"More 'Path to Recovery'" (Name Withheld Upon Request) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(2):39
"Path to Recovery" (Andersen) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29
"Path to Recovery" (Baine) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29
"Path to Recovery" (Eastman) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29
"Path to Recovery" (Name withheld upon request) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29
"Path to Recovery" (Sperber) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29

Alda, Alan
"Don't Ask Them to Send in Their Liver in a Paper Bag" (Hansen and Sajjadi), 1996;11(1):21–22

Aldana, Steven G.
The Culprit and the Cure, and How Transforming That Lifestyle Can Be the Cure (rvw), 2006;21(4):172

Alexander, Fern Nichole

Alexander, Lori L.
"AMWA Board Modernizing Governance Documents and Structure" (Kryder and Alexander), 2017;32(2):88–91
"AMWA's in Memphis," 2014;29(3):123
"As AMWA turns 75, Arnold Melnick turns 95: AMWA's Longest-Serving Member, A Past President, and Key Contributor," 2015;30(3):125, 128

"Best Practices in Writing Test Items" (Jong) (open session summary), 2016;31(4):172–173
"Columbus by the Numbers," 2013;28(3):110–111
"From the President: Adapting to our Professional World," 2017;32(2):84–85, 91
"From the President: AMWA From Coast to Coast," 2017;32(3):136–137
"From the President: Working Toward Achieving Our Strategic Goals," 2017;32(1):40–41
"Ghostbusting" (Alexander and Hudson) (Editorial), 2008;23(2):54–55

Health Professions. Career and Education Directory (rvw), 2004;19(1):44
How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper, 8th ed. (Gastel and Day) (rvw), 2017;32(4):176
"In Memoriam: Edie Schwager," 2012;27(4):188
"It's hard to believe that 2005 is my third year with the AMWA Journal" (Editor's Message), 2005;20(1):1
"It Takes a Village" (Editor's Message), 2003;18(1):1–2
"Let's Meet in Memphis," 2014;29(3):122–130
"Memphis, Here We Come!," 2014;29(1):14–15
"The New, The Tried and True (with a Twist), and the Old Converge in Columbus" (feature), 2013;28(2):62–64

"An Opportunity Not to Be Missed" (From the Editor), 2012;27(2):50
"Prepare to Expand Your Horizons in Columbus!" (feature), 2013;28(1):16–17
"President's Award: Lori Alexander, MTPW, ELS" (Hamilton), 2009;24(4):211
"Targeting Lay Audiences" (Chadwick) (open session summary), 2016;31(4):161–162
"Then and Now" (From the Editor), 2012;27(1):2
"Views of the 2016 AMWA Medical Writing & Communication Conference," 2016;31(4):177 (photo)
All About Science (www.the-scientist.com) (rvw), 2003;18(4):200
Allen, Eleni Samaras
"Bridging the Gap Between Regulatory Approval and Market Access: An Introduction to Health Technology Assessments (HTAs)" (Jones) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):164–165
Allergies
No Lobster, Please! A Story of a Child with a Severe Seafood Allergy (Rogers) (rvw), 2006;21(4):174
Alley, Beth
"Member News," 1997;12(3):42
The Alliance for CME (www.acme-assn.org) (rvw), 2011;26(2):78
Allison, Kahtleen Cahill
The Children's Hospital Guide to Your Child's Health and Development (Children's Hospital Boston) (rvw), 2002;17(4):53
Allred, Mitzi
"Realizing the Benefits of Structured Content Management In a Step-wise Fashion" (Rykert-Wolf) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):19–20
Alperin, Lynn M.
"1992 Annual Conference" photographs, 1992;7(3):40
"AMWA Board of Directors," 1999;14(1):4
"From Your AMWA President" (President's Message), 2001;16(2):6–7, 2001;16(3):7–8
Hot Flashes, Hormones, & Your Health (Manson with Bassuk) (rvw), 2007;22(4):203
"Inaugural Message from the President of AMWA," 2001;16(1):16
"Lillian Sablack: An Unauthorized Biography" (feature), 2001;16(4):4–7
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167
"Shifting Strands" (Editor's Message), 2002;17(4):1
"Southwest Chapter’s McGovern Banquet Goes Dramatic" (Alperin), 2010;25(3):138
"Stranded in Time: Health Care Challenges of Genome-Enabled Science" (Keener) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):17–18
Alperin, Doug
"Writers as Guideline Champions? Webinar on the Joint Position Statement" (Zhou), 2018;33(3):129 (photo)
Altman, Doug
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167
Altman, Lawrence D.
"The Technology of Writing: A Brief History of the Alphabet" (Lang), 1988;3(4):8–12
alternative medicine
The ABC Clinical Guide to Herbs from the American Botanical Council (ABC) (Blumenthal, Hall, Goldberg, Kunz and Dinda, Eds), 2004;19(3):131
"Chinese Pharmacy" (Lienhard), 1996;11(1):33
"Communication Standards for Alternative Medicine" (Oliff) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):31
Altman, Doug
"Writers as Guideline Champions? Webinar on the Joint Position Statement" (Zhou), 2018;33(3):129 (photo)
Altman, Lawrence D.
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167
Altman, Lawrence K.
"The History of Self-experimentation in Medicine" (Wasson-Blader) (conf rpt), 2009;24(2):99
Altus, Michael S.
Alvarez Award Lecture
"Becoming a Medical Writer: the Journey and the Destination" (Chatterjee), 2014;29(4):160
"Take Them on a Journey" (Ingram), 2015;30(4):152–153 (photo)
"What to Leave Out, What to Keep In: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria for Medical Writing" (Turner), 2016;31(4):152–153
Walter C. Alvarez Memorial Award, 2015;30(4):153 (photo)
"1996 AMWA Awards" (Bloom), 1996;11(2):5–6
"2001 Award Winners," 2002;17(1):42
"2005 Walter C. Alvarez Award: Ruth Murphey Parker, MD" (Miceli), 2006;21(1):6
"2010 Honorary Award Winners Announced," 2010;25(1):42
"2014 AMWA Honorary Award Winners," 2014;29(1):16
"Alvarez Award Presented to Dr. John Stone," 1993;8(4):143
"Alvarez Award Winner: Helen Osborne MEd, OTR/L," 2017;32(2):71
"Award Lectures," 2016;31(1):33
"Communicating About Controversies: Distinguishing Experts and Visionaries from Kooks" (Miceli), 2003;18(4):158–159
"Dr. Feigin to Receive Alvarez Award," 1992;7(2):21
"Dr. Lindberg to Receive Alvarez Memorial Award," 1989;4(3):26
"Dr. Morgan Named Alvarez Award Recipient," 1991;6(3):23
"Dr. Ulene To Accept Alvarez Award At Annual Conference in Philadelphia," 1988;3(2):21
"Featured Speakers: Loretta LaRoche" (Cozzarin), 2004;19(2):19
"Helen Osborne Highlights Health Literacy Awareness, Action, and Advocacy" (Kuney), 2018;33(1):e1–e3, (photo)
"Hope is Potent Weapon Against Disease, Cousins Tells AMWA" (White), 1990;5(4):21
"How Nonsense Versus Substance Creates Stress in Our Lives" (Miceli), 2004;19(4):154
"Improving Medical Care Around the Globe: The Role of the Written Word" (Demas) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):19–20
"Jane Brody to Receive Walter C. Alvarez Award," 1987;2(3):29
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167
"Walter C. Alvarez Award: David T. Suzuki, Ph.D." (Beecher), 1999;14(1):14
"Walter C. Alvarez Award: Loretta LaRoche" (Cozzarin), 2004;19(2):19
"Walter C. Alvarez Award: Marcia Angell, MD" (Woods), 1997;12(3):11–12
"Walter C. Alvarez Award: Richard Harris" (Kelley), 2000;15(1):19–20
"Walter C. Alvarez Award: Stephen M. Cohn" (Ferrara), 2001;16(1):10–11
"Walter C. Alvarez Award Luncheon: Neil Shulman, MD," 2006;21(2):86
"Walter C. Alvarez Memorial Award Luncheon: Elmer Huerta" (Ferrara) (conf rpt), 2002;17(1):7–8
Alverson, Dale C., 2006;21(2):85–86
Alzheimer's disease
"Alzheimer's" (Burnside) (poetry), 1994;9(1):28
American Society of Hospital Pharmacists
American Society of Journalists and Authors (ASJA)
Contracts Watch (Freelance Forum), 1998;13(1):37–38
"Freelance Forum," 2015;30(2):82
Organization Profile (Wasson-Blader), 2009;24(3):128
American Society of Nephrology (Briefly Noted), 2010;25(2):68
America Online (AOL)
"On-line Services for Medical Writers" (Baine and Bolster), 1994;9(1):27
"On-line Services for Medical Writers" (Bolster), 1994;9(4):165
Amgen
"The Medical Writing Mentoring Program at Amgen" (Misra), 2012;27(4):169–170
"Tools and Procedures to Improve Transparency, Facilitate Compliance with Authorship Guidelines, and Minimize the Potential for Bias in Scientific Publications: One Company's Perspective" (Zakson, Ahlstrom, Boorer, Rockabrand, Setty, Toroser, Zoog, and Clark) (poster), 2010;25(3):113
AMWA (American Medical Writers Association)
administrators
Advanced Curriculum
"AMWA Certificates Earned in 2007," 2008;23(1):47
"AMWA Curriculum Credit Information Available Online" (Web Watch), 2009;24(1):41
"Everything You Wanted to Know About Workshops at the Annual Conference (But Were Afraid to Ask)" (Sablack), 2000;15(3):29–31
Advisory Task Force on Medical Writing
"AMWA Creates Advisory Task Force on Medical Writing," 1992;7(3):14
"Affinity Groups" (Heller), 1995;10(2):98
"AMWA, Excellence, and the Three Transformations of Spirit" (Williams) (Swanberg Address), 1994;9(1):9–10
"AMWA and Its Future Members" (Haneline), 2013;28(2):137–138
"AMWA and Medical Communication: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly" (Smith) (Swanberg Address), 2012;27(1):10–13
"AMWA and the Biomedical Communicator: From Here to the Year 2000" (Cornett) (Presidential Address), 1988;3(4):24–26
"AMWA at 75: Members Around the Globe," 2015;30(3):103
"The AMWA Certificate Programs: Three Decades of Educational Evolution" (Hudson), 2009;24(3):130
"Development and Communication of the AMWA–EMWA–ISMPP Joint Position Statement on the Role of Professional Medical Writers" (Gertel, Winchester, Woolley, and Yarker) (poster), 2018;33(1):e33
"AMWA From Coast to Coast" (Alexander), 2017;32(3):136–137
"AMWA Members Speak Out" (Web Watch), 2008;23(4):197
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Start Page</th>
<th>End Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21–23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24–26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27–28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28–29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30–32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21–22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23–24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24–25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26–27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27–28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29–30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31–32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31–32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33–34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35–36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37–38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31–32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33–34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35–36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37–38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32–33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>34–35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36–37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>38–39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>39–40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>41–42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43–44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40–41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>42–43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>44–45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>46–47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26–30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31–32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33–34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35–36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35–36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>37–38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>39–40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41–42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39–40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41–42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>43–44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45–46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>42–43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44–45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46–47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48–49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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"President's Inaugural Message" (Mallia), 2002;17(4):4–7
"President's Inaugural Message" (Witte), 2003;18(4):141–145
"President's Message" (Ross), 2011;26(2):92, 2011;26(3):141
"President's Message" (Tau), 1996;11(2):1–2
"President's Note" (Hamilton), 2009;24(1):44, 2009;24(3):147–148
"President's Note" (Hudson), 2008;23(1):39
"President's Report on the Spring Board of Directors Meeting" (Hamilton), 2009;24(2):93
"President's Update" (Good) (Special Report), 1999;14(4):6–7
Professional Development Certificate
"AMWA Debuts the Professional Development Certificate" (Klein), 2005;20(2):84–86
"AMWA Members Earn Professional Development Certificates" (Snyder), 2007;22(1):53
Professional Education Project
"Academia Moves Ahead In Formalizing Curricula For Medical Communication" (Cornett), 1990;5(3):15–17
"Results of the AMWA Higher Education Survey Demonstrate Increasing Link with Academia" (Haneline and Turpin), 1991;6(3):10–16
publications
"AMWA Publications: What They Are and Their Future Importance" (Minick), 2000;15(3):19–21
"AMWA Gets National Attention in The Wall Street Journal" (Hamilton and Klein) (feature), 2006;21(1):1, 1
"Report from the January 2005 Executive Committee Meeting" (De Bellis) (From Your AMWA President), 2005;20(1):2–3, 25
"Report from the Spring Board of Directors Meeting" (De Bellis) (From Your AMWA President), 2005;20(2):45–46
"Report from the Spring Board of Directors Meeting: Springtime in Bethesda" (Cozzarin) (From Your AMWA President), 2005;20(2):95–96
"Report from the Summer Executive Committee Meeting" (De Bellis) (From Your AMWA President), 2005;20(3):135, Exclusively Online
"Report from the Summer Executive Committee Meeting" (Witte) (From Your AMWA President), 2004;19(3):93–94
"Report from the Summer Executive Committee Meeting: Summer in Milwaukee" (Cozzarin) (From Your AMWA President), 2007;22(3):149
"Report From the Winter Executive Committee Meeting: Two Days in Atlanta" (Cozzarin) (From Your AMWA President), 2007;22(1):43–44
"Report from Winter Executive Committee Meeting" (Witte) (From Your AMWA President), 2004;19(1):1–3
"Report of the Spring Board of Directors Meeting" (Witte) (From Your AMWA President), 2004;19(2):1–3
Salary Survey
"2002 Salary Survey" (Gray and Witte) (Special Report), 2002;17(4):41–47
"AMWA Members Respond to Salary Survey" (Special Report), 1990;5(1):28–29
"AMWA Salary Survey 2015—Presentation of Statistical Analyses" (Bairnsfather) (poster), 2015;30(3):137
"Findings from the 2004 AMWA Salary Survey" (Gray and Hamilton), 2004;19(4):145–151
"Findings from the 2007 AMWA Salary Survey" (Gray and Hamilton), 2008;23(1):4–8
"Results from AMWA-Canada Rate and Salary Survey 2005" (AMWA-Canada Rate and Salary Survey Committee), 2007;22(4):180–185
"Results of the 2011 AMWA Salary Survey" (Bairnsfather), 2012;27(2):55–63
Southwest Chapter. see Southwest Chapter
Special Reports
"2002 Salary Survey" (Gray and Witte), 2002;17(4):41–47
"Educators Section Organizes in Toronto" (Lang), 1992;7(1):28–30
"Membership Committee Embarks On Physician Recruitment" (Good and Endriss), 1992;7(2):30–32
"President's Update" (Good), 1999;14(4):6–7
"Reports from the Annual Conference" (Hand), 2000;15(1):13–22
"State of the Association Address" (Palmer) (From the Past President), 2016;31(4):180
Strategic Goals
"From the President: Update on Strategic Goals" (Spiegel), 2018;33(3):142–143
"From the President: Working Toward Achieving Our Strategic Goals" (Alexander), 2017;32(1):40–41
"Impressions of the AMWA Conference in St. Louis, Missouri" (Fogarty), 2005;20(1):26
"My AMWA Conference Experience" (Peck), 2003;18(4):185
"My Experience at the AMWA Conference" (Coverdale), 2003;18(4):184–185
"A Student Primer: The AMWA Annual Conference" (Haley), 2005;20(3):127
"Conference Student Scholarship Recipients" (Halva-Neubauer), 2007;22(4):163–165
"Student Scholarship Award," 2015;30(4):162 (photo)
"Student Scholarship Essay" (Gagwani), 2003;18(4):181–183
Student Scholars...
"Student Scholarship Recipient: Joseph Donohoe" (Wu-Zhang), 2013;28(4):185–186 (photo)
"Student Scholarships: Jessica Osmond and Mark Weflen" (Klein), 2009;24(4):213
"Two Students Receive Conference Scholarships" (Halva-Neubauer), 2008;23(4):212
"Survey of AMWA and EMWA Members Who Make Substantial Contributions to Manuscripts" (Hamilton and Jacobs) (poster), 2006;21(2):50, 2009;24(3):119

Task Force
"AMWA Creates Advisory Task Force on Medical Writing," 1992;7(3):14
"The Story Behind the AMWA Task Force on the Contribution of Medical Writers to Scientific Publications" (Royer and Hamilton), 2002;17(3):5–6
"AMWA Task Force Meets with FDA" (Special Update), 1992;7(3):13
"Thank You," 2002;17(4):2


Video and Film Festival
"11th Video and Film Festival Award Winners," 1987;2(4):33–34
"'Margaret' Wins Grand Prize in 1990 AMWA Film, Video Contest," 1990;5(4):19
"Video and Film Festival Judges Recognized," 1987;2(5):18

Web & Internet Technology (WIT)
"AMWA Web & Internet Technology News" (Reidenbach), 2011;26(1):34, 2011;26(2):89

Web site
"American Medical Writers Association Website Review" (Monsivais) (Web Watch), 2008;23(4):196
"AMWA's New Online Membership Directory" (Gegeny), 2005;20(1):33
"AMWA Web & Internet Technology News" (Reidenbach), 2011;26(1):34, 2011;26(2):89
"AMWA Web Site Resources for Chapter Leaders—and Members" (Reidenbach), 2011;26(3):138
"AMWA Web Site Scheduled for Makeover," 2003;18(3):113
"Enhanced AMWA Web Site Offers Members Improved Services" (Gegeny), 2004;19(1):43

ethics-related resources, 2017;32(3):e5
"Exploring the AMWA Web Site" (Miceli), 2010;25(1):38
"Navigating the AMWA Web Site" (Stillman), 1998;13(3):42–44
"Networking for the Time Challenged: AMWA Online" (Hughes), 2007;22(3):143–144
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167
"Web Site Woes" (Stillman) (Letter to the Editor), 1997;12(2):5
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167

Willingness-to-Serve Form, 2004;19(4):175–176

workshops
"AMWA Workshops: Gateway to Professional Development in 2004" (Hudson) (Annual Conference Preview), 2004;19(2):13–14
"Annual Conference Workshops: What You Should Know" (Mallia), 1998;13(2):6–8
"More Than 80 Workshops Offer Wide Range of Learning Opportunities" (Ancker) (Annual Conference Preview), 2003;18(2):52
"Profiles of AMWA Workshops" (Wasson-Blader), 2009;24(3):131–132
"Would You Like to Lead an AMWA Workshop?" (Williams), 1988;3(1):20–21

AMWA blog
"Check out the Journal’s Expanded Footprint at the AMWA Blog" (Kryder), 2018;33(2):96

AMWA Bulletin
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):166

AMWA Constitution
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):166

"Development and Communication of the AMWA–EMWA–ISmpp Joint Position Statement on the Role of Professional Medical Writers" (Gertel, Winchester, Woolley, and Yarker) (poster), 2018;33(1):e33


AMWA Engage
"Blog!" (Cozzarin), 2017;32(1):41
"Loneliness and the Long-Distance Worker: Is Social Media the Remedy?" (Garlapow), 2018;33(4):185–187

AMWA History Project, 2009;24(3):148

AMWA Journal
"1-2-3" (Perle) (Letter to the Editor), 1991;6(2):35–36
"About the Editor-in-Chief," 1986;1(1):3
"Advertising Oversight" (Young and Flanagin) (Letter to the Editor), 2000;15(1):2
"AMWA Journal at the Turn of the Century" (Jacoby), 2000;15(3):21–22
"AMWA Journal History?" (Schiffrin) (Letter to the Editor), 1999;14(4):2
"AMWA Journal Receives Second Publications Award," 1995;10(2):83
"Being Published in the AMWA Journal Gets You Noticed!," 2012;27(1):33
"Blooper Published" (Kolveit) (Letter to the Editor), 1993;8(1):33
"Check out the Journal’s Expanded Footprint at the AMWA Blog" (Kryder), 2018;33(2):96

Correction to Vol. 11, No. 1, 1996, 1996;11(2):41
"Deadlines, Deadlines, Deadlines," 2014;29(3):126
"Deja Vu?" (Rund) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(3):25
electronic publication of, 1994;9(1):3
"Excerpt from AMWA Journal" (Scott), 2000;15(3):13
"For Everything There Is a Season" (Jacoby) (Editorial), 1997;12(1):1
"Freelance Issue Kudos" (Hamilton) (Letter to the Editor), 1999;14(4):2
"From Guest Editor to Editor" (Schwager), 2000;15(3):15–18
"From the Editor-in-Chief" (Sanchez), 1986;1(2):17
"Getting Better" (Osborne) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29
Thompson), 2010;25(4):167

**AMWA Newsletter**

"The AMWA Newsletter" (Buttell), 2000;15(3):14–15

"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):166

"AMWA Puzzler" (Ninger), 2010;25(3):123

"AMWA Resources for Medical Communicators," 2014;29(3):121

"AMWA Voices: Conversations Between AMWA Members" (White), 2015;30(3):99

"AMWA Voices #1: Conversation between Art Gertel and Max Losi," 2015;30(3):100–102

"AMWA Voices #2: Conversation between Barbara Snyder and Peggy Boe," 2015;30(3):104–105

"AMWA Voices #3: Conversation between Cyndy Kryder and Donna Miceli," 2015;30(3):106–107

"AMWA Voices #4: Conversation between Jm Hudson and Sue Hudson," 2015;30(3):108–109


"AMWA Voices #6: Conversation between Amy Rogers and Bliss Mishler," 2015;30(3):112–113


"AMWA Voices #8: Conversation between Szymon Brużewicz and Debra Gordon," 2015;30(3):116–117

"AMWA Voices #9: Conversation between Evelyn Ishmael and Ciranna Bird," 2015;30(3):118–119

"AMWA Voices #10: Conversation between Hongbo Shu and Ning Zheng," 2015;30(3):120–121

"AMWA Voices #11: Conversation between Douglas Haneline and Brian Bass," 2015;30(3):122–124


Ancker, Jessica


"AMWA Fellowships: Jessica Ancker, PhD, ELS; Robert Bonk, PhD; Bart Harvey, MD, PhD" (Reidenbach), 2009;24(4):210–211

"Developing the Informed Consent Form: A Review of the Readability Literature and an Experiment" (Ancker), 2004;19(3):97–100

"Frequency of Selected Arithmetic and Reporting Problems in Medical Manuscripts: A Descriptive Study" (feature), 2000;15(3):24–27


"How to Teach Doctors to Write: 10 Lessons from Teaching a Writing Course at an Academic Medical Center" (Ancker and Moore), 2001;16(2):17–21


*Ideas into Words: Mastering the Craft of Science Writing* (Hancock) (rvw), 2005;20(1):40–41

"More Than 80 Workshops Offer Wide Range of Learning Opportunities" (Annual Conference Preview), 2003;18(2):52


"Voices of Experience" (St. John), 2007;22(2):76–77

Andersen, David

"Path to Recovery" (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29

Andersen, Deborah

"What Can Instructional Design Do for You?" (Bass and Kryder) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):e16

Anderson, Benjamin O.

"Developing Consensus Manuscripts: From Planning to Publishing" (Distelhorst, Sullivan, and Anderson) (poster), 2011;26(3):118

Anderson, Carl F.


*Principles of Medical Genetics* (Gelehrter and Collins) (rvw), 1991;6(4):35

Anderson, Cheryl


Anderson, Deborah

*Ebola: The Natural and Human History of a Deadly Virus* (Quammen) (rvw), 2017;32(2):79

"Write How? Do Writers Have the Instructional Design Skills Necessary to Develop Effective
Communications?" (poster), 2018;33(1):e33
Anderson, Janet Byron
"The World of Medical Style and Usage," 2001;16(2):4–5
Anderson, Kristina
Anderson, Li
"Gutsy Travelers Get Inspired to See the World" (conf rpt), 2008;23(4):165
Anderson, Peter D.
Forensic Science: Evidence, Clues, and Investigation (Crime, Justice, and Punishment) (Campbell) (rvw), 2001;16(1):37
Anderson, W.A.D.
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):166
Andreopoulos, Spyros
"Use Plain Language in Medical Communications, Urges PR Expert" (White), 1990;5(4):22
"Andrew's Story: A Man's Battle with AIDS" (Sanchez), 1987;2(4):7–8
Andriesen, Simon
"Medical Translation: What It Is, and What Can the Medical Writer Do to Improve Its Quality?" (Andriesen), 2006;21(4):157–159
"Anecdotes Redux" (Melnick), 2004;19(4):182
anemia
anesthesiology
Letter to the Editor (Shephard), 2010;25(4):193
"The Practice of Anesthesiology and Perioperative Care" (Arthur and Odo), 2010;25(2):50–56
Angel, Jack
Angell, Marcia
"Walter C. Alvarez Award: Marcia Angell, MD" (Woods), 1997;12(3):11–12
Anglin, Deirdre
Angus, Donna
"Knowledge Transfer: Just a Fancy Name for Communications or Something More?" (poster), 2009;24(3):116–117
S.T.A.B.L.E.—Cardiac Module: Recognition and Stabilization of Neonates with Severe CHD (Karlsen and Tani) (rvw), 2004;19(4):184
animal rights
"Animal Rights" (Engman) (Letter to the Editor), 1990;5(4):17
"Information Resources on Research-Animal Issues for Medical Communicators" (Krulisch), 1993;8(1):16–20
"Unruly Critters" (King) (Page Break), 2007;22(4):219
"Will the 1990s Witness A Significant Breakthrough For Animal Rights?" (Parker) (commentary), 1990;5(3):2–5
animal-to-human translational research
"Medical Writing in the Next 75 Years: The Untold Stories of Animal-to-Human Translational Research" (Werner) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):161–162
Ankney, Raymond N.
"Newspaper Coverage of Medicine: A Survey of Editors and Cardiac Surgeons" (Ankney, Moore, and Heilman), 2001;16(1):23–32
"Letter to the Editor" (Melnick), 2001;16(2):2
"Letter to the Editor" (Reply), 2001;16(2):2–3
"The Role of a Medical Editor in a Surgical-Residency Program" (Ankney, Kolff, and Moore), 1995;10(2):66–68

Annals of Improbable Research (AIR)


annual conference. see under AMWA

anonymous. see Name withheld upon request

"ANOTHER Ethics Column??" (Ball), 2017;32(3):120–123

"Another Source" (Barnard) (Letter to the Editor), 1993;8(2):73

Anterior Segment Disease: A Diagnostic Color Atlas (Boruchoff) (rvw), 2001;16(4):34

anthropology

"Medicine as Social Science—An Incisive View from the Anthropologist" (Morsy), 1991;6(3):17–21

antibiotics

"Rational Prescribing of Antibiotics During Influenza Season" (Sebas) (poster), 2015;30(3):137

Antiqua Medicina: The History of Medicine from Homer to Vasalius (www.med.virginia.edu/hs-library/historical/antiqua/anthome.html) (rvw), 2003;18(3):134

"Ants, Altruism, and Surviving a Wedding" (Vincent) (Page Break), 2007;22(3):155

Apex Award for Publication Excellence


aphorisms

"Aphorisms for the Writer" (Bett), 2002;17(1):22

"Osler Aphorisms" (Melnick), 2012;27(4):175

Appelbaum, Judith


"Applause for Annual Conference Workers" (Minick), 1991;6(4):26

Applewhite, E.J.


Applewhite, Lottie B.

"AMWA Annual Conference Papers" (Letter to the Editor), 1994;9(4):132

"Member Profile: Lottie B. Applewhite" (Rutledge), 2001;16(1):48


"They Made a Difference ... " (essay), 1990;5(3):24

"Where's Peer Review??" (Letter to the Editor), 1992;7(2):35

"Applying Adult Learning Principles to Continuing Medical Education (CME): Importance and Opportunities" (Delfs, Fichtenholtz, and Stueck) (poster abstract), 2007;22(3):118

"Applying the Communication Techniques of University Writing Center Tutors to the Medical Editor-Author Dialogue" (Bailey, Benson, and Weber-Main), 2015;30(2):51–55

apps. see mobile applications

April, JH

"It Takes a Village: A Recent Experience Annotating a Proposed United States Package Insert" (Armstrong, Mathews, April, and Jung) (poster), 2006;21(2):54

Apt, Leonard


Arbor Communications, Inc.

"Medical Writing as a Drug Information Rotation for PharmD Students at Arbor Communications, Inc" (Randall), 2012;27(4):172

ARCS (Association of Regulatory and Clinical Scientists)


Ardaugh, Brent M.

"Getting Your Manuscript Published" (Mallia, Wogan, and Roberts) (conf rpt), 2010;25(1):12

"Research Institutions and Medical Breakthroughs" (conf rpt), 2009;24(1):17

Ardell, Donald B.


Arduengo, Michele
"Creative Readings" (Miceli), 2007;22(4):174
Howard Hughes Medical Institute (www.hhmi.org) (rvw), 2001;16(1):35

Arduser, Lora
"Letting the Patient Speak: Best Practices in Developing Shared Decision-Making Communication Tools for Patients" (Arduser and Eckman) (poster), 2013;28(3):113
"Are Medical Journals Doing a Complete Job?" (Melnick), 2006;21(4):168, 191
"Are Standards for Submitting Abstracts Possible?" (Robbins) (Letter to the Editor), 1997;12(2):2
"Are You Made for the Freelance Life? A Self-Assessment Quiz for the Prospective Freelance" (Evans), 1999;14(2):34
"Are You Made for the Freelance Life?" self-assessment quiz (Evans), 2006;21(2):71
"Are You Ready for the Coming Revolution in Health-Care Communication?" (Woods) (Viewpoint), 1994;9(4):129–130
Are You Thinking of a Career in Regulatory Medical Writing? (Early) (rvw), 2009;24(3):144

Arieti, Silvano
"Models of Medical Writing: Silvano Arieti" (Brady) (feature), 1988;3(1):18–19

Arnold, Cynthia

Arnott, John A.
"Writing Storyboards in Pharmaceutical, Device, and Other Scientific Settings" (Fisher, Arnott, Orth, and Daniels), 2008;23(3):125–127

Aron, Elisabeth A.

Aronson, Susan S.
Managing Infectious Diseases in Child Care and Schools; A Quick Reference Guide (Aronson and Shope) (rvw), 2006;21(1):37

Around the Career Block (section)
"Adventures in Rhetoric: A Path to a PhD in Communications" (Graham), 2013;28(3):120–124
"The Best and the Rest: Exploring Professional Societies Beyond AMWA" (Sauer and Graham), 2014;29(1):30–33
"Comparing the Pharmaceutical Medical Writing Competency Model to Job Listings" (Schindler), 2014;29(1):34–35
"Defining the Value of AMWA Certificates" (Wasson-Blader), 2011;26(3):128–129
"Enabling Medical Writers to Avoid Bias: The Ongoing Battle of Privacy, Transparency, and Technology" (Towers), 2018;33(3):124–125
"From Part-time to Full-time Freelance: A Proven Strategy for Success" (Long and De Milto), 2012;27(1):29–32


"Journey from PharmD to Medical Writing: Tips for Making the Transition" (McMahan), 2018;33(2):80–82

"Managerial Effectiveness: A Quick Guide to Setting Clear Expectations" (Sabatine), 2012;27(2):77–78

"Meet Beverly L. Davidson, PhD" (Towers), 2017;32(4):175


"Not for the Fainthearted: Growth of Performance Improvement CME Presents Challenges, Opportunities for Medical Writers" (Harting), 2014;29(2):61–65

"Q&A with Sara D. Hauber" (Hauber), 2017;32(2):64–65, 2017;32(2):91

"Regulatory Affairs Professionals Society (RAPS): What's the Relevance for Medical Writers?" (Betterton-Lewis and Lawton), 2011;26(2):84–85

"Seven Tips for Medical Writers Seeking Federal Employment" (Schultheis), 2013;28(2):77–78

"Seven Tips for Medical Writers Seeking Federal Employment" (Schultheis), 2013;28(2):77–78

"Storytelling: Providing Information Through the Voices of Others" (Towers), 2016;31(3):120–122

"Taking Improv from the Stage to the Conference Room and Beyond" (King), 2012;27(3):132

"Taking the First Steps as a Freelance Medical Writer: What I Learned at the AMWA-Delaware Valley Chapter Freelance Workshop" (Towers), 2017;32(2):60–63

"Working in the Nonprofit Sector: 10 Job Search Tips for Medical Writers" (Harting), 2013;28(4):167–168

ARRIVE (Animal Research: Reporting of In Vivo Experiments)

"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2010;25(3):115

Arroz, SuzAnn

"Streamlining the Process of Patient Education Development and Distribution in a Multi-Hospital Healthcare System" (Vayo, Stucki, Scott, Vance, Sellers, and Arroz) (poster), 2009;24(3):118–119

Art

"Art and Dissection" (Lienhard), 1995;10(1):48

The Art and Science of Bedside Diagnosis ( Sapira) (rvw), 1991;6(4):35

The Art of JAMA, One Hundred Covers and Essays from the Journal of the American Medical Association (Southgate) (rvw), 1998;13(2):44–45

The Art of JAMA II: Covers and Essays from The Journal of the American Medical Association (Southgate) (rvw), 2001;16(4):40–41

"The Art of Writing Patient Education Materials" (Cox), 1989;4(1):11–14

"Folk Arts Present Exciting New Avenues For Health Communication" (Clift), 1990;5(1):12–13

Seized: Temporal Lobe Epilepsy as a Medical, Historical, and Artistic Phenomenon (LaPlante) (rvw), 1994;9(3):101–102

Surgical Reflections: Images in Paint and Prose (Schwartz and Wilder) (rvw), 1993;8(3):108

Arthur, Mary E.


"The Practice of Anesthesiology and Perioperative Care" ( Arthur and Odo), 2010;25(2):50–56

Articulations: The Body and Illness in Poetry (Mukand) (rvw), 1995;10(2):80–81

"The Art of the Editor's Query: Effective Strategies for Seeking Clarity" (Hines) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):156–157

"As AMWA turns 75, Arnold Melnick turns 95: AMWA's Longest-Serving Member, A Past President, and Key Contributor" (Alexander), 2015;30(3):125, 2015;30(3):128

Asbury, Arthur

"Working the Odds: How to Get Your Manuscript Published in the Medical Journal You Want" (McCann), 1990;5(2):6–7

Ashpole, Barry


Ashraf, Elizabeth A.

"How to Survive a Merger, Acquisition, or Hostile Takeover: Making the Best of a Bad Situation or Making a
Good Situation Better" (Foote) (conf rpt), 2004;19(1):8–9
"Memo to Chapters on Membership Affairs," 1987;2(3):30
Ashwanden, Penny

Asia
"Memories, Observations, and Predictions: The Past, Present, and Future of Medical Writing in Japan and Asia" (Barron) (Swanberg Address), 2015;30(1):4–8
"The West and the Rest: Working with Non-native English Authors and Readers in Asia and Eastern Europe" (Demas, Seaman, Wessling, and Onuki) (conf rpt), 2013;28(4):159–160

Asilomar Conference
"Asilomar Conference 2003: The Impact of Biomedical Communications" (Kozacko and Baker), 2003;18(2):78–79
"From Meta-Analysis to the Mikado: The Asilomar Experience" (Rogers), 1994;9(2):76
"Organizing the AMWA Asilomar Conference" (Liberthson), 1994;9(2):75–76

ASJA. see American Society of Journalists and Authors
Ask an MD (healthwise-everythinghealth.blogspot.com) (rvw), 2010;25(4):187
AMWA (American Medical Writers Association)
Aslanian, H. Jack
"The Dash Cramped: Should We Liberate the em Dash?" (Sounding Board), 2009;24(1):30–31
"Reflections of an Overwhelmed Author: The Reprint Deluge," 1991;6(3):2–4
"The Year of the Reader: A Public Awareness Campaign" (Observation), 1987;2(4):14–16
"Aspire to Ignorance: Too Much Knowledge Precludes Excellence" (Barman), 1989;4(1):20–21

Aspirin
"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1988;3(1):1

Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (Briefly Noted), 2010;25(2):68
Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (Briefly Noted), 2010;25(2):68

Association for Women in Communications
"Freelance Forum," 2015;30(2):82
Association of Clinical Researchers and Educators (ACRE)
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2009;24(4):182
Association of Clinical Research Professionals
"Freelance Forum," 2015;30(2):82
Association of Health Care Journalists (AHCJ)
"Briefly Noted," 2010;25(2):68

Asthma
Asthma Sourcebook (Health Reference Series) (Muth) (rvw), 2001;16(1):37–38
Catching My Breath: An Asthmatic Explores His Illness (Brookes) (rvw), 1995;10(2):79–80
"Health Effects of Air Pollution: Asthma/Bronchitis" (video) (University of Vermont) (rvw), 2000;15(3):38–39
"Understanding Asthma and the Scope of the New NAEPP Guidelines" (Hun-Dorris), 2008;23(4):171–176
"A Survey to Determine the Methods Writers Use to Create Content for the Summary of Clinical Efficacy (Section 2.7.3 of the Common Technical Document)" (Wood) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):e14–e15
"As Well, and As Well As" (Thomas), 2017;32(2):75–76
Atella, Michael J.
"Member News," 1998;13(3):51
Atlanta, Georgia
"A European View of the Atlanta Conference" (Dutka and Moore), 1994;9(1):26
"More Scenes From Atlanta," 1993;8(4):146
"Report From the Winter Executive Committee Meeting: Two Days in Atlanta" (Cozzarin) (From Your AMWA President), 2007;22(1):43–44

Atlas, Ron

Bioterrorism: Guidelines for Medical and Public Health Management (Henderson, Inglesby, and O'Toole) (rvw), 2002;17(4):55

attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder

The ADHD Explosion: Myths, Medication, Money, and Today's Push for Performance (Hinshaw and Scheffler) (rvw), 2015;30(2):74

Ryan — A Mother's Story of Her Hyperactive/Tourette Syndrome Child (Hughes) (rvw), 1990;5(2):27

"Attention to Detail" (Ross) (Letter to the Editor), 1993;8(1):32
"Attitudes Toward Writing and Writing Assistance in Peer-Reviewed Articles" (Phillips) (Paper Presentation), 2002;17(4):38–39

audience analysis


Audin, Janis H.

audiovisual writing

"Audiovisual Writing — Proceedings From a Workshop" (Smith), 1987;2(5):9–11
"Building a Good Foundation: One Scriptwriter's Plan for Maintaining Good Client Relations" (Madigan), 1993;8(2):39–43
"A Different Audiovisual World: Pushing the Multimedia Envelope" (Beecher) (conf rpt), 1997;12(3):10–11
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Bell, D.

*The Bellevue Guide to Outpatient Medicine: An Evidence-Based Guide to Primary Care* (Link and Tanner, eds) (rvw), 2002;17(4):49–50

Bellwood, Mary Beth

bellydancing
"Dancing Between the Lines" (King) (Page Break), 2008;23(4):215

BELS (Board of Editors in the Life Sciences)
"BELS—The Board of Editors in the Life Sciences, an International Credentialing Association" (Lafferty), 2017;32(2):67

BELS (Board of Editors in the Life Sciences) Program (CBE/CSE)
"AMWA Members Earning BELS Certificates," 2009;24(4):208
"AMWA Members Earning New BELS Certificates," 2007;22(1):53
"BELS Certificates," 2010;25(2):92
"BELS Certifications Earned," 2009;24(1):49
"The BELS Program: Certification for Manuscript Editors in the Life Sciences" (Phillips) (commentary), 1993;8(2):56–58

"Freelance Forum," 2015;30(2):82
"Out of Focus" (Pownall) (Member Musing), 2008;23(3):151
Professional Organization Profile (Berman and Aiello), 2007;22(4):192–193

Benau, Danny A. (Dan), 2015;30(4):162
"An Examination of Microsoft® Word™ Features Used by Medical Writers" (Valenzuela and Benau) (research), 2018;33(2):58–62
"How to Talk to a Statistician: What to Ask For and What To Do If You Don't Get It" (Rawn) (conf rpt), 2007;22(1):13–14

Bendell, Norm
*Under My Skin: A Kid's Guide to Atopic Dermatitis* (Crowe and Bendell) (rvw), 2001;16(4):36

Bender, Mark
"1992 Annual Conference" photographs, 1992;7(3):39

Benfield, John R.
"Recruitment Advice" (Letter to the Editor), 1993;8(1):32

Benson, Harriet

Benson, Kirsten
"Applying the Communication Techniques of University Writing Center Tutors to the Medical Editor-Author Dialogue" (Bailey, Benson, and Weber-Main), 2015;30(2):51–55

Benson, Linda
"AMWA Fellowships" (Honors and Awards), 2003;18(4):154–156

Benton, Ora
Letter to the Editor, 1987;2(4):36

bereavement
Letter to the Editor (Cheatham), 1987;2(4):2
"Mending" (King) (Page Break), 2009;24(2):103
"Working One's Way Through Grief: One Writer's Story" (Eastman), 1987;2(3):2–5
Berg, Carolyn A.
"Pharmaceutical Marketing: The Old, the New, the Tried, the True" (Rowan) (conf rpt), 2008;23(4):164
Berg, Jeremy M.
Bergman, Richard
"Managing Writer's Block," 1999;14(2):30
Bergstrom, Lisa C.
Fitness and Exercise Sourcebook: Basic Consumer Health Information About the Fundamentals of Fitness and Exercise (Health Reference Series) 2nd ed (Gledhill) (rvw), 2001;16(3):29–31
"Berkeley Conference a First" (Sheu), 2006;21(2):94
Berland, Theodore, 1990;5(3):41
"Draw From Life's Experiences, Let Your Imagination Soar" (Swanberg Address), 1990;5(4):2–4
Letter to the Editor, 1996;11(1):2, 2001;16(4):3
"Member Profile: Ted Berland" (Eisenpreis), 2005;20(4):189
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167
"Harold Swanberg Distinguished Service Award," 1990;5(4):23 (photo)
"They Made a Difference ... " (essay), 1990;5(3):26
Berman, Kim
"Acknowledging a Biomedical Communicator" (Berman) (case studies), 2005;20(1):16–18
"Déjà Vu...What Is a Biomedical Communicator to Do?," 2006;21(1):19–20
"Haunted Writers: Exorcising the Ghosts from MECC and Pharma Publications" (Krischer) (conf rpt), 2006;21(1):7
"Professional Organization Profile: Board of Editors in the Life Sciences (BELS)" (Berman and Aiello), 2007;22(4):192–193
Berman, Stephen M.
Big Shot: Passion, Politics, and the Struggle for an AIDS Vaccine (Thomas) (rvw), 2002;17(2):29–30
Berman, Susan J.
"AMWA Fellowships" (Honors and Awards), 2003;18(4):154–156
Bernardo, Mary Lou
Del.icio.us (del.icio.us) (rvw), 2008;23(2):91
Bern, Katrina H.
Bernhard, Jeffrey D.
Itch: Mechanisms and Management of Pruritus (rvw), 1994;9(3):99–100
Bernhardt, Jay
"Health Marketing and Communication at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)" (Kite-Powell) (conf rpt), 2008;23(1):12–13
Bernhardt, Stephen A.
"From Medical Writer to Communication Specialist: Expanding Roles and Contributions in Pharmaceutical Organizations" (Ford, Bernhardt, and Cuppan), 2004;19(2):4–8, 11
Bernstein, Aaron B.
Study Reports” (Sebas) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):163
"CORE Reference: A Year of Experience Preparing CSRs for Multiple Audiences" (O’Connor) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):e13–e14
"Global Submissions: How Will Re-engineering and Harmonization Change the Way We Prepare Marketing Applications?” (Evers) (conf rpt), 1997;12(3):6–7
"Third Annual Meeting of the European Medical Writers Association (EMWA) Chapter" (Taylor), 1994;9(2):73–74
Bernstein, Richard K.
"Member News," 1997;12(2):38
Berra, Clayton (Yogi)
"In Their Own Words," 2009;24(1):37
Berreth, Don
Berthold, Heiner K.
"The Best and the Rest: Exploring Professional Societies Beyond AMWA" (Sauer and Graham), 2014;29(1):30–33
best practices
"Best Practices for Posting Clinical Trial Results to ClinicalTrials.gov: How Medical Writers Can Prepare by Utilizing the Clinical Study Report (CSR)" (Houser) (poster), 2016;31(3):e2
"Best Practices for Writing and Editing CME Needs Assessments" (Kuney) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):e19–e20
"Best Practices in Writing Test Items" (Jong) (open session summary), 2016;31(4):172–173
"Editorial Best Practices in a Quick-Turnaround, Client-Driven Environment" (Murawski) (poster abstract), 2008;23(3):119
"Expanding Health Literacy for All: Best Practices for Improved Patient Understanding with English Language Learners" (Cruse and Singleton) (poster abstract), 2007;22(3):119
"Letting the Patient Speak: Best Practices in Developing Shared Decision-Making Communication Tools for Patients” (Arduser and Eckman) (poster), 2013;28(3):113
Best Published Research award (AMWA)
"Best Science (BS) Medicine Podcast: Getting Higher than a Kite on Medical Cannabinoids" (O’Connor) (rvw), 2018;33(2):83
"Best Year Ever!" (Bass) (From the President), 2014;29(3):130–131
Betancourt, Lin
Betsch, Elizabeth Jean
"More Scenes From Atlanta," 1993;8(4):146
"Ten Valuable Lessons In Redesigning the Format Of a Medical Journal" (Betsch, Drimmie, Elliott, Holmes, Kent, and Taylor), 1991;6(2):12–18
Bett, Walter R.
Betterton-Lewis, Deana G.
"Getting Your Employer to Say Yes to the AMWA Annual Conference" (Betterton-Lewis and Bridgers),
"My Graduate School Experience: Master of Science in Biomedical Writing," 2008;23(1):26–27
"Regulatory Affairs Professionals Society (RAPS): What's the Relevance for Medical Writers?" (Betterton-Lewis and Lawton), 2011;26(2):84–85

Betzold, Michael
*Appointment with Doctor Death* (rvw), 1994;9(1):32

Beyer, Bill
"Write It Down ... Every Step of the Way," 2007;22(1):31–32
Letter to the Editor (Editor's Response), 2007;22(3):146
Letter to the Editor (Wager, Gertel, Lang, Good), 2007;22(3):146
"Beyond Belly Aches: Identifying and Differentiating Food Allergies and Intolerances" (Kafer, Keith, and Duyff) (conf rpt), 2013;28(1):24–25
"Beyond Child-Resistant Packaging for Drugs: F Value Determination for Added Child Safety" (Joshi), 2018;33(4):e7–e10
"Beyond Editing: An Experience in Mentoring Provided by an Academic Health Care Center’s Office of Grants and Scientific Publications" (Dornhoffer) (feature), 2012;27(4):147–151
"Beyond Special Interests" (Scott) (Annual Conference Preview), 2003;18(2):55
"Beyond the Box: New and Innovative Moneymaking Strategies for Freelancers" (Dahlberg) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):172
"Beyond Words and Pictures" (Jacoby) (Editorial), 2001;16(1):1

Beyer, Julie
"How to Effectively Lead Your Team as the Medical Writer," 2012;27(3):118–122
"Voices of Experience" (Haley), 2008;23(3):131–133

bias
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2011;26(2):78
"Enabling Medical Writers to Avoid Bias: The Ongoing Battle of Privacy, Transparency, and Technology" (Towers), 2018;33(3):124–125
"Gender Bias in STEM: How Medical Communicators Can Act" (Matic and Jadhav), 2018;33(4):152–156
"How Fair is the Press In Reporting Medical News? Is it Biased?" (Moser), 1991;6(1):5–9
"Tools and Procedures to Improve Transparency, Facilitate Compliance with Authorship Guidelines, and Minimize the Potential for Bias in Scientific Publications: One Company's Perspective" (Zakson, Ahlstrom, Boorer, Rockabrand, Setty, Toroser, Zoog, and Clark) (poster), 2010;25(3):113

Biddle, Wayne
"1996 AMWA Awards: Alvarez Award" (Bloom), 1996;11(2):5–6

Bidese, Catherine M.
"How to Integrate Your Web Site Into Your Marketing Program" (Bidese and Pierson), 1998;13(2):28–30

Biedermann, Greg
"Attitudes Toward Writing and Writing Assistance in Peer-Reviewed Articles" (Phillips, Carey, and Biedermann), 2001;16(3):10–16

Biegler, Detlef
*Color Atlas of Pharmacology* (Lullmann, Mohr, Ziegler, and Biegler) (rvw), 1994;9(3):100
"The Big Bad Wolf Wore a Tasteful Little Black Cocktail Dress" (Thomas), 2018;33(2):78–79

big data
"It's Time For Medical Writers To Get Big and Dirty: Writing Opportunities in Data, Biometrics, and Technology" (Johnson) (conf rpt), 2017;32(1):23–24
"A Big Meeting"(Palmer) (From the President), 2016;31(2):80–81
"Billet-Doux" (Schwager), 2006;21(4):181

billing. see also payment issues
Bingham, Barry, Sr.
The Art of JAMA II: Covers and Essays from The Journal of the American Medical Association (Southgate) (rvw), 2001;16(4):40–41

Bingham, Mary
The Art of JAMA II: Covers and Essays from The Journal of the American Medical Association (Southgate) (rvw), 2001;16(4):40–41

biocommunication
"AMWA: a Committed, Dedicated, Eclectic, and Vibrant Group of Biocommunicators" (Siefert) (From Your President), 2005;20(4):Exclusively Online
"Biocommunication...Where Words and Science Meet" (Eastwood) (Chapter Report), 2004;19(2):28

bioethics. see also ethics
"Bioethical Issues Still Need a "Common Ground"" (Sullivan) (Letter to the Editor), 1995;10(1):8–9
"Bioethical Issues Still Need a "Common Ground"" (Young) (Response), 1995;10(1):9–10
"Bioethics: Gray Matters Redux" (Gertel) (conf rpt), 2002;17(1):11–12
"Bioethics Beyond the Consensus" (Young) (McGovern Address), 1994;9(1):4–8

bioinformatics
"What Medical Writers Need To Know About the Bioinformatics Revolution" (Keener) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):30–31

biologics
"Biologics & Biosimilars: Regulations, Rules of Trial Design, and Rising Approvals" (Sjoberg) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):31–33
"A Biotherapeutics Playbook" (Earnhardt and Dean) (poster), 2012;27(3):114

biologics license applications (BLAs)
"Planning is Key: Lessons Learned from a Recent Biologics License Application Submission" (Millar) (poster), 2010;25(3):112

biology
"Profiles of AMWA Workshops" (Wasson-Blader), 2009;24(3):131
"Transport of Substances in the Body: Solutions, Membranes, and Compartments" (Thomas) (feature), 2018;33(3):118–123

biomedical communication
"2005 Walter C. Alvarez Award: Ruth Murphey Parker, MD" (Miceli) (conf rpt), 2006;21(1):6
"Acknowledging a Biomedical Communicator" (Berman) (case studies), 2005;20(1):16–18
"AMWA and the Biomedical Communicator: From Here to the Year 2000" (Cornett) (Presidential Address), 1988;3(4):24–26
"Asilomar Conference 2003: The Impact of Biomedical Communications" (Kozacko and Baker), 2003;18(2):78–79
"Biomedical and Health Informatics: A Role for Medical Communicators" (Sadler and Jacobs) (poster), 2011;26(3):121

Biomedical Communication: Selected AMWA Workshops (AMWA), 2010;25(4):167
"But How Do I Get a Job as a Biomedical Communicator?! A Short, Emergency Survey" (Lang), 2004;19(1):41–42
"Case Study on the Impact of Intranet Site Design on Knowledge Warehousing and Communications" (Kayfes and Smalley), 2006;21(2):61–63
"Communication Research and Biomedical Writing: How Theory Can Enrich Practice" (conf rpt), 2003;18(4):162–163
"Déjà Vu...What Is a Biomedical Communicator to Do?" (Berman), 2006;21(1):19–20
"The Development of Professional Identity and Status in Biomedical Communication" (Haneline) (commentary), 1991;6(1):2–4
biomedical translation
"A Day in the Life of a Biomedical Translator" (Stahl), 1995;10(1):40–41
biomedical writing. see also medical writing
"Identifying the Types and Severity of Problems in Biomedical Research Manuscripts Using a 14-Item Scale" (Delsigne) (poster), 2013;28(3):112
"My Graduate School Experience: Master of Science in Biomedical Writing" (Betterton-Lewis), 2008;23(1):26–27
biomedicine
biometrics
"It’s Time For Medical Writers To Get Big and Dirty: Writing Opportunities in Data, Biometrics, and Technology" (Johnson) (conf rpt), 2017;32(1):23–24
"The Bionic Human: Writing for the Medical Device Industry" (Hudson) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):28–29
Bioscript
"Exhibitors," 2018;33(1):e31
biosimilars
"Biologics & Biosimilars: Regulations, Rules of Trial Design, and Rising Approvals" (Sjoberg) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):31–33
"Biosimilars: Basic Information for the Medical Writer" (Wong and Foote) (feature), 2016;31(3):99–103, 131
biotechnology. see also technology
"Biotechnology Basics for Medical Writers" (Foote and Flynn), 1993;8(3):86–89
"Editorial Frontiers" (Powell) (Editorial), 1993;8(3):77
"Freelance Forum" (Evans), 1998;13(1):36–37
"Welcome Information" (Bitomsky) (Letter to the Editor), 1994;9(3):88
Bioterrorism: Guidelines for Medical and Public Health Management (Henderson, Inglesby, and O'Toole) (rvw), 2002;17(4):55
"The Bioterrorism Threat: Risks and Responses" (Grodberg) (conf rpt), 2004;19(4):155
biotherapeutics (BioTx) or biologics
"A Biotherapeutics Playbook" (Earnhardt and Dean) (poster), 2012;27(3):114
bipolar disorders
Manic-Depressive Illness: Bipolar Disorders and Recurrent Depression, 2nd ed. (Goodwin and Jamison) (rvw), 2008;23(4):192
"Bipolar Order" (Liberthson) (creative work), 2004;19(2):30
Bird, Barbara
"Using Networks to Link Opportunities to Resources," 2004;19(2):3
Bird, Ciranna
"AMWA Voices #9: Conversation between Evelyn Ishmael and Ciranna Bird," 2015;30(3):118–119
"The Medical Writer’s Role in Helping Patients Make Health Care Decisions" (open session summary), 2016;31(4):164, 165
"Bird Flu and SARS: The Importance of Scientific Communication" (Shannon) (conf rpt), 2006;19(4):152
Birenbaum, Arnold
Birkby, Stuart John
Birt, Julie
"New Opportunities for Medical Writers" (Zimov) (conf rpt), 2014;29(1):18–19
birth control
"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1987;2(4):2
Taking Charge of Your Fertility: The Definitive Guide to Natural Birth Control and Pregnancy (Weschler)
(rvw), 2001;16(1):36–37  
"The Birth of the AMWA Core Curriculum" (Sablack), 1996;11(2):9  

Bishop, Jerry E.  
*Genome* (Bishop and Waldholz) (rvw), 1991;6(4):37

Bissonnette, Janice  
"Patient Decision Support in Renal Care: A Clinical Perspective" (Murray, Bissonnette, and Graham), 2015;30(2):64–68

Bitomsky, Marilyn  
"Welcome Information" (Letter to the Editor), 1994;9(3):88

Biznik  
"Build a Business Community with Biznik" (Kryder), 2010;25(3):133

Bjorn, Alyssa  
"Voices of Experience" (Haley), 2005;20(2):88–89

Black, Kathryn  
*In the Shadow of Polio* (rvw), 1997;12(2):25–26

Blackburn, Charles, Jr  

"The Black Death" (Lienhard), 1994;9(2):77

Bladh, Mickey Lynn  
*Davis’s Comprehensive Handbook of Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests With Nursing Implications* (Van Leeuwen and Bladh), 2016;31(2):95

Blakeslee, Alton L.  
"Member News," 1997;12(2):38

Bland, Carole J.  

BLAs (biologics license applications)  
"Planning is Key: Lessons Learned from a Recent Biologics License Application Submission" (Millar) (poster), 2010;25(3):112

Blau, Rosa M.  

"Blazing the Trail: AMWA's 69th Annual Conference Preview" (Haneline), 2009;24(1):2  
"Blazing the Trail in Dallas at AMWA's 69th Annual Conference" (Royer) (conf rpt), 2009;24(4):158–159

Block, Julian  
*Tax Tips for Small Businesses: Savvy Ways for Writers, Photographers, Artists and Other Freelancers to Trim Taxes to the Legal Minimum* (rvw), 2008;23(1):34–35

"Blog!" (Cozzarin), 2017;32(1):41

Blog.bioethics.net (rvw), 2012;27(1):37

blogging. *see also* microblogging

"Blogging about Mentoring" (Gordon), 2012;27(4):177

"Blogging about...Oncology" (Gordon), 2011;26(3):140

"Blogging about...the Brain" (Gordon), 2011;26(1):37

"Blogging for Medical Communication Professionals" (Gordon), 2010;25(2):83


"Check out the Journal’s Expanded Footprint at the AMWA Blog" (Kryder), 2018;33(2):96

"Ethics on the Blogs" (Gordon), 2012;27(1):37

"Green Blogging" (Gordon), 2011;26(4):184

Blogging on the Brain (www.hillaryblakeley.net) (rvw), 2011;26(1):37


The Blood Notes of Peter Mallow (Boor) (rvw), 2009;24(1):39

blood transfusion
Bloom, Joseph H.
"Five Fellows To Be Honored in Toronto," 1991;6(2):30
"Funnies from Medical Records," 1999;14(4):41
"In Memoriam" (Good), 2014;29(2):94
"Member News," 1997;12(3):42
Bloomer, Charles D.
"'Blooper' Published" (Kolveit) (Letter to the Editor), 1993;8(1):33
Blum, Deborah
A Field Guide for Science Writers: The Official Guide of the National Association of Science Writers (Blum, Knudson, and Henig, eds.) (rvw), 2009;24(1):40
Blumberg, Baruch S.
Blumenthal, Mark
The ABC Clinical Guide to Herbs from the American Botanical Council (ABC) (Blumenthal, Hall, Goldberg, Kunz and Dinda, Eds) (rvw), 2004;19(3):131
Blumenthal, Susan J.
"Issues in Women's Mental Health" (Guest Editorial), 1996;11(1):6–11
Blyskal, Jo Anne-Marie
"Getting Pharmaceuticals Approved Across Borders" (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):12
Boal, David
David Horrobin (In Memoriam), 2003;18(3):132
Board of Editors in the Life Sciences (BELS). see BELS (Board of Editors in the Life Sciences)
Bodenheimer, Thomas
"The Medical Writer: A Reaction to Bodenheimer’s Assessment in "Uneasy Alliance"" (Saiers) (Letter to the Editor), 2001;16(1):2
The Bodywise Woman: Reliable Information About Physical Activity and Health (The Melpomene Institute for Women's Health Research) (rvw), 1994;9(2):59–60
Body Worlds 3
"Southwest Chapter Toured Body Worlds 3 at the Houston Museum of Natural Science" (Yu), 2007;22(1):49
Boe, Peggy
"AMWA Voices #2: Conversation between Barbara Snyder and Peggy Boe," 2015;30(3):104–105
"Ethics in Regulatory Writing" (Boe and Snyder), 2012;27(1):15–16
"Introduction to Regulatory Documents in New Drug Applications" (Boe, Snyder, and Weiss), 2011;26(3):122–124
"An Overview of the Drug Research and Development Process" (Boe, Snyder, and Adams), 2011;26(2):74–77
"Welcome to the 21st Century: Going Green with Electronic Submissions" (Boe and Snyder), 2011;26(4):153–155
Boehm, Kristi
Boettger, Ryan K.
"Types of Errors Used in Medical Editing Tests" (feature), 2012;27(3):99–104
Bogen, Melissa L.
Antiqua Medicina: The History of Medicine from Homer to Vasalius (www.med.virginia.edu/hslibrary/historical/antiqua/anthome.html) (rvw), 2003;18(3):134
"Drug Information Association" (organization profile), 2011;26(3):130–131
"How to Structure Clinical Study Report Drafts and Reviews to Save Time and Peace of Mind" (conf rpt), 2003;18(4):165–166
"Jam Session for Seasoned Freelances" (Freelance Forum), 2018;33(1):11–13
Microsoft Most Valuable Professionals (www.mvps.org) (rvw), 2003;18(3):134
Web Site Reviews, 2003;18(1):39
Writers Weekly (www.writersweekly.com) (rvw), 2004;19(3):133
Bohannan, Zach
"Academic Grant Careers: New Opportunities, New Challenges" (Pratt) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):166–167
Bohn, Loretta
"How to Design, Develop, and Execute a Successful Webinar: Exploring the Available Technologies" (conf rpt), 2014;29(4):172–173
Bolander, Verolyn
Bolster, Ann
Civil War Medicine: Challenges and Triumphs (rvw), 2002;17(2):31–32
"AMWA's Annual Conference: A Meeting You Can't Afford to Miss" (Annual Conference Preview), 1998;13(2):34–36
"Core Workshops Sponsored by Chapters" (Baine and Bolster), 1994;9(1):25
"Start Your Day With the Breakfast Roundtables" (Annual Conference Preview), 2000;15(3):9
Boltz, Kathryn W. (Kathy)
"Reports from the Special FDA Sessions at the AMWA Annual Conference," 2012;27(4):161–162
Bond, Nicola
"Key Success Factors for Effective Team-Building Activities," 2012;27(3):129–131
"Marketing Your Skills as a Scientific Writer" (poster abstract), 2007;22(3):119
"Strategy for Alignment of Controlled Documents When Multiple Functional Groups Merge" (Bond and Tuan) (poster), 2009;24(3):118
bone marrow transplantation
Bone Marrow and Blood Stem Cell Transplants: A Guide for Patients (Stewart and Sugar) (rvw), 2003;18(4):197
"Uniting for Life: Motivating African Americans to Become Marrow Donors" (Messer), 1997;12(2):10–13
Bonfield, Arlyn
"Members in the News," 1994;9(2):69
Bonhours, Dominique
"In Their Own Words," 2009;24(1):37
Bonk, Robert J.
"AMWA Fellowships: Jessica Ancker, PhD, ELS; Robert Bonk, PhD; Bart Harvey, MD, PhD" (Reidenbach), 2009;24(4):210–211
"Do Something Original" (Annual Conference Preview), 2008;23(1):2–3
"Member News," 1997;12(2):38
"Reversing The Report-Production Process When Teaching Pharmaceutical Writing" (Bonk), 1998;13(1):17–19
"Seek and Ye Shall Find: Creating Strategic Alliances to Strengthen and Expand Health Communication Programs" (conf rpt), 1997;12(3):7–8
"Setting the PACE" (Annual Conference Preview), 2008;23(2):56–58
"Setting the Pace: AMWA's 68th Annual Conference" (Annual Conference Preview), 2008;23(3):110–111
"Setting the PACE for 2008" (Annual Conference Preview), 2007;22(4):216
"Sharpening Our Educational Focus on Medical Writing" (conf rpt), 1999;14(1):15

Bonnell, Linda M.
"Breakfast Roundtables" (Bonnell and Gegeny) (Annual Conference Preview), 2004;19(2):18
"Breakfast Roundtables" (Bonnell and Vivirito) (Annual Conference Preview), 2003;18(2):56
Guidebook to Better Medical Writing (Iles) (rvw), 1999;14(4):31
"Pharmacists Reply" (Letter to the Editor), 1993;8(1):32–33
"Subcontracting Freelance Writers: Legal and Practical Issues" (Tomlin) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):27–28

Bonnem, Shirley
Jonathan E. Rhoads, MD (1907-2002) (Obituary), 2002;17(1):43
"Media and Marketing: 2001 and Beyond" (Kahn) (conf rpt), 2002;17(1):9

Bonsignore, Alisa
"Closing the Deal: Getting That Freelance Project" (Accettola) (open session summary), 2016;31(4):167–168

Book Awards. see Medical Book Awards (AMWA)

Bookland, Elizabeth
"Complexities of Conducting International Clinical Studies" (Snyder) (conf rpt), 2008;23(1):11–12
book making
Cover to Cover: Creative Techniques for Making Beautiful Books, Journals & Albums (La Plantz) (rvw), 1996;11(2):60–61
"Bookmark More Medical Web Sites" (Di Paolo) (Letter to the Editor), 1998;13(3):2
"Bookmark More Medical Web Sites" (Forcier) (Letter to the Editor), 1998;13(3):2
book readings
"Carolinas Chapter Book Reading with Paul Austin, MD: Something for the Pain" (Rochelle), 2009;24(3):151

Book Reviews. see also Media Reviews
The ABC Clinical Guide to Herbs from the American Botanical Council (ABC) (Blumenthal, Hall, Goldberg, Kunz and Dinda, Eds), 2004;19(3):131
The ADHD Explosion: Myths, Medication, Money, and Today's Push for Performance (Hinshaw and Scheffler), 2015;30(2):74
Affirmations, Meditations, and Encouragements for Women Living with Breast Cancer (Dackman), 1992;7(3):27
AIDS and Its Metaphors (Sontag), 1989;4(2):41
The Alarming History of Medicine (Gordon), 1995;10(1):25
American Cancer Society's Complete Guide to Prostate Cancer (Bostwick, Crawford, Higano, and Roach), 2006;21(1):38–39
American Medical Association Complete Medical Encyclopedia (Leikin and Lipsky) (rvw), 2005;20(1):39
Anterior Segment Disease: A Diagnostic Color Atlas (Boruchoff), 2001;16(4):34
Appointment with Doctor Death (Betzold), 1994;9(1):32
Articulations: The Body and Illness in Poetry (Mukand), 1995;10(2):80–81
The Art of JAMA, One Hundred Covers and Essays from the Journal of the American Medical Association (Southgate), 1998;13(2):44–45
The Art of JAMA II: Covers and Essays from The Journal of the American Medical Association (Southgate), 2001;16(4):40–41
Asthma Sourcebook (Health Reference Series) (Muth), 2001;16(1):37–38
The A-Z of Women's Sexuality (Kahn and Holt), 1990;5(4):25
The Bedford Murder: An Evidence-Based Clinical Mystery (Godwin and Hodgetts), 2004;19(4):183–184
The Bellevue Guide to Outpatient Medicine: An Evidence-Based Guide to Primary Care (Link and Tanner, eds), 2002;17(4):49–50
Big Shot: Passion, Politics, and the Struggle for an AIDS Vaccine (Thomas), 2002;17(2):29–30
Bioterrorism: Guidelines for Medical and Public Health Management (Henderson, Inglesby, and O'Toole), 2002;17(4):55
The Blood Notes of Peter Mallow (Boor), 2009;24(1):39
The Bodywise Woman: Reliable Information About Physical Activity and Health (The Melpomene Institute for Women's Health Research), 1994;9(2):59–60
Bone Marrow and Blood Stem Cell Transplants: A Guide for Patients (Stewart and Sugar), 2003;18(4):197
Boxing and Medicine (Cantu) (rvw), 1996;11(2):60
Cancer Prevention, Detection, and Control: A Nursing Perspective (Jennings-Dozier and Mahon), 2003;18(4):197–198
Caring for the Heart: Mayo Clinic and the Rise of Specialization (Fye), 2015;30(4):186
Caring for Your Adolescent: Ages 12 to 21 (Greydanus), 1993;8(4):151–152
Caring for Your Baby and Young Child: Birth to Age (Shelov and Hannemann, eds), 1993;8(4):151
Catching My Breath: An Asthmatic Explores His Illness (Brookes), 1995;10(2):79–80
The Children's Hospital Guide to Your Child's Health and Development (Children's Hospital Boston) (rvw), 2002;17(4):53
Clinical Trial Registries: A Practical Guide for Sponsors and Researchers of Medicinal Products (Foote, ed) (New Books by AMWA Members), 2007;22(4):204
The Comatose Patient (Wijdricks), 2009;24(4):195
Common Errors in English Usage (Brians), 2004;19(2):38
Communication Skills for Medical Professionals (Walters), 2011;26(4):181
The Complete Guide to Medical Writing (Stuart), 2008;23(3):143
The Complete Guide to Women's Health (Shephard and Shephard), 1991;6(2):38
In the Country of Hearts: Journeys in the Art of Medicine (Stone), 1991;6(2):37–38
Cover to Cover: Creative Techniques for Making Beautiful Books, Journals & Albums (La Plantz), 1996;11(2):60–61
The Culprit and the Cure, and How Transforming That Lifestyle Can Be the Cure (Aldana), 2006;21(4):172
The Culture of Death: The Assault on Medical Ethics in America (Smith), 2001;16(2):31–34
Cure Unknown: Inside the Lyme Epidemic (Weintraub), 2009;24(4):193
Curing Cancer: Solving One of the Greatest Mysteries of Our Time (Waldholz), 1999;14(3):32–33
Davis’s Comprehensive Handbook of Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests With Nursing Implications (Van Leeuwen and Bladh), 2016;31(2):95
Death Foretold. Prophecy and Prognosis in Medical Care (Christakis), 2000;15(4):33
Death to Dust: What Happens to Dead Bodies? (Iserson), 1994;9(2):61–62
Dedicated to the Health of All Children: 75 Years of Caring 1930-2005 (Baker and Pearson), 2006;21(1):38
DES/Diethylstilbestrol—New Perspectives (Edelman), 1987;2(3):12
Diabesity: The Obesity-Diabetes Epidemic That Threatens America—And What We Must Do to Stop It (Kaufman), 2010;25(2):79
Dictionary of Appropriate Adjectives (Mikhail), 1996;11(2):59–60
Doctors and Discoveries: Lives That Created Today's Medicine (Simmons), 2002;17(3):34
Doctors' Stories: The Narrative Structure of Medical Knowledge (Hunter), 1994;9(4):152–153
Do Not Go Gentle (Ziporyn), 2007;22(3):141
Do Vaccines Cause That?! A Guide for Evaluating Vaccine Safety Concerns (Myers and Pineda), 2008;23(3):143
Dr. Mütter’s Marvels: A True Tale of Intrigue and Innovation at the Dawn of Modern Medicine (Aptowitz), 2015;30(2):75
Dr. Tom Linden's Guide to Online Medicine (Linden and Kienholz), 1996;11(1):43–44
Ebola: The Natural and Human History of a Deadly Virus (Quammen), 2017;32(2):79
Elephant Medicine – And More: Musings of a Medical Educator (Fred), 1989;4(3):29
Elixir: The American Tragedy of a Deadly Drug (Martin), 2015;30(2):72
Emergency War Surgery, Fourth United States Revision (Cubano, Lenhart, eds), 2014;29(4):181
Envisioning Information (Tufte), 1992;7(2):36
The Essential Guide to Psychiatric Drugs (Gorman), 1990;5(4):26
Ethical Problem in Pediatrics: A Dozen Dilemmas (Melnick), 2008;23(2):90
The Ethos of Medicine in Postmodern America: Philosophical, Cultural, and Social Considerations (Eiser), 2018;33(3):134–135
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Social Media, but were afraid to ask... (Topper), 2010;25(3):128
Evidence-Based Hypertension (Mulrow), 2002;17(4):51–52
Evidence-Based Practice: Logic and Critical Thinking in Medicine (Jenick and Hitchcock), 2005;20(3):148
Ex Libris: Confessions of a Common Reader (Fadiman), 2004;19(3):132
The Expert Editor: Tips, Advice, Insights and Solutions (Molpus, ed.), 1991;6(2):37
Eyelid Tumors: Clinical Diagnosis & Surgical Treatment, 2nd edition (Older), 2006;21(2):81
A Family Album: Poetry by Dan Liberthson, 2007;22(3):142
The Fight to Survive: A Young Girl, Diabetes, and the Discovery of Insulin (Cox), 2010;25(3):128–129
The Fine Art of Technical Writing: Key Points to Help You Think Your Way Through Writing Scientific or Technical Publications, Theses, Term Papers, and Business Reports (Perry), 1992;7(1):36
Fitness and Exercise Sourcebook: Basic Consumer Health Information About the Fundamentals of Fitness and Exercise (Health Reference Series) 2nd ed (Gledhill), 2001;16(3):29–31
Five Days at Memorial: Life and Death in a Storm-Ravaged Hospital (Fink), 2014;29(4):180
Forensic Science: Evidence, Clues, and Investigation (Crime, Justice, and Punishment) (Campbell), 2001;16(1):37
The Forever Fix (Lewis), 2013;28(1):34
The Gene: An Intimate History (Mukherjee), 2018;33(1):42
Genetics in Oncology Practice: Cancer Risk Assessment (Tranin, Masny, and Jenkins), 2003;18(4):196
Gesundheit! (Adams, with Mylander), 1993;8(2):71
Getting Published: How to Learn and Master the Business of Writing (Magee), 2006;21(4):172–173
Getting Research Published. An A to Z of Publication Strategy (Wager), 2006;21(3):128
Guidebook to Better Medical Writing (Iles), 1999;14(4):31
The Healer's Tale (Kaufman), 1993;8(3):110
Health Professions. Career and Education Directory, 2004;19(1):44
Health Trackers: How Technology Is Helping Us Monitor and Improve Our Health (McManus), 2016;31(1):40
Heal Your Heart: How You Can Prevent or Reverse Heart Disease (Gould), 2000;15(4):34
Heart Care for Life: Developing the Program that Works for You (Zaret and Subak-Sharpe), 2007;22(4):202
Hematology (Goyette), 1999;14(3):35
Mayo Clinic on Healthy Weight (Hensrud), 2001;16(4):36–37
Medical Abbreviations: 5500 Conveniences at the Expense of Communications and Safety (Davis), 1990;5(1):27
Medical Abbreviations: 8600 Conveniences at the Expense of Communications and Safety (Davis), 1993;8(2):70–71
Medical Book Awards, 2005;20(1):39–41. see also Medical Book Awards (AMWA)
Medical Cover-Ups in the White House (MacMahon and Curry), 1989;4(2):41
Medical English Usage and Abusage (Schwager), 1991;6(2):37
Medical Genetics (Sack, Jr), 2000;15(2):34–35
Medical-Surgical Nursing (Reeves, Roux, Lockhart), 2000;15(2):30–31
Medical Writing 101: A Primer for Health Professionals (Melnick), 2008;23(2):89
Medical Writing and Communicating (Gartland), 1994;9(4):151
Medicine, Media and Morality: Pulitzer Prize-Winning Writings on Health Related Topics (Fisher), 1993;8(1):27
Medicine Quest (Plotkin), 2001;16(1):36, 2001;16(2):35 (Correction)
Medicine's 10 Greatest Discoveries (Friedman and Friedland), 1999;14(4):33–34
Microsoft Word 2010 for Medical and Technical Writers, 2nd ed (Aitken and Okazaki), 2013;28(3):132
Mountains Beyond Mountains (Kidder), 2005;20(3):147
On the Move: A Life (Sacks), 2015;30(3):143
Mummies of the Pharaohs: Modern Medical Investigations (Bucaille), 1991;6(1):30
My First Year as a Doctor: Real-World Stories from America's M.D.'s (Ramsdell, ed.), 1995;10(2):80
My Own Country: A Doctor's Story (Verghese), 1996;11(1):44–45
Under My Skin: A Kid's Guide to Atopic Dermatitis (Crowe and Bendell), 2001;16(4):36
Nameless Diseases (Ziporyn), 1992;7(3):27–28
Natural Menopause (Perry and O’Hanlan), 1997;12(3):36–37
The Nazi and the Psychiatrist (El-Hai), 2014;29(1):44
New Books by AMWA Members, 2007;22(4):204
The New Harvard Guide to Women’s Health (Carlson, Eisenstat, and Ziporyn), 2006;21(3):129
No Lobster, Please! A Story of a Child with a Severe Seafood Allergy (Rogers), 2006;21(4):174
No More Measles! The Truth About Vaccines and Your Health (Thomas), 2016;31(4):190
Off-Label Drug Facts (Generali and Cada), 2002;17(4):52
Oncology Nursing Society Manual for Clinical Trials Nursing (Klimaszewski, Bacon, Deininger, Ford, and Westendorp), 2009;24(4):194
Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology: A Rationale for Diagnosis and Treatment (Marx and Stern), 2003;18(4):194–195
Organ Donation in Japan: A Medical Anthropological Study (Yasuoka), 2018;33(2):83–84
Osborn’s Brain: Imaging, Pathology, and Anatomy (Osborn), 2013;28(4):180–181
Our Daily Meds (Petersen), 2009;24(1):38–39
Out of the Dead House: Nineteenth-Century Women Physicians and the Writing of Medicine (Wells), 2001;16(2):29–30
Pain Management for Older Adults: A Self-Help Guide (Hadjistavropoulos and Hadjistavropoulos, editors), 2009;24(4):196
Peace, Love & Healing (Siegel), 1990;5(1):27
Pharmacotherapy Principles and Practice (Chisholm-Burns, Wells, Schwinghammer, Malone, Kolesar, Rotschafer, Dipiro), 2008;23(4):193
Popular Health & Medical Writing for Magazines—How to Turn Current Research & Trends into Salable Feature Articles (Hart), 2006;21(2):81
Pre-Professional Writing (Carlson-Carmichael and Hayden), 1993;8(2):71–72
Professionally Speaking: Public Speaking for Health Professionals (Melnick), 2001;16(2):30–31
Reaching Teens: Strength-Based Communication Strategies to Build Resilience and Support Healthy Adolescent Development (Ginsburg, Kinsman, eds), 2014;29(4):182
Self-publishing to Tightly-Targeted Markets (Burgett), 1991;6(2):38
S.T.A.B.L.E.—Cardiac Module: Recognition and Stabilization of Neonates with Severe CHD (Karlsen and...
Tani), 2004;19(4):184


Subliminal: How Your Unconscious Mind Rules Your Behavior (Mlodinow), 2018;33(3):134


Sustaining the Dignity and Nobility of Medical Care: A Collection of Essays (Simone), 2008;23(2):89–90


Tax Tips for Small Businesses: Savvy Ways for Writers, Photographers, Artists and Other Freelancers to Trim Taxes to the Legal Minimum (Block), 2008;23(1):34–35

Technical Editing, 3rd Edition (Rude), 2002;17(2):31

Techniques to Improve Your Writing Skills (Iles), 1989;4(3):29


Thin for Life: 10 Keys to Success from People Who Have Lost Weight & Kept It Off (Fletcher), 1994;9(4):151–152

This Business of Writing (Levoy), 1992;7(3):27–28

Timebomb: The Global Epidemic of Multi-Drug Resistant Tuberculosis (Reichman and Tanne), 2002;17(4):50–51


Tourette Syndrome and Human Behavior (Comings), 1990;5(2):27


Unplugged: Reclaiming Our Right to Die in America (Colby), 2007;22(4):201–202

Vaccinated: One Man’s Quest to Defeat the World’s Deadliest Diseases (Offit), 2008;23(4):193–194

The Vaccine Race: Science, Politics, and the Human Costs of Defeating Disease (Wadman), 2018;33(1):43


War Hospital: A True Story of Surgery and Survival (Fink), 2004;19(4):185


The Way of the Woman Writer (Roseman), 2007;22(2):90


The Wellness Book of I.B.S. How to Achieve Relief from Irritable Bowel Syndrome and Live a Symptom-Free Life (Scanlon and Becnel), 1992;7(1):37


What the Nose Knows: The Science of Scent in Everyday Life (Gilbert), 2009;24(3):143


Where Did Mary Go?: A Loving Husband’s Struggle with Alzheimer’s (Wall), 1998;13(2):47

Whiplash-Associated Diseases (Caillet), 2007;22(2):90–91

Why People Die by Suicide (Joiner), 2007;22(3):140


The Wilderness First Responder: a text for the recognition, treatment, and prevention of wilderness emergencies (Tilton with Hubbell), 2000;15(2):30–31

Win without Competing! Career Success the Right Fit Way (Barro) (New Books by AMWA Members),
The Woman Who Walked into the Sea: Huntington's and the Making of a Genetic Disease (Wexler), 2009;24(4):192


The Women's Health Data Book: A Profile of Women's Health in the United States (Jacob's Institute of Women's Health), 1993;8(1):27–28

The Words of Medicine: Sources, Meanings, and Delights (Fortuine), 2002;17(1):33–35


Writing, Speaking, and Communication Skills for Health Professionals (The Health Care Communication Group), 2001;16(4):39–40

Writing, Speaking, & Communication Skills for Health Professionals (The Health Care Communication Group), 2002;17(4):50

Writing Successfully in Science (O'Connor), 1993;8(1):30

The X in Sex: How the X Chromosome Controls Our Lives (Bainbridge), 2004;19(4):184–185

The Year of the Genome: A Diary of the Biological Revolution (Weissmann), 2002;17(3):32–33

You Don't Need a Hysterectomy: New and Effective Ways of Avoiding Surgery (Strausz), 1993;8(3):110–111


Your Pregnancy Companion (Graham), 1991;6(4):31–32

book rights

"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2009;24(1):20

Books by AMWA Members (column)

The Accidental Medical Writer (Kryder and Bass), 2009;24(3):143–144

Are You Thinking of a Career in Regulatory Medical Writing? (Early), 2009;24(3):144


Boor, Paul

The Blood Notes of Peter Mallow (rvw), 2009;24(1):39

Boorer, Kathryn J.

"Tools and Procedures to Improve Transparency, Facilitate Compliance with Authorship Guidelines, and Minimize the Potential for Bias in Scientific Publications: One Company's Perspective" (Zakson, Ahlstrom, Boorer, Rockabrand, Setty, Toroser, Zoog, and Clark) (poster), 2010;25(3):113

Borden, Kay


Borgelt, Laura


Borow, Wendy


Boruchoff, S. Arthur

Anterior Segment Disease: A Diagnostic Color Atlas (rvw), 2001;16(4):34

Bosserman, Lorelei


Boston Children's Hospital


Bostwick, David S.

American Cancer Society's Complete Guide to Prostate Cancer (Bostwick, Crawford, Higano, and Roach) (rvw), 2006;21(1):38–39

Bostwick, John III


botany

The ABC Clinical Guide to Herbs from the American Botanical Council (ABC) (Blumenthal, Hall, Goldberg, Kunz and Dinda, Eds), 2004;19(3):131
boundaries
"Freelance Forum" (Evans), 1995;10(2):101
Bowen, Sherri
"Miscellaneous Tidbits Related to Gathering References" (Bowen), 2015;30(1):38
"Psychologic Issues to Consider when Embarking on a Freelance Writing Career," 2006;21(2):69
Bowly, Mark R.
"The FDA as Audience" (Hathaway) (conf rpt), 2013;28(1):20
Boxing and Medicine (Cantu) (rvw), 1996;11(2):60
Boyle, Erin L.
"What You Should Know About PR and Marketing" (Natarajan) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):e11–e12
Boyle, Lee
Evidence-Based to Value-Based Medicine (Brown, Brown, and Sharma) (rvw), 2006;21(3):129
Boylen, Joyce B.
Bradford, Andrea
"Stumbling Upon Medical Writing as a Career Alternative" (Member Musings), 2008;23(1):45–46
Bradford, Monica M.
Council of Science Editors (Professional Organization Profile), 2007;22(2):78, 2007;22(3):129 (Erratum)
Brady, Don
DES/Diethylstilbestrol—New Perspectives (Edelman) (rvw), 1987;2(3):12
"Models of Medical Writing: Silvano Arieti" (feature), 1988;3(1):18–19
Brain Blogger (brainblogger.com) (rvw), 2011;26(1):37
brain cancer
Making Miracles Happen (Smith and Naifeh) (rvw), 1999;14(3):33–34
"brain drain"
"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1989;4(2):1
Brain on Fire: My Month of Madness (Cahalan) (rvw), 2014;29(3):142
brain tumors
Surgery of Cranial Base Tumors (Sekhar and Janecka) (rvw), 1993;8(3):104
Brannstrom, Kristina
"Clinical Study Reports: Efficiencies and Impact on Timelines" (Brannstrom and Zucker) (poster), 2009;24(3):115
Brautman, Douglas
"My Journey into Medical Writing—a Newcomer's Odyssey," 2006;21(1):44–45
Brauburger, Katharina
"New European Clinical Trial Regulation: The Requirement for Lay Summaries and Its Impact on Medical Communicators" (Brauburger, Sroka-Saidi, and Schindler), 2015;30(2):60–63, 86
Braun, Stephen
"Emerging Markets for Freelance Writers" (Kirsch) (conf rpt), 1997;12(3):12–13
"Member News," 1998;13(1):40
Braunton, Jodi
"Achieving Integration: A Project Management-Based Process to Unify Writing Teams in Large-Scale Grant Projects" (Tam, Chan, and Braunton) (poster abstract), 2008;23(3):118
"Creating the Multi-Investigator Grant Application: Marrying Science with Project Management for a Streamlined Process" (Chan and Braunton) (poster abstract), 2007;22(3):118–119
"Crossing Borders: Facilitating a Successful Grant Application for the Development of an International Scientific Network" (Chan and Braunton), 2006;21(2):52–53
"Effective Planning Strategies for Grant Development" (Brown, Karakasis, Chan, and Braunton) (poster), 2009;24(3):115
Brody (rvw), 2001;16(1):38–39

Brody, Jane
"Health Reporting in the 1980s: Helping People Break Bad Habits" (commentary), 1988;3(2):2–4
"Jane Brody to Receive Walter C. Alvarez Award," 1987;2(3):29

Bronchitis
"Health Effects of Air Pollution: Asthma/Bronchitis" (video) (University of Vermont) (rvw), 2000;15(3):38–39

Bronchud, Miguel
"Oncology Basics: Part II. Targeted Therapies" (Foote and Bronchud), 2007;22(1):22–28

Bronson, Judith Gunn

Brookes, Tim

Brooks, Marilyn

Brothers, Joyce
"In Their Own Words," 2009;24(1):37

Brown, Amy C.
Letter to the Editor, 1987;2(1):1

Brown, Amy L.

Brown, Carolyn

Brown, Carolyn Joyce
"Results from AMWA-Canada Rate and Salary Survey 2005" (AMWA-Canada Rate and Salary Survey Committee), 2007;22(4):180–185
"Roundtable Breakfast with Back Bacon and a Touch of Maple Syrup," 1998;13(2):39

Brown, Clive M.
"Lay titles for clinical trials: A balancing act" (Leithold, Brown, and Schindler), 2018;33(4):e11–e14

Brown, Connie
"Freelance Forum," 2006;21(4):163

Brown, David

Brown, Dorothy
"Let Teaching Ring: Striking the Right Educational Tone on Medical Topics" (Knatterud) (conf rpt), 2000;15(1):16–17

Brown, Gary C.
*Evidence-Based to Value-Based Medicine* (Brown, Brown, and Sharma) (rvw), 2006;21(3):129

Brown, Mary Daniels

Brown, Melissa M
*Evidence-Based to Value-Based Medicine* (Brown, Brown, and Sharma) (rvw), 2006;21(3):129

Brown, Robyn
"Innovative Learning Incorporating Live Patients: A Best Practice CME Initiative to Improve Injection Technique and Aesthetic Outcomes Among Aesthetic Medicine Specialists" (Gazonas, Gloffke, Vleggaar, Fitzgerald, Sykes, Fletcher, and Brown) (poster), 2010;25(3):111

Brown, Sanford J.
"Bring Out the Author In You — Physician Prepares His Own Patient Education Materials" (Brown), 1991;6(4):9–11

Brown, Shelley
"Effective Planning Strategies for Grant Development" (Brown, Karakasis, Chan, and Braunton) (poster), 2009;24(3):115

Brown, Stephanie
"Strategies and Productive Collaboration Across the Regulatory and Communications Components within
Reports" (Sebas) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):163
Buetti, Tony
"1992 Annual Conference" photographs, 1992;7(3):39
Buffum, Lori
"Navigating Today's CME Landscape" (conf rpt), 2009;24(4):171
"Project Heart: Activities for the Classroom" (Buffum, Harty, and Mayo) (poster), 2009;24(3):117
"Build a Business Community with Biznik" (Kryder), 2010;25(3):133
Bukowski, John
"Profiles of AMWA Workshops" (Wasson-Blader), 2009;24(3):131
Bulletin Board (AMWA)
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167
Bullets
Short Stuff (column) (Minick), 1996;11(2):66
Bunch, Judy
"Do Wildflowers Work?" (poetry), 1993;8(1):26
What You Need to Know About Alzheimer’s (Medina) (rvw), 2000;15(4):38–39
Bunting-Early, Tracy E.
"Complex Case Studies for Freelance Writers" (Nicosia) (open session summary), 2016;31(4):169–170
"No Medical Writer Left Behind: How Do Employers Know You Can Do the Job?" (Howson) (conf rpt), 2008;23(4):162–163
Burchiel, Kim J.
Burdan, Amy
"Changing Demographics, Changing Therapeutics" (Burdan) (conf rpt), 1999;14(1):13
Bureau of Hygiene and Tropical Diseases
"What are the best online sources for AIDS information?," 1988;3(2):18–19
Bures, Frank A.
"Differing Views" (Letter to the Editor), 1992;7(3):35
Buressh, Donald
"Member News," 1997;12(2):38
Burgett, Gordon
How to Sell More Than 75% of Your Freelance Writing (rvw), 1991;6(4):31
Self-publishing to Tightly-Targeted Markets (rvw), 1991;6(2):38
Burgett, James E.
"Rebuilding an Editorial Office" (Witte, Burgett, and Williams), 1993;8(4):119–125
Burke, Caryl
"Successfully Onboarding a Medical Writer: Filling the Gap between Orientation and Integration" (Mikyas and Burke) (poster), 2014;29(3):128
Burke, Melinda
"Member News," 1998;13(3):51
Burkey, Karen
Civil War Medicine: Challenges and Triumphs (Bollet) (rvw), 2002;17(2):31–32
"Getting Pharmaceuticals Approved Across Borders" (Blyskal) (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):12
"Member Profile: Karen Burkey" (Domínguez), 2004;19(3):121
Burland, Tish
Burnham, Barbara K.
The Repetitive Strain Injury Recovery Book (Quilter) (rvw), 1999;14(4):32
Snoring from A to ZZZZ: Proven Cures for the Night's Worst Nuisance (Lipman) (rvw), 1999;14(4):32–33

burnout
"Burnout and Renewal" (Gordon), 2014;29(3):143–144
"Freelance Forum," 2016;31(3):141–142
"Medical Writers, Stress, and the Prevention of Burnout" (Pakes and Wasserman) (Paper Presentation), 2002;17(4):38
Burns, Sheila
Burns, Thomas A.
"Unlock the Secrets to Freelance Success" (open session summary), 2015;30(4):170–171
Burnside, John W.
"Alzheimer's" (poetry), 1994;9(1):28
Burton, Katrina
"A Message From the Chapter Advisory Council Chair," 2017;32(4):181
"What You Should Know About PR and Marketing" (Natarajan) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):e11–e12
Business certificate (AMWA)
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167
business issues. see also advertising; freelancing; marketing; payment issues
"90-Minute MBA for Freelances" (Gordon, Kober, and Smith) (conf rpt), 2013;28(1):22–23
"Business Matters to Members at AMWA's LinkedIn Group" (Schantz-Feld), 2010;25(4):187
"Doing Business as a Freelance Medical Writer: Making Sense of the World of Options" (Munden), 2011;26(1):43
"Getting Down to Business: The Nuts and Bolts of Starting (and Maintaining) Your Freelance Writing Business" (Massey-Stokes) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):26–27
"Mind Your Freelance Business with a Year-End Review" (Ninger), 2008;23(4):180–182
"Today's Business of Editing: A Plaintive Tale in Three Parts" (Melnick) (Sounding Board), 2006;21(3):105–107
business letters
"Writing Business Letters That Get Results: A Survey of Businesses That Advertise In the AMWA Job Market Sheet" (Hamilton and Ferro), 1996;11(1):23–28
business plans
"Freelance Forum," 2016;31(2):75
"But Do You Know Who They Were?" (Melnick), 2007;22(3):135
"But How Do I Get a Job as a Biomedical Communicator?! A Short, Emergency Survey" (Lang), 2004;19(1):41–42
Butler, Robert N.
"Keynote Address: The Wonderful World of Longevity" (Shannon) (conf rpt), 2003;18(4):157
Buttell, Louis G.
"Member Profile: Arnold Melnick," 2001;16(4):52
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167
"Thank You" (Letter to the Editor), 2002;17(4):2
"Buzzwords: Truth? Or Consequences?" (Melnick), 2008;23(2):84–85
"The "B" Word" (Vincent) (Page Break), 2009;24(1):51
"Byline Authorship: Results From a Survey of Medical Writers" (Nilsen, Rockabrand, Feinstein, Hyatt, Kovalick, Lee, Toroser, and Smith) (poster), 2012;27(3):114–115

Byram, J. Kelly
"Strategic Grantsmanship Principles for Academic and Scientific Writers" (Daymut) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):e20–e21

Byrne, Daniel W.
"Freelance Roundtable" (Jacoby), 1999;14(2):7–17
"Publishing Your Medical Research Paper: What They Don't Teach in Medical School" (rvw), 1999;14(1):45–46
"By When?" (King) (Page Break), 2007;22(2):103

Caban, Arlene

Cable, Greg

Cada, Dennis J.
Off-Label Drug Facts (Generali and Cada) (rvw), 2002;17(4):52

Cadario, Barbara
"Vancouver Photo Gallery" (Macdonald and Jacoby), 1999;14(1):26
"Welcome, Strangers," 1998;13(3):15

Cadogan, Catherinae
"From R&D to Clinical Trials: Medical Writing Strategies for Global Teams" (Johnson and Cadogan, and Wang) (poster), 2014;29(3):127
"From R&D to Clinical Trials: Medical Writing Strategies for Global Teams" (Ravo) (conf rpt), 2014;29(4):163–164

Caelleigh, Addeane
"Electronic Repositories for Biomedical Information" (Taylor) (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):3
"Members in the News," 1988;3(3):4

Cahalan, Susannah
Brain on Fire: My Month of Madness (rvw), 2014;29(3):142

Caillet, Rene
Whiplash-Associated Diseases (rvw), 2007;22(2):90–91

Cairelli, Susan
"How to Structure Clinical Study Report Drafts and Reviews to Save Time and Peace of Mind" (Bogen) (conf rpt), 2003;18(4):165–166

Cairns, John
"Member News," 1999;14(3):43

Calder, Natasha
"The Economics of Plain Language" (Chapter News), 2003;18(2):77–78
"Frankenstein and Ethical Challenges in the Medical Future" (Calder), 2003;18(1):33

Caldwell, David
"Enhancing Your Chapter: Podcasting Call," 2011;26(4):180

Calhoun, Joseph H.

Califf, Robert M.

Callan, John P.
"Fast-Track Tips for New Member Recruitment," 1987;2(3):30–31
"How would you evaluate the media's coverage of AIDS?", 1987;2(4):13

Callen, Michael


CALLS (Competency Assessment & Lifelong Learning Series) (The Alliance for CME)

"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2011;26(2):78

Camoosa, Lynne

*Chemotherapy* (WomenStories) (rvw), 2004;19(1):44–45

*Young Women and Breast Cancer* (WomenStories) (rvw), 2004;19(1):44–45

"Campaign for Student Membership" (Alexander), 2003;18(1):19–20

Campanella, Corinne

"Preparation of Clinical Study Protocols at the CRO: Strategies for Managing Time Constraints and Peer Review" (Newell and Campanella) (poster), 2006;21(2):52

Campbell, Andrea

*Forensic Science: Evidence, Clues, and Investigation (Crime, Justice, and Punishment)* (rvw), 2001;16(1):37

Campbell, Emily E.

"Evaluation of Improvement Recommendations to the 510(k) Program" (poster), 2014;29(3):127

Campbell, Karen L.


Campbell, Sharon Lynn

"Writing About Health and Safety at Work and Home" (Kahn) (conf rpt), 2007;22(1):16

Campbell, V.

"Freelance Forum," 1999;14(2):40

Campbell, William W.


Campion, Edward W.


Canada


"Core Courses in Canada," 1994;9(2):73


Salary Survey (AMWA-Canada)

"Results from AMWA-Canada Rate and Salary Survey 2005" (AMWA-Canada Rate and Salary Survey Committee), 2007;22(4):180–185

Toronto, Ontario

"Educators Plan First Plenary Session For Toronto Annual Conference" (Lang), 1991;6(2):33–34

"Educators Section Organizes in Toronto" (Lang) (Special Report), 1992;7(1):28–30

"Five Fellows To Be Honored in Toronto," 1991;6(2):30


Vancouver, British Columbia

"The 1998 AMWA Annual Conference Vancouver Remembered" (Special Section), 1999;14(1):8–29

"Let's Begin: The Race to Vancouver" (Jacoby), 1998;13(2):1

"Plenary Sessions at Vancouver" (Masella), 1998;13(2):38

"President's Address Vancouver 1998" (Good), 1999;14(1)22–25

"Touring Vancouver" (Nilson), 1999;14(1):21

"Vancouver: Get Ready, Get Set..." (Citron), 1998;13(3):12–15

"Vancouver Photo Gallery" (Macdonald and Jacoby), 1999;14(1):26–29

"Welcome, Strangers" (Cadario), 1998;13(3):15

Canada, Suzanne R.

"How to Tame Your Timeline Dragons: Project Management and Negotiation for Medical Writers" (Russell) (conf rpt), 2014;29(4):169

cancer. *see also* breast cancer; oncology

John P. McGovern Award, 1998;13(2):41
"What Are the Real Ethical Issues Raised by Cloning?" 1998;13(3):17–20

CAPTCHA
"Use CAPTCHA-Protected Forms to Reduce Spam Originating from Your Website" (McAdara-Berkowitz), 2014;29(1):39
"Captured and Uncaptured Moments" (White) (From the Editor), 2014;29(4):147
"Capture the Flavor of Baltimore" (Yuen) (Annual Conference Preview), 1995;10(2):86
"Capturing Editorial Metrics to Improve the Editorial Process" (Dallas, Lothman, Martin, Mathes, Monroe, and Zona) (poster abstract), 2008;23(3):118–119

Carbaugh, Margaret

Carbone, Paul S.

Cardinal Health Regulatory Sciences
"Exhibitors," 2018;33(1):e32

Cardiovascular disease
"Common Cardiovascular Diseases: A Tutorial for Medical Writers" (Macke) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):28–29
"Heart Disease in Women and AHA's Guidelines for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention in Women" (Blau) (conf rpt), 2007;22(4):167–169, 2008;23(2):83 (Erratum)

*Mayo Clinic Cardiology, Concise Textbook, 3rd ed.* (Murphy and Lloyd) (rvw), 2007;22(4):201

Career Development (section). see also Around the Career Block (section); Professional Development (section)
"Enhance Your Skills and Keep Your Day Job: The Medical Writing and Editing Certificate from the University of Chicago" (Longlet), 2006;21(3):117–118
"Strategies for a Successful Job Search" (Haley), 2006;21(3):116
"Successful Medical Writing Interviews: An Insider's View" (McElroy), 2006;21(3):114–116
"Tips for Writing Cover Letters" (Haley), 2006;21(2):73

career issues. see also employment; professional development
"Career Pointers: The Art of Follow-Up" (Haley), 2010;25(3):132
"Create Visibility and Influence to Fast Track Your Career" (Schrank) (conf rpt), 2014;29(1):24–25
"Finding Significance in a Career Full of Trials" (LiMarzi), 2012;27(1):44–45
"LinkedIn Group Update: Transitions—Never Too Late or Too Early," 2012;27(2):84
"The Medical Writing Career Path: What is the ROI of an MBA?" (Braunton), 2010;25(2):73–74
"Navigating Career Transitions" (Fritz), 2010;25(2):87–88
"New England Chapter Helps Members Take Medical Writing Careers to New Heights" (Hughes) (conf rpt), 2010;25(1):43
"No Medical Writer Left Behind: How Do Employers Know You Can Do the Job?" (Howson) (conf rpt), 2008;23(4):162–163

"Strategies for a Successful Job Search" (Haley), 2006;21(3):116
"Stumbling Upon Medical Writing as a Career Alternative" (Bradford) (Member Musings), 2008;23(1):45–46

Win without Competing! Career Success the Right Fit Way (Barro) (New Books by AMWA Members), 2007;22(4):204
caregiving

"The High Cost of Caring" (Vincent) (Page Break), 2008;23(1):50

Carey, Lisa A.
"Attitudes Toward Writing and Writing Assistance in Peer-Reviewed Articles" (Phillips, Carey, and Biedermann), 2001;16(3):10–16
"Caring and Compassion: Beyond the Traditional Patient-Physician Relationship" (Powell) (commentary), 1991;6(2):19–22
Caring for the Heart: Mayo Clinic and the Rise of Specialization (Fye) (rvw), 2015;30(4):186
Caring for Your Adolescent: Ages 12 to 21 (Greydanus) (rvw), 1993;8(4):151–152
Caring for Your Baby and Young Child: Birth to Age (Shelov and Hannemann, eds) (rvw), 1993;8(4):151
Carini, Susan M.
"What About Deadlines?" (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29
Carlat, Daniel
Carlson, Karen J.
The New Harvard Guide to Women's Health (Carlson, Eisenstat, and Ziporyn) (rvw), 2006;21(3):129
Carlson, Stephen
"Crash Course in Food and Dietary Supplement Regulations" (Kilibarda and Carlson) (poster), 2018;33(1):e33
Carlson-Carmichael, Bernadine
Pre-Professional Writing (Carlson-Carmichael and Hayden) (rvw), 1993;8(2):71–72
Carmack, Adrienne
"Member News," 2002;17(2):39
Carnes, Douglas
Caro, Margaret Rose
"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1988;3(3):1
Carolinias Chapter
"Carolinias Chapter Book Reading with Paul Austin, MD: Something for the Pain" (Rochelle), 2009;24(3):151
"Carolinias Chapter Hosts Nobel Laureate Oliver Smithies" (Klein), 2008;23(2):97–98
"Mary Jane Baine" (Tributes to Chapter Past Presidents), 1995;10(2):97
"Outstanding Volunteer: Jenny Walker" (Hun-Dorris), 2008;23(1):43–44
"Spring Workshops in the Carolinias" (Rivers), 1995;10(2):97
"Taken As Directed, No Adverse Effects! The AMWA Carolinias Chapter OTC Readers Group" (Hood), 2007;22(1):49–50
Carr, Carol A.
Carr, Cynthia
"FDA's Other Box: Medical Device Regulation for Pharmaceutical Writers" (Eby) (conf rpt), 2014;29(1):20–21
Carriaburu, Lisa
Carroll, Chandler Wilson
"Spotting the Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing: Predatory Open Access Publications" (poster), 2016;31(3):e1
Carroll, Patricia
"Member News," 1999;14(3):42
Carter, Albert Howard III
"Member News," 1997;12(3):41
Carter, Rosalynn
Cartwright, Tara Ann
The ADHD Explosion: Myths, Medication, Money, and Today’s Push for Performance (Hinshaw and Scheffler) (rvw), 2015;30(2):74
Caring for the Heart: Mayo Clinic and the Rise of Specialization (Fye) (rvw), 2015;30(4):186
No More Measles! The Truth About Vaccines and Your Health (Thomas) (rvw), 2016;31(4):190
Run, Don’t Walk: The Curious and Chaotic Life of a Physical Therapist Inside Walter Reed Army Medical Center (Levine) (rvw), 2017;32(1):35
Caruana, Claudia M.
Casebeer, Linda L.
"Critical Appraisals of Literature by Physicians and Its Relevance to Practice" (Casebeer, Conaway, and Shillman) (poster), 2004;19(3):106
"The Case for Medical Writing and Editing Services: A Call for Opinions" (Lang) (AMWA Report), 1992;7(3):19–20
case studies
"Acknowledging a Biomedical Communicator" (Berman), 2005;20(1):16–18
"Case Study: Clinical Trial Recruitment for Breast Cancer with Genetic Modifier" (Shpilberg), 2017;32(4):165
"Case Study on the Impact of Intranet Site Design on Knowledge Warehousing and Communications" (Kayfes and Smalley), 2006;21(2):61–63
"The Communications Impact: Ways to Increase Child Survival" (Clift), 1987;2(3):25–26
"Complex Case Studies for Freelance Writers" (Nicosia) (open session summary), 2016;31(4):169–170
"Déjà Vu...What Is a Biomedical Communicator to Do?" (Berman), 2006;21(1):19–20
"Developing a Student Dental Journal" (Pynn and VanDerMeer), 1988;3(4):22–23
"Sharing Knowledge Globally – A Case Study at Eisai Inc." (Deutsch, Lambe, and Leyva), 2007;22(3):106–107
"The Single-Case Report In Medical Literature: The 'Elephant Man' Serves As an Excellent Example" (Powell), 1990;5(4):9–12
"Stating Your Case (Study)" (Kober and Wilson) (conf rpt), 2013;28(4):161–162
"A Case Study: Medical Writing as a Feminized Profession" (Graham), 2016;31(3):112–117
"Valuing Medical Writing: Some Missed Misperceptions That Matter" (Lang) (Letter to the Editor), 2016;31(4):191–192
"Author Reply" (Graham), 2016;31(4):192
Casey, Susan
Cassell, Elizabeth L.
"Rules of Engagement: Writers and Editors" (Fecho) (conf rpt), 2014;29(4):166–167
Cassell, Elizabeth W.
Casto, Steven
"The Globalization of Medical Writing" (Maybin) (conf rpt), 2009;24(4):168
Castrey, Maggie
"Freelance Forum," 2006;21(3):113
Catching My Breath: An Asthmatic Explores His Illness (Brookes) (rvw), 1995;10(2):79–80
Cavallito, John
"Registering Clinical Trials: Perspectives for Medical Writers" (Tumas) (conf rpt), 2002;17(1):9–10
CBE. see Council of Science Editors (CSE)
CDC. see Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
CD-ROM
"Interactive CD-ROM for Informed Surgical Consent" (Isenberg), 1998;13(1):13–15
"The Writer's Role in Video, CD-ROM, and Web-based Programs" (Gonsalves), 2007;22(4):211
Center for Professional Innovation & Education (CfPIE)
"A Medical Writer's Role in the New Protocol Development Program at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases" (Sevastita, Miller, Chaitt, and Pierson) (poster), 2012;27(3):115–116
Chambers, Christina W.
The Year of the Genome: A Diary of the Biological Revolution (Weissmann) (rvw), 2002;17(3):32–33
Chan, Helen
"Achieving Integration: A Project Management-Based Process to Unify Writing Teams in Large-Scale Grant Projects" (Tam, Chan, and Braunton) (poster abstract), 2008;23(3):118
"Creating the Multi-Investigator Grant Application: Marrying Science with Project Management for a Streamlined Process" (Chan and Braunton) (poster abstract), 2007;22(3):118–119
"Crossing Borders: Facilitating a Successful Grant Application for the Development of an International Scientific Network" (Chan and Braunton), 2006;21(2):52–53
"Effective Planning Strategies for Grant Development" (Brown, Karakasis, Chan, and Braunton) (poster), 2009;24(3):115
Chandrasekera, Charu
"Medical Writing in the Next 75 Years: The Untold Stories of Animal-to-Human Translational Research" (Werner) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):161–162
"Change and Medical Writing" (Melnick), 2009;24(3):139
"Changing Demographics, Changing Therapeutics" (Burdan) (conf rpt), 1999;14(1):13
"The Changing Face of the Medical/Technical Editor" (Palmer and Lang) (Practical Matters), 2018;33(1):38–40
Chapman, Sandra Bond
"Preventing Illness and Injury: What's New" (Tennier) (conf rpt), 2009;24(4):173
Chappell, Frank Wilson, Jr
Chapter Conferences (column), 2005;20(2):93, 2005;20(3):134. see also specific chapters
"AMWA Chapter Conferences 2009," 2008;23(1):44
"AMWA Chapter Delegates Meeting" (Palmer), 2009;24(2):100
"AMWA Chapter Delegates Meeting" (Weber), 2010;25(2):89
"Doing Business as a Freelance Medical Writer: Making Sense of the World of Options" (Munden), 2011;26(1):43
"Enhancing Your Chapter: Attracting Attendees to Chapter Events" (Briggman and Kim), 2007;22(1):46–48
"Enhancing Your Chapter: Creating an Effective Chapter Newsletter" (Stansfield), 2007;22(2):97–98
"Enhancing Your Chapter: Success Comes in Different Shapes and Sizes" (White), 2006;21(2):90–91
"Navigating Career Transitions" (Fritz), 2010;25(2):87–88
"North Central Chapter Touts Tufte" (Knatterud), 2009;24(4):205–206
"Outstanding Volunteer: Jenny Walker" (Hun-Dorris), 2008;23(1):43–44
"Strength in Numbers: The St. Louis Area AMWA/Society for Technical Communication Freelancers' Luncheons" (McAndrews and Balbes), 2009;24(1):45–46
"The Writer's Role in Video, CD-ROM, and Web-based Programs" (Gonsalves), 2007;22(4):213
Chapter Meeting Reports
"Thriving at Work Through Emotional Intelligence" (Clapp and Town), 2015;30(2):94, 2015;30(2):96
Chapter & Member News (section), 1999;14(1):55–56. see also specific chapters, members
"Chapter Support of AMWA Endowment Fund Is Important" (De Milto), 2005;20(4):176
"Cultivating AMWA Chapter Leadership" (Faust), 2003;18(4):186–187
"Enhancing Your Chapter: Organizing a Chapter or Regional Conference" (Hudson), 2004;19(3):119–120
"How to Seek 501(c)(3) Status without Getting the Blues: Guidelines from the Southwest Chapter" (Ó Súilleabháin), 2004;19(1):29–30
"My Experience as a First-time AMWA Chapter Delegate" (Palmer), 2005;20(3):130
"Reports from Chapter Events" (Longlet), 2003;18(1):30–34, 2003;18(2):76–79
"Character-Building by Anecdote" (Laufman) (Viewpoint), 2000;15(2):44
Charboneau, Aubri
"Public Disclosure of Clinical Trial Results: Where Does the Medical Writer Fit In?" (Enscore and Charboneau) (poster), 2011;26(3):119
Charles, Leslie
"How to Evaluate a Medical Writing Contract" (Josaitis) (conf rpt), 2006;21(4):150–151
"It's Not Just for Manufacturing Anymore: Six Sigma Applications for Medical Writing" (Charles, Dick, Roush, and Skow) (poster), 2004;19(3):107
"Publication Planners and Medical Writers: A Natural Alliance" (Charles and Reidenbach), 2011;26(1):8–11
Charles, Prince of Wales, 1991;6(4):27
"Charting Our Next Decade: Toward Excellence in Educating Medical Communicators" (Harvey) (conf rpt), 2002;17(1):8–9
charts
"Simplified Charts" (Christy) (Letter to the Editor), 1992;7(3):34
Chatterjee, Debamita
Davis’s Comprehensive Handbook of Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests With Nursing Implications (Van Leeuwen and Bladh) (rvw), 2016;31(2):95
"How to Use the 3 P's of Powerful Content: Plain, Personal, Possible" (conf rpt), 2014;29(4):177
"Peer-Reviewed Journals: How to Maximize the Acceptance Potential of Your Manuscript" (conf rpt), 2014;29(4):168
Cheatham, David
Letter to the Editor, 1987;2(4):2
Check, William
"Meeting" (poetry), 1993;8(1):25–26
"A checklist for authors using medical writers: a practical tool to discourage ghostwriting" (Woolley, Hamilton, et al)
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2009;24(2):73
"Check out the Journal’s Expanded Footprint at the AMWA Blog" (Kryder), 2018;33(2):96
"Chemical Equilibria in Physiology" (workshop)
"Profiles of AMWA Workshops" (Wasson-Blader), 2009;24(3):132
Chemistry, Manufacturing, & Control (CMC) dossiers
"Streamlined Approach for Preparing Multiple Country-Specific CMC-Dossier Sections to Support Worldwide Clinical Trials" (Robinett) (poster), 2014;29(3):128
Chemotherapy (WomenStories) (rvw), 2004;19(1):44–45
Cherry, Lorraine M.
"Member News," 2002;17(2):39

Publishing Your Medical Research Paper: What They Don't Teach in Medical School (Byrne) (rvw), 1999;14(1):45–46

Cheryl Reif Writes: How to Thrive on the Writer's Road (www.cherylreif.com/writer-resources/writing-coaches) (rvw), 2013;28(2):84

Chew, Nancy
"Members in the News," 1994;9(2):69

Chiavolini, Damiana
"Teaching Research Writing in Academia" (Chiavolini iand Feinberg), 2018;33(4):180–183

Chicago, Illinois. see also Greater Chicago Area Chapter
"Chicago, Home of Communication History: Then and Now" (Adamson), 1996;11(2):10–13

"The Chicken Is the Egg’s Way of Perpetuating Itself" or How Proper Perspective Promotes Personal Professionalism" (Swanberg Address), 2002;17(4):20–22

children's health. see also pediatrics
"Beyond Child-Resistant Packaging for Drugs: F Value Determination for Added Child Safety" (Joshi), 2018;33(4):e7–e10

Caring for Your Baby and Young Child: Birth to Age (Shelov and Hannemann, eds) (rvw), 1993;8(4):151
"Child Health Care by the Year 2000" (Feigin) (Keynote Address), 1993;8(1):9–10
The Children's Hospital Guide to Your Child's Health and Development (Children's Hospital Boston) (rvw), 2002;17(4):53

"The Communications Impact: Ways to Increase Child Survival" (Clift) (case study), 1987;2(3):25–26

Dedicated to the Health of All Children: 75 Years of Caring 1930-2005 (Baker and Pearson) (rvw), 2006;21(1):38

"Fanning the Fires of Science: Writing for Youth" (Kelly), 2007;22(2):72–73

No Lobster, Please! A Story of a Child with a Severe Seafood Allergy (Rogers) (rvw), 2006;21(4):174
"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1988;3(1):1
"People Who Have Kids" (King) (Page Break), 2009;24(4):215

S.T.A.B.L.E.—Cardiac Module: Recognition and Stabilization of Neonates with Severe CHD (Karlsen and Tani) (rvw), 2004;19(4):184

"Why Our Kids Are Using Drugs—What We Can Do About It" (Grady), 1989;4(1):22–25


Children's Hospital Boston
The Children's Hospital Guide to Your Child's Health and Development (rvw), 2002;17(4):53

China
"AMWA Voices #10: Conversation between Hongbo Shu and Ning Zheng," 2015;30(3):120–121
"Chinese Pharmacy" (Lienhard), 1996;11(1):33
"Growing Demand for Professional Medical Writing in China and the new China Medical Writers Community" (China Medical Writers Community Core Community), 2015;30(3):125
"Internet users in the so-called BRIC countries" (Briefly Noted), 2011;26(1):17
"Medical Writers' Visit to China and Mongolia; Delegation Leader's Diary" (Gastel), 1996;11(2):19–25

China Medical Writers Community (CMWC)
"Growing Demand for Professional Medical Writing in China and the new China Medical Writers Community," 2015;30(3):126–128

"Chinese Pharmacy" (Lienhard), 1996;11(1):33
"Chiropractors Too" (Lawrence) (Letter to the Editor), 1993;8(2):73

Chisholm-Burns, Marie A.
Citrome, L.
"Creating a more productive, clutter-free, paperless office: a primer on scanning, storage and searching of PDF documents on personal computers" (reprint), 2011;26(4):171–173
"How to search and harvest the medical literature: let the citations come to you, and how to proceed when they do" (Citrome, Moss, and Graf) (reprint), 2011;26(1):26–31

Citron, Marilyn
"Diary of a Not-So-Atypical Day in the Life of a Home-Based Freelance Medical Writer" (Citron), 1999;14(2):31–32
"Freelance Roundtable" (Jacoby), 1999;14(2):7–17
"Vancouver: Get Ready, Get Set..." 1998;13(3):12–15

Civil War Medicine: Challenges and Triumphs (Bollet) (rvw), 2002;17(2):31–32
"The CJON Editor and Editorial Board Response" (Griffin-Sobel), 2006;21(2):59

Clapp, Sam
"Thriving at Work Through Emotional Intelligence" (Clapp and Town) (Chapter Meeting Report), 2015;30(2):94, 2015;30(2):96

Clarity and Openness in Reporting E3-based (CORE) Reference
"The Launch Publication for Clarity and Openness in Reporting E3-based (CORE) Reference," 2016;31(2):87

Clark, Antonia A.
"What to Do with Research Findings: The Vermont REC Model for Information Services," 1992;7(3):5–9

Clark, Cathy

Clark, Claudia
"Conflict of Interest and Scientific Publications: A Synopsis of the CSE Retreat" (conf rpt), 2005;20(2):77–81

Clark, Elizabeth
"Freelance Forum," 1998;13(2):50

Clark, Juli
"Tools and Procedures to Improve Transparency, Facilitate Compliance with Authorship Guidelines, and Minimize the Potential for Bias in Scientific Publications: One Company's Perspective" (Zakson, Ahlstrom, Boorer, Rockabrand, Setty, Toroser, Zoog, and Clark) (poster), 2010;25(3):113

Clarke, Greg
"From Static to Dynamic: A Large-Scale Process for Maintaining a Research Website" (Cooper, Clarke and Braunton) (poster), 2005;20(2):66–67
"RSS Feed-for-All" (Cooper, Braunton, and Clarke) (poster), 2006;21(2):50

classroom activities
"Project Heart: Activities for the Classroom" (Buffum, Harty, and Mayo) (poster), 2009;24(3):117

Clay, John
"Life after PhRMA: Lemons or Lemonade?" (Bass, Clay, Dougherty, and Foster) (conf rpt), 2005;20(1):6

Clayman, Charles B.
The American Medical Association Guide to Your Family's Symptoms (Clayman and Curry, eds.) (rvw), 1994;9(2):60–61

Clear-Thompson, Drusilla
"Member News," 1997;12(3):42

Clements, Bruce W.
"The Bioterrorism Threat: Risks and Responses" (Grodberg) (conf rpt), 2004;19(4):155

Clemow, David B.
"Getting Ready for the AMWA Medical Writing Certification Examination" (Gegeny, Mallia, Clemow, Cozzarin, Gastel, Harvey, Hudson, and Klein) (poster), 2014;29(3):129
"Medical Writing Competency Model" (poster), 2009;24(3):120
"The MWC Exam Is Coming to a Location Near You This June and December!," 2018;33(1):48
"Pharmaceutical Medical Writing Competency Model" (Clemow, and the Drug Information Association Medical Writing Special Interest Area Community Competency Model Working Group), 2011;26(2):62–70

"Pharmaceutical Medical Writing Competency Model: Practical Applications" (feature), 2011;26(3):106–110

"Update on Medical Writing Certification," 2018;33(4):196

"Clerical Tyranny" (Klein) (Letter to the Editor), 1990;5(4):17

Cleveland Clinic's Center for Continuing Education (www.clevelandclinicmeded.com/) (rvw), 2011;26(2):91

client relationships

"Applying the Communication Techniques of University Writing Center Tutors to the Medical Editor-Author Dialogue" (Bailey, Benson, and Weber-Main), 2015;30(2):51–55

"Building a Good Foundation: One Scriptwriter's Plan for Maintaining Good Client Relations" (Madigan), 1993;8(2):39–43


"Jam Session for Seasoned Freelances" (Freelance Forum), 2018;33(1):13

Clift, Elayne

"The Communications Impact: Ways to Increase Child Survival" (case study), 1987;2(3):25–26


"Sexist Terminology" (Letter to the Editor), 1988;3(4):29


Letter to the Editor (Eastman), 1988;3(2):28


Clingan, David

"Introverts vs Extroverts: Does It Really Matter in the Medical Writing World?" (Venmar) (conf rpt), 2014;29(4):170

clinical documents

"Quality and Efficiency in Clinical Documents Through Structured Authoring and Content Reuse" (Klein-Streisguth and Robbins) (poster), 2011;26(3):119

Clinical Evaluation Report (CER)


Clinical Journal of Oncology Nursing

"The CJON Editor and Editorial Board Response" (Griffin-Sobel), 2006;21(2):59

"Controversy Continues about Contributions of Medical Writers" (Flynn), 2006;21(2):56–57

"Readers Offer Opinion on Medical Writer Policy" (Royer, Cozzarin, Jacobs, Overstreet, Snyder, and Foote), 2006;21(2):58–59

"The Status of Peer Review" (Griffin-Sobel) (Editorial), 2006;21(2):57–58

"ClinicalKey: A Potential Resource for Information-Hungry Medical Writers" (Kraft), 2015;30(1):34–35, 44

Clinically Oriented Anatomy (Moore) (rvw), 1993;8(3):102–103

clinical medicine. see also evidence-based medicine

Being Mortal: Medicine and What Matters in the End (Gawande) (rvw), 2015;30(2):73, 75

"Clinical Laboratory Professionals Caught in The Crossfire Between Politics and Safety: The AIDS Epidemic and Its Implications For These Publicly Invisible Scientists" (Oliver), 1987;2(4):9–12

"Cuban Medicine Under the Embargo" (Marcus), 1999;14(3):16–19

"Development of an Internal Web-based Genomics Education Program for a Clinical Practice" (Petersen) (poster), 2004;19(3):107

Dr. Mütter's Marvels: A True Tale of Intrigue and Innovation at the Dawn of Modern Medicine (Aptowitz) (rvw), 2015;30(2):75

Dr. Tom Linden's Guide to Online Medicine (Linden and Kienholz) (rvw), 1996;11(1):43–44

An Introduction to Clinical Emergency Medicine (Mahadevan and Garmel) (rvw), 2007;22(1):38
"New Full-Text Retrieval Service Offers Clinical Practice Guidelines" (Mehnert), 1994;9(3):111
"Patient Decision Support in Renal Care: A Clinical Perspective" (Murray, Bissonnette, and Graham), 2015;30(2):64–68
"Session at DIA Conference Focuses on Improving the Clinical Protocol" (Tellyer), 2004;19(3):110–111
"Writing a Manuscript Discussion in Clinical Medicine" (Wolka and Cutler Jr), 2008;23(2):74–75

Clinical Pharmacy
"Clinical Practice Guidelines when Writing In-services for Nurses" (Fong and Okamura) (poster), 2010;25(3):109–110
clinical protocols
"Authoring Protocols for Different Phases of Clinical Development: Key Differences and Tips for Preparation" (Orban) (poster), 2018;33(1):e33
"Expediting Clinical Protocol Writing and Approval Through a Team-Based Approach" (Evrard, Simpson, Uhlenbrauck, and Williams) (poster), 2009;24(3):116
"Session at DIA Conference Focuses on Improving the Clinical Protocol" (Tellyer), 2004;19(3):110–111
"The TransCelerate Clinical Protocol Template" (McNally and Whitsell), 2018;33(4):170–177
clinical research
"Another Perspective" (van Eys) (Letter to the Editor), 1995;10(2):53–54
"Ensuring Document Quality throughout the Life Cycle of Clinical Trial-Based Publications" (Li, St. James, Hanna, Klein, and Petteway) (poster), 2009;24(3):115–116
Essentials of Writing Biomedical Research Papers (Zeiger) (rvw), 1991;6(4):34
"From Static to Dynamic: A Large-Scale Process for Maintaining a Research Website" (Cooper, Clarke and Braunton) (poster), 2005;20(2):66–67
Getting Research Published. An A to Z of Publication Strategy (Wager) (rvw), 2006;21(3):128
"Health Promotion and Disease Prevention: Trends in Research and Education" (Tomanka) (conf rpt), 2006;21(4):149–150
"How to Recognize High-Quality Reviews and Clinical Studies" (Early) (conf rpt), 2007;22(1):12–13
"How To Teach Writing to Academic Physicians and Other Biomedical Researchers" (Kaufmann) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):34–35
"Information Resources on Research-Animal Issues for Medical Communicators" (Krulisch), 1993;8(1):16–20
"Integrity, Accuracy, and Relevance of Original Research Findings: What Medical Journal Editors Think" (Hearst), 1993;8(3):78–85
"The Issue Is Truth" (Cohen) (Viewpoint), 1995;10(1):5–6
"An Ongoing Saga" (Laufman) (Letter to the Editor), 1995;10(2):52–53
Popular Health & Medical Writing for Magazines–How to Turn Current Research & Trends into Salable Feature Articles (Hart) (rvw), 2006;21(2):81
Publishing Your Medical Research Paper: What They Don't Teach in Medical School (Byrne) (rvw), 1999;14(1):45–46
"Research Institutions and Medical Breakthroughs" (Ardbaugh) (conf rpt), 2009;24(1):17
"The Three Faces of Medical Public Affairs: Public Education, Media Relations And Research Updates" (Whaley), 1990;5(4):13–17
"What to Do with Research Findings: The Vermont REC Model for Information Services" (Clark),
"Submission Documents: Striving Towards ICH Compliance in Writing a Summary of Clinical Safety (Module 2.7.4)" (Thomas, Van Belle, Vanzieleghem, Kornacki) (poster), 2005;20(2):66

"Best Practices for Posting Clinical Trial Results to ClinicalTrials.gov: How Medical Writers Can Prepare by Utilizing the Clinical Study Report (CSR)" (Houser) (poster), 2016;31(3):e2


"Call for Comments on a Proposal to Improve Reporting of Clinical Trials in the Biomedical Literature" (Working Group on Recommendations for Reporting of Clinical Trials in the Biomedical Literature) (Commentary), 1994;9(4):134–136

"Clinical Study Reports: Efficiencies and Impact on Timelines" (Brannstrom and Zucker) (poster), 2009;24(3):115


"CORE Reference: A Year of Experience Preparing CSRs for Multiple Audiences" (O’Connor) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):e13–e14

"Describe Your Methods in Your Methods Section" (Thomas), 2017;32(4):170–171


"How To Produce High-Quality Integrated Clinical and Statistical Reports on Time" (Haynes and Packer) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):32–33

"How to Structure Clinical Study Report Drafts and Reviews to Save Time and Peace of Mind" (Bogen) (conf rpt), 2003;18(4):165–166

"How to Write a Manuscript From a Clinical Study Report" (Kryder and Bass) (conf rpt), 2013;28(4):160–161

"Improving Efficiency in Compilation of Clinical Study Report Appendices" (Li and Hanna) (poster), 2011;26(3):119–120

"Improving Readability and Persuasiveness of Clinical Study Reports" (Peck) (poster), 2003;18(4):168

"Late-phase Clinical Studies: Time to PASS the New Templates and Align with the Guidelines" (Johnson) (poster), 2013;28(3):113

"Missing Data in Clinical Studies" (Bridge and Schindler), 2017;32(3):116–119, 123

"Preparing High-Quality Serious Adverse Event Narratives for Clinical Study Reports" (Li and Hanna) (poster), 2012;27(3):116


"Adapting Pediatric Protocol Designs From Existing Adult Data and Study Templates" (Strickler, Laage, and Sanders) (poster), 2015;30(3):135

"Best Practices for Posting Clinical Trial Results to ClinicalTrials.gov: How Medical Writers Can Prepare by Utilizing the Clinical Study Report (CSR)" (Houser) (poster), 2016;31(3):e2

"Biologics & Biosimilars: Regulations, Rules of Trial Design, and Rising Approvals" (Sjoberg) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):31–33

"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2010;25(4):168

"Case Study: Clinical Trial Recruitment for Breast Cancer with Genetic Modifier" (Shpilberg), 2017;32(4):165

"Clinical Trial Data Sharing Statements Required by ICMJE in 2018" (Wasson-Blader), 2017;32(4):168

"Clinical Trial Registration and The Posting of Results: Where Are We Now?" (Foote) (conf rpt), 2006;21(4):148

Clinical Trial Registries: A Practical Guide for Sponsors and Researchers of Medicinal Products (Foote, ed) (New Books by AMWA Members), 2007;22(4):204
"Closing the Deal: Getting That Freelance Project" (Accettola) (open session summary), 2016;31(4):167–168
"Exploring the Cloud" (McAdara-Berkowitz), 2012;27(1):34–35
"Working Together When You Can’t Be Together" (McAdara-Berkowitz), 2012;27(3):139–140

Cloudman, Ruth

The Art of JAMA II: Covers and Essays from The Journal of the American Medical Association (Southgate) (rvw), 2001;16(4):40–41

Clough, Robert T., Jr

"Video and Film Festival Judges Recognized," 1987;2(5):18

CME Buzz (www.cmebuzz.com) (rvw), 2011;26(2):91
CME Linkages (debragist.blogspot.com) (rvw), 2011;26(2):91
CME Rising (section)

"Beyond Mentorships: Increasing Your Skill Set in a Down Economy Through Tele-Internships" (Lackner-Marx), 2012;27(4):166–167
"CME: Dead or Alive? A Decade’s Perspective" (Lackner-Marx), 2012;27(4):167–168
"Commercial Support of CME Biases Medical Education" (Carlat), 2012;27(1):22–24
"Designing Continuing Medical Education to Improve Clinician Practice, Part 1" (Lackner-Marx), 2013;28(1):28–30
"Designing Continuing Medical Education to Improve Clinician Practice Part 2: Writing the Needs Assessment" (Lackner-Marx), 2013;28(2):74–76
"Meaningful Health Reform Benefits from Industry Support of Continuing Education" (Sullivan), 2012;27(1):21–22
"Multidisciplinary and Interprofessional Education in CME: Relaxing the Siloed Framework of Learning" (Thomas and Juchniewicz), 2012;27(3):126–127
"Outlook Promising for CME Medical Writers in 2012" (Lackner-Marx), 2011;26(4):156–158
"Shifting the Teaching Paradigm in Continuing Medical Education" (Lackner-Marx), 2012;27(2):70–73
"Team Training in CME" (Lackner-Marx), 2012;27(3):126–128
"Team Training in Medical Education" (Salas), 2012;27(3):128

CMSS (Council on Medical Specialty Societies)


Coan, LaVerne Z.


Coblio, Nicholas A.

"Using the Internet to Communicate Your Health Care Message" (McCarry) (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):9–10
"The "co-" Challenge" (Melnick), 2007;22(4):197

Cochran, Felicia R.

"FDA's Other Box: Medical Device Regulation for Pharmaceutical Writers" (Eby) (conf rpt), 2014;29(1):20–21
"A Primer on the Medical Device Industry for Current and Aspiring Medical Device Writers" (Dahlberg) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):160–161
"Ready or Not: The New Medical Device Regulations are Here!" (O'Connor) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):16

Cockey, Carolyn Davis

"Member News," 2003;18(3):118

Cockrell, Lisa

"AMWA Annual Conference Student Scholarship Winners: Where Are They Now?" (Beyrer), 2009;24(1):9–12
"Conference Student Scholarship Recipients" (Halva-Neubauer), 2007;22(4):163–165


Code of Conduct (NAMEC), 2012;27(1):19

"Code of Conduct for Commercially Supported CME"


Code of Ethics (AMWA)
"AMWA Code of Ethics Added to Membership Application and Renewal Forms" (Hamilton, Hudson, and Gegeny), 2008;23(4):177–179
"AMWA Members' Knowledge of AMWA Code of Ethics," 2012;27(1):40
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):166, 2010;25(4):167
"Updated Code of Ethics Reflects the "Real World" of Biomedical Communication" (Smith), 1994;9(3):106
Coffee, Mary
"Going Global: Lessons Learned from Latin America" (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):11
Coffee and Dessert Klatches
"Coffee and Desert Klatches" (Ferrara) (conf rpt), 2005;20(4):165
"Gutsy Travelers Get Inspired to See the World" (Anderson) (conf rpt), 2008;23(4):165
Coffman, Donna R.
"Eyelid Tumors: Clinical Diagnosis & Surgical Treatment, 2nd edition" (Older) (rvw), 2006;21(2):81
Cohgan, Marti
annual conference photos, 1991;6(4):27
"Cognitive Process Research: Why It's Important To Medical Communicators" (Rea and Cordes), 1991;6(2):5–9
Cohen, Betty J. B., 1992;7(2):23
"1992 Annual Conference" photographs, 1992;7(3):38
"General Session: From Stress to Strength" (Annual Conference Preview), 1994;9(2):67
"Highlights of the 54th Annual Conference" (Cohen), 1994;9(4):156–157
"Meeting Change Creatively: The Challenge of Our Times" (Presidential Address), 1992;7(3):10–12
"Member Profile: Betty J. B. Cohen, PhD" (Eisenpreis), 2009;24(4):207–208
"More Scenes From Atlanta," 1993;8(4):146
"President's Award Presented to Two AMWA Members," 1989;4(1):27
"Remembering Ronald J. Sanchez" (In Tribute), 1993;8(3):94
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167
Surgical Reflections: Images in Paint and Prose (Schwartz and Wilder) (rvw), 1993;8(3):108
"Thank You" (Letter to the Editor), 2002;17(4):2
"20 Years with Lillian Sablack" (Special Feature), 1992;7(2):28
"A Year of Angst: The Tribulations and Joys of AMWA Presidency" (Special Feature), 1994;9(3):108–109
Cohen, Helen
Neuroscience for Rehabilitation (Cohen) (rvw), 1994;9(3):100–101
Cohen, P.T.
Cohen, Renee Marks
"The Issue Is Truth" (Viewpoint), 1995;10(1):5–6
Cohen, Stafford
Cohen, Toba J.
"How would you evaluate the media's coverage of AIDS?" 1987;2(4):13
Cohn, Jeffrey
"Readability of Informed Consent Forms: Requirements and Tools for Success" (Cohn and Meats) (poster), 2016;31(3):c2
Cohn, Stephen M.
"Walter C. Alvarez Award: Stephen M. Cohn" (Ferrara), 2001;16(1):10–11
"Walter C. Alvarez Memorial Award" (kudos), 2000;15(3):34
Cohn, Victor
Colby, William H.
Unplugged: Reclaiming Our Right to Die in America (rvw), 2007;22(4):201–202
Cole, Megan
"Southwest Chapter’s McGovern Banquet Goes Dramatic" (Alperin), 2010;25(3):138
Coleman, Gordon
Coleman, Marlene
Coles, Tad
"Collaborative Writing Toolkit: Results of a Survey of American Medical and Technical Writers in Health Care" (Johnson) (poster), 2016;31(3):e2
"Creative Tools for Collaborative Editing" (Moreno) (poster), 2013;28(3):112
"Editors and Subject Matter Experts: Building Productive Working Relationships" (Queeney), 2017;32(2):56–58
"Effective Application of the Team Concept to a Medical-Writing Group in a Pharmaceutical Company" (Pakes), 1994;9(3):92–96
"Letting the Patient Speak: Best Practices in Developing Shared Decision-Making Communication Tools for Patients" (Arduser and Eckman) (poster), 2013;28(3):113
"Palliative Care: Collaborative Communication at the Edge of Life" (Ball, Fine, and Hancock) (conf rpt), 2010;25(1):14
"Publication Planners and Medical Writers: A Natural Alliance" (Charles and Reidenbach), 2011;26(1):8–11
"Sharing Knowledge Globally – A Case Study at Eisai Inc." (Deutsch, Lambe, and Leyva), 2007;22(3):106–107
"Understanding and Teaching Collaboration in the Writing Workplace" (Squires) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):24–25
"Using Free Online Collaboration Tools" (McAndrews), 2009;24(3):145–146
"Working Together When You Can’t Be Together" (McAdara-Berkowitz), 2012;27(3):139–140
Collins, Francis S.
Briefly Noted (Reidenbach), 2011;26(2):78
Principles of Medical Genetics (Gelehrter and Collins) (rvw), 1991;6(4):35
Collins, Juliet Glomb
"Member News," 2002;17(2):39
Colombia
"Medical Writing in Developing Countries: Challenges, Successes, and Initiatives" (Gastel) (conf rpt), 2007;22(4):169–170
Colorado
"Colorless Green Ideas Sleep Furiously" (Thomas), 2014;29(2):86–87
Colowick, Alan
Columbus, Ohio
"Columbus by the Numbers" (Alexander), 2013;28(3):110–111
"The New, the Tried and True (with a Twist), and the Old Converge in Columbus" (Alexander), 2013;28(2):62–64
"Combing the Tangles Out Of Confused Manuscripts — The Editor's Task" (Barman), 1990;5(2):8–9
Comings, David E.
Tourette Syndrome and Human Behavior (rvw), 1990;5(2):27

commencement speeches
"Great Communicators: Commencement Speeches I Have Heard" (Melnick), 2004;19(3):130

Commentaries
"The BELS Program: Certification for Manuscript Editors in the Life Sciences" (Phillips), 1993;8(2):56–58
"Call for Comments on a Proposal to Improve Reporting of Clinical Trials in the Biomedical Literature" (Working Group on Recommendations for Reporting of Clinical Trials in the Biomedical Literature), 1994;9(4):134–136
"Caring and Compassion: Beyond the Traditional Patient-Physician Relationship" (Powell), 1991;6(2):19–22
"The Development of Professional Identity and Status in Biomedical Communication" (Haneline), 1991;6(1):2–4
"Eight Reasons Not to be A Medical Writer" (Whelan), 1986;1(2):3–7
Letter to the Editor (Brown), 1987;2(1):1
"Generics Versus Brand-Name Drugs: Quality or Image?" (Reisman), 1989;4(3):2–6
"Health Care Dilemmas Should Be Resolved By Ethics Committees" (Ziehm), 1990;5(2):17–20
"Health Reporting in the 1980s: Helping People Break Bad Habits" (Brody), 1988;3(2):2–4
"Malpractice Threat Weaken Patient-Physician Bond" (Ziehm), 1989;4(1):8–10
"Managing the Cost of Health Care: How to Reduce Health Care Costs While Ensuring Quality Care" (Shields), 1987;2(3):10–12
"Medical Practitioners Face Myriad of Problems as Professional Liability Concerns Cripple the Profession: The Malpractice Crisis" (White), 1986;1(1):6–10
"Physicians Need to Improve Their Relationship, Image With Their Patients" (Weaver), 1990;5(1):2–6
"Race: An Outdated Concept" (King), 1995;10(2):55–58
"Rhetoric in Science" (Lamm), 1994;9(3):89–91
"Why Take the Fun Out of Medical Writing: Tradition Plays a Strong Role in Medicinease" (McIntyre), 1987;2(1):2–4
"Will the 1990s Witness A Significant Breakthrough For Animal Rights?" (Parker), 1990;5(3):2–5
"Commercial Support of CME Biases Medical Education" (Carlat), 2012;27(1):22–24
Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE)
"Journal Editors Worldwide Cope With Questions of Ethics" (White), 2012;27(1):32
"Common Cardiovascular Diseases: A Tutorial for Medical Writers" (Macke) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):28–29
Commonplaces (section)
"Commonplaces: A New Section of the AMWA Journal," 2014;29(2):56
"The Growing Need for Shared Decision-Making Tools and How Medical Writers are Equipped to Meet It" (Sorrell), 2014;29(4):148–150
"The Medical Writer's Survival Kit" (Madani), 2014;29(3):118–121
"Mentoring New Medical Writers" (Flaherty), 2016;31(2):64–67
"My Little Black Book of Texts for Teaching Medical Writing" (Arduser), 2014;29(2):56–60
"Patient Decision Support in Renal Care: A Clinical Perspective" (Murray, Bissonnette, and Graham), 2015;30(2):64–68
common protocol template (CPT)
"The TransCelerate Clinical Protocol Template" (McNally and Whitsell), 2018;33(4):170–177
Common Sense Family Doctor (commonsensemd.blogspot.com) (rvw), 2010;25(4):187
"The Future of Medical Communications" (Special Section), 2000;15(2):4–14
"Healing the Spirit: The Power of Communications in a Changing World" (Bolster), 1998;13(2):36–37
"Health Marketing and Communication at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)" (Kite-Powell) (conf rpt), 2008;23(1):12–13
"Knowledge Transfer: Just a Fancy Name for Communications or Something More?" (Angus) (poster), 2009;24(3):116–117
"Learning to Communicate in Multi-disciplinary Teams" (Christopher) (poster), 2010;25(3):109
"Letting the Patient Speak: Best Practices in Developing Shared Decision-Making Communication Tools for Patients" (Arduser and Eckman) (poster), 2013;28(3):113
"Making the Connection: The Telephone as a Viable Source of Health Information" (McGowan and Kanne), 2001;16(2):22–26
"Medicine, Media, and Marketing: Changing Communication, Communicating Change" (McLellan) (conf rpt), 1999;14(1):12–13

Reaching Teens: Strength-Based Communication Strategies to Build Resilience and Support Healthy Adolescent Development (Ginsburg, Kinsman, eds) (rvw), 2014;29(4):182
"Technology and Communication" (Lienhard), 1994;9(1):36
"Telephone Triage Offers Help and Advice For Patients in Need" (Smith), 1990;5(1):18–22
"Tell Me They Didn't Say That! A Collection of Misspeaks by Physicians" (Melnick), 2012;27(1):41
"The Three Faces of Medical Public Affairs: Public Education, Media Relations And Research Updates" (Whaley), 1990;5(4):13–17

"Understanding Persuasion: Developing Communication Strategies to Address Vaccination and Prenatal Testing" (Lawrence) (poster), 2013;28(3):114
"Using the Internet to Communicate Your Health Care Message" (McCarry) (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):9–10
"Utilizing Techniques Applied by College Writing Center Tutors in Medical Editor-Author Dialogue" (Bailey) (poster), 2012;27(3):117

Writing, Speaking, & Communication Skills for Health Professionals (The Health Care Communication Group) (rvw), 2002;17(4):50
"Communication in a Virtual Team and Telecommuting" (Wankhade) (poster), 2018;33(1):e33
communications companies
"Authors, Writers and Scientific Integrity" (Nicosia) (conf rpt), 2006;21(4):146–147
"Haunted Writers: Exorcising the Ghosts from MECC and Pharma Publications" (Krischer) (conf rpt), 2006;21(1):7
communication specialists
"From Medical Writer to Communication Specialist: Expanding Roles and Contributions in Pharmaceutical Organizations" (Ford, Bernhardt, and Cuppan), 2004;19(2):4–8, 11

"AMWA and the 'Red Menace," 1990;5(3):38
community service
"Help AMWA Give Back," 2014;29(3):122
company clients. see corporate clients
company documents. see corporate documents

COMPARE
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2009;24(4):182
"Comparing the Pharmaceutical Medical Writing Competency Model to Job Listings" (Schindler), 2014;29(1):34–35
"Compendial Science for Biomedical Writers: Overview and Survey Results" (Schuber) (feature), 2013;28(1):9–14

compensation. see also billing; payment issues
"An Assessment of Compensation and Fee for Service at Mayo Clinic Proceedings" (Wentz) (poster), 2009;24(3):114
condoms
"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1987;2(4):2
"Conducting a Gap Analysis for a Medical Publication Plan" (Finucane), 2014;29(3):104–110
"Conference Coach Program" (Ross), 2006;21(3):132
conference reports
"90-Minute MBA for Freelances" (Gordon, Koher, and Smith), 2013;28(1):22–23
"The 1998 AMWA Annual Conference Vancouver Remembered" (Special Section), 1999;14(1):8–29
"AMWA Conducts Successful 1st Eastern Regional Conference in Saugerties," 1990;5(3):40
"AMWA Reaches New Heights in Albuquerque" (Ross), 2006;21(4):145
"Authors, Writers and Scientific Integrity" (Nicosia), 2006;21(4):146–147
"Berkeley Conference a First" (Sheu), 2006;21(2):94
"The Best Conference I Ever Attended" (Wang), 2007;22(2):83–84
"Beyond Belly Aches: Identifying and Differentiating Food Allergies and Intolerances" (Kafer, Keith, and Duyff), 2013;28(1):24–25
"Clinical Trial Registration and The Posting of Results: Where Are We Now?" (Foote), 2006;21(4):148
"Coffee and Desert Klatches" (Ferrara), 2005;20(4):165
"Conflict of Interest and Scientific Publications: A Synopsis of the CSE Retreat" (Clark), 2005;20(2):77–81
"Creative Readings ... and More!" (Cozzarin), 2005;20(4):165–166
"Defining Professionalism in Medical Publications: Transparency, Objectivity, and Ethics" (Dakessian and Goldstein) (conf rpt), 2009;24(3):137, 2009;24(3):144
"Dial 911: Emergencies in Medical Writing" (Jacobson and Koher), 2013;28(1):20–22
"Educators Section Organizes in Toronto" (Lang) (Special Report), 1992;7(1):28–30
"The FDA as Audience" (Hathaway), 2013;28(1):20
"Featured Speakers" (conf rpt), 2004;19(4):152–154
"Florida Chapter Hosts Event on Neuroscience Topics" (Plasner), 2006;21(3):136
"Haunted Writers: Exorcising the Ghosts from MECC and Pharma Publications" (Krischer), 2006;21(1):7
"Health Promotion and Disease Prevention: Trends in Research and Education" (Tomanka), 2006;21(4):149–150
"Highlights of the 53rd Annual Conference" (Hodgson), 1993;8(4):144–145
"Highlights of the 54th Annual Conference" (Cohen), 1994;9(4):156–157
"The History of Self-experimentation in Medicine" (Wasson-Blader), 2009;24(2):99
"How to Evaluate a Medical Writing Contract" (Charles), 2006;21(4):150–151
"Impressions of the AMWA Conference in St. Louis, Missouri" (Fogarty), 2005;20(1):26
"Keynote Address: Bird Flu and SARS: The Importance of Scientific Communication" (Shannon), 2006;19(4):152
"Keynote Address: The Wonderful World of Longevity" (Shannon), 2003;18(4):157
"My AMWA Conference Experience" (Peck), 2003;18(4):185
"My Experience at the AMWA Conference" (Coverdale), 2003;18(4):184–185
"New England Chapter Helps Members Take Medical Writing Careers to New Heights" (Hughes), 2010;25(1):43
"Reporting from the Annual Conference" (Hand), 1997;12(3):3–14
"Reports from the 2001 Annual Conference" (Hand) (Special Section), 2002;17(1):6–13
"Reports from the Annual Conference" (Hand) (Special Report), 2000;15(1):13–22
"Reports from the Annual Conference" (Hand) (Special Section), 1999;14(1):9–16, 2001;16(1):3–13
"Reports from the Special FDA Sessions at the AMWA Annual Conference," 2012;27(4):160–162
"The Stem Cell: Science, Ethics, and Politics" (Scott), 2006;21(2):92–93
"Stem Cell Research is Focus of Key Speakers at Northern California Chapter Conference," 2006;21(2):91–93
"Stem Cells: Exploring Brain Development and Repair" (Kriegstein), 2006;21(2):91–92
"Student Impressions of the AMWA Annual Conference" (Bryan and McGee), 2006;21(2):74
"Technical Writing and Medical Writing: Bridging the Gap" (Vélez), 2006;21(1):8
"3rd Eastern Regional Conference Has Record Registration," 1992;7(2):19
"Web Site Content: Winners and Losers" (Adamson), 2006;21(4):152–153
"Withdrawning Drugs from the Market: Can It Be Prevented?" (Snyder), 2006;21(1):8–10, 43
"Confidentiality agreements (CAs)
"Jam Session for Seasoned Freelances" (Freelance Forum), 2018;33(1):12–13
confirming documentation
conflict of interest
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2009;24(3):123
"Conflict of Interest and Scientific Publications: A Synopsis of the CSE Retreat" (Clark) (conf rpt), 2005;20(2):77–81
"Jam Session for Seasoned Freelances" (Freelance Forum), 2018;33(1):12–13
"Scientific Publications Ethics Meets Main Street USA" (Wasson-Blader), 2018;33(4):184
"Spotlight on Ethics," 2009;24(4):184
congenital heart disease
S.T.A.B.L.E.—Cardiac Module: Recognition and Stabilization of Neonates with Severe CHD (Karlsen and Tani) (rvw), 2004;19(4):184
"Connect and Be Heard: Make a Difference in Health Care with Social Media" (Liu) (McGovern Award Address), 2016;31(4):154–155
Conner, Kristine
Conroy, Alicia
"Members in the News," 1995;10(2):93
consensus manuscripts
"Developing Consensus Manuscripts: From Planning to Publishing" (Distelhorst, Sullivan, and Anderson)
"Best Practices in Writing CME Needs Assessments" (Harting and Vakil) (poster), 2015;30(3):136
"Blog Log" (Gordon), 2011;26(2):91, 2012;27(2):83
"CME: Dead or Alive? A Decade’s Perspective" (Lackner Marx), 2012;27(4):167–168
"Commercial Support of CME Biases Medical Education" (Carlat), 2012;27(1):22–24
"Continuing Medical Education: Here Today, Here Tomorrow" (Kober), 2010;25(1):20–22
"Designing Continuing Medical Education to Improve Clinician Practice, Part 1" (Lackner-Marx), 2013;28(1):28–30
"Designing Continuing Medical Education to Improve Clinician Practice Part 2: Writing the Needs Assessment" (Lackner-Marx), 2013;28(2):74–76
"In CME, The Only Constant Is Change" (Overstreet), 2008;23(1):9–10
"Innovative Learning Incorporating Live Patients: A Best Practice CME Initiative to Improve Injection Technique and Aesthetic Outcomes Among Aesthetic Medicine Specialists" (Gazonas, Gloffke, Vleggaar, Fitzgerald, Sykes, Fletcher, and Brown) (poster), 2010;25(3):111
"Life after PhRMA: Lemons or Lemonade?" (Bass, Clay, Dougherty, and Foster) (conf rpt), 2005;20(1):6
"Meaningful Health Reform Benefits from Industry Support of Continuing Education" (Sullivan), 2012;27(1):21–22
"Multidisciplinary and Interprofessional Education in CME: Relaxing the Siloed Framework of Learning" (Thomas and Juchniewicz), 2012;27(3):126–127
"Navigating Today’s CME Landscape" (Buffum) (conf rpt), 2009;24(4):171
"Not for the Fainthearted: Growth of Performance Improvement CME Presents Challenges, Opportunities for Medical Writers" (Harting), 2014;29(2):61–65
"Outlook Promising for CME Medical Writers in 2012" (Lackner-Marx), 2011;26(4):156–158
"Selecting a CME: Choosing the Right Continuing Medical Education Company Can Make a Difference Between Success and Failure" (Orsetti), 2000;15(4):11–17
"Shifting the Teaching Paradigm in Continuing Medical Education" (Lackner Marx), 2012;27(2):70–73
"Team Training in CME" (Lackner-Marx), 2012;27(3):126–128
"Team Training in Medical Education" (Salas), 2012;27(3):128
"Trading the Tricks of the Trade: The Ins and Outs of CME Materials" (Witte) (conf rpt), 2007;22(4):173
continuing medical education (cme) blog (Blog Log), 2011;26(2):91, 2012;27(2):83
contract research organizations (CROs)
"Freelance Forum," 1999;14(2):40
"Preparation of Clinical Study Protocols at the CRO: Strategies for Managing Time Constraints and Peer Review" (Newell and Campanella) (poster), 2006;21(2):52
contracts
"Freelances Win in Supreme Court — But What Does It Mean?" (Hand), 2001;16(3):3–4
"How to Evaluate a Medical Writing Contract" (Josaitis) (conf rpt), 2006;21(4):150–151
inhouse contracts (Freelance Forum), 2006;21(1):23
"Jam Session for Seasoned Freelances" (Freelance Forum), 2018;33(1):12–13
"Negotiating Freelance Contracts" (Klink), 1999;14(2):22–25
non-compete clauses (Freelance Forum), 1999;14(2):22–25
"Contributorship of Medical Writers to Scientific Publications" (Foote, Hamilton, and Royer) (AMWA Position Statement), 2002;17(4):48

"Controversy Continues about Contributions of Medical Writers" (Flynn), 2006;21(2):56–57


"ISMP Recommends New Procedure for Disclosing Medical Writers' Contributions to Journal Manuscripts" (Reidenbach), 2008;23(2):70–71
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"Incorporating Humanities into Medical Education: Harry Potter and the Silver Shield: Vaccines from a Magical Perspective" (Mayor) (Viewpoint), 2007;22(3):121–122
"Let's Begin: Science and Medical Education in AMWA" (Jacoby) (Editorial), 1999;14(4):1
"What Medical Schools Can Do to Improve Medical Writing" (Smiley), 2003;18(2):49–50
medical education and communication companies (MECCs)
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2008;23(3):128
"Haunted Writers: Exorcising the Ghosts from MECC and Pharma Publications" (Krischer) (conf rpt), 2006;21(1):7
Medical English Usage and Abusage (Schwager) (rvw), 1991;6(2):37
medicalese
"Which Meaning Do You Want?" (Melnick), 2013;28(3):125
"Why Take the Fun Out of Medical Writing: Tradition Plays a Strong Role in Medicalese" (McIntyre) (commentary), 1987;2(1):2–4
medical ethics. see also ethics
The Culture of Death: The Assault on Medical Ethics in America (Smith) (rvw), 2001;16(2):31–34
"Hot Topics in Medical Ethics: Nothing Is Black and White—It's All Shades of Gray" (Gertel, Bard, and Wagner) (conf rpt), 2010;25(1):13
"Medical Ethics Panel Discussion" (Gertel), 1998;13(3):21–34
medical genetics. see also genetics
medical history. see also history
"Medical Information and Links Galore" (Lederman) (rvw), 2004;19(1):45
medical journalism. see also journalism
"The Accuracy of Biomedical Reporting in One Local and One National Newspaper" (Taylor), 1993;8(1):11–15
coverage of medical society meetings (Briefly Noted), 2010;25(2):68
"Medical Journalism Do’s and Don’ts: Tips for Successful Reporting and Writing" (Gastel), 2003;18(4):177–178
medical journals. see also specific journals by name
"Are Medical Journals Doing a Complete Job?" (Melnick), 2006;21(4):168, 191
"Are You Ready for the Coming Revolution in Health-Care Communication?" (Woods) (Viewpoint), 1994;9(4):129–130
"Authorship and Writing Practices in the Health Care Industry" (Phillips), 2009;24(1):4–8
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2008;23(4):183
"Call for Comments on a Proposal to Improve Reporting of Clinical Trials in the Biomedical Literature" (Working Group on Recommendations for Reporting of Clinical Trials in the Biomedical Literature) (Commentary), 1994;9(4):134–136
"Clerical Tyranny" (Klein) (Letter to the Editor), 1990;5(4):17
"Complexities, Controversies in Medical Writing" (Hamilton), 2006;21(1):4
"Contributorship: Promoting Greater Authorship Integrity" (Tice), 2005;20(1):7–9
"Council of Science Editors Announces New White Paper" (Klein, Royer, and Hamilton), 2006;21(4):167
"Don't Ask Them to Send in Their Liver in a Paper Bag" (Hansen and Sajjadi), 1996;11(1):21–22
"Ethical Considerations in Journal Editorial Practice" (Hubona), 1998;13(3):38–40
"The Evolution of "Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals"" (Ferro), 1993;8(3):90–93
"Form and Function of Scientific Articles: Variations and Commonalities" (Wang) (conf rpt), 2009;24(1):15–16
"Ghost Story: At Medical Journals, Writers Paid by Industry Play Big Role" (Mathews), 2006;21(1):2
"Industry Insight" (Wasson-Blader), 2018;33(2):73
"Integrity, Accuracy, and Relevance of Original Research Findings: What Medical Journal Editors Think" (Hearst), 1993;8(3):78–85
"It's All About Numbers: Factoring Impact in the Digital Age" (Kraft), 2013;28(3):126–127
"The Need for Journal Copyeditors to Perform a Systematic Consistency Check Between the Abstract and the Full-Text Article" (Troy) (poster), 2011;26(3):121
"Reflections of an Overwhelmed Author: The Reprint Deluge" (Aslanian), 1991;6(3):2–4
"Retractions In the Medical Literature: Who Is Responsible for Scientific Integrity?" (Steen), 2011;26(1):2–7
"The Status of Peer Review" (Griffin-Sobel) (Editorial), 2006;21(2):57–58
"The Style and Substance of The Medical Journal Industry" (Lang), 1989;4(2):26–32
"Ten Valuable Lessons In Redesigning the Format Of a Medical Journal" (Betsch, Drimmie, Elliott, Holmes, Kent, and Taylor), 1991;6(2):12–18
"Today's Business of Editing: A Plaintive Tale in Three Parts" (Melnick), 2006;21(3):105–107
"Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals," 1993;8(2):38
"We're Doing It" (Letter to the Editor), 1992;7(1):35
"Where Shall I Submit This Article?" (Melnick), 2008;23(4):188
"Working the Odds: How to Get Your Manuscript Published in the Medical Journal You Want" (McCann), 1990;5(2):6–7
medical librarians. see also librarians
"A Day in the Life of a Medical Librarian" (Kraft), 2013;28(4):176–177
"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1987;2(1):1
medical literature
"How to search and harvest the medical literature: let the citations come to you, and how to proceed when they do" (Citrome, Moss, and Graf) (reprint), 2011;26(1):26–31
"Judging the Quality of Medical Literature" (Rogstad), 2009;24(4):176–181
medical marijuana
"Best Science (BS) Medicine Podcast: Getting Higher than a Kite on Medical Cannabinoids" (O'Connor) (rvw), 2018;33(2):83
"Medical Cannabis: Where Do We Stand Today?" (Fares), 2018;33(2):63–67
medical meeting planning
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2010;25(1):23
Medical Moments in 55 Words (55wordsfromanmd.blogspot.com) (rvw), 2010;25(4):187
The Medical Net
"Dialing Up Your Medical Consultant: The Internet" (Hughes), 2000;15(4):41–42
medical practices
"Basics of Content Writing for Medical Practices and Hospitals" (Werner) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):169–170
"Tips from Guest Speaker Brie Magar," 2015;30(4):169
"Medical Practitioners Face Myriad of Problems as Professional Liability Concerns Cripple the Profession: The Malpractice Crisis" (White) (commentary), 1986;1(1):6–10
medical public affairs
"The Three Faces of Medical Public Affairs: Public Education, Media Relations And Research Updates" (Whaley), 1990;5(4):13–17
Medical Publication Practices and Insights Initiative
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2010;25(2):115
medical publishing
"Bridging the Divide: A Call for a Medical Publishing Cooperative: An Interview with Daniel J. Donovan" (Reidenbach), 2008;23(2):68–69
"Medical Publishing: From Type to Bytes" (Beecher), 1998;13(2):21–26
Medical Publishing Insights and Practices (MPIP) initiative
medical records
Medical Reporter
"Medical Information and Links Galore" (Lederman) (rvw), 2004;19(1):45
medical reporters
"A Day in the Life of a Medical Reporter" (De Milto) (Chapter News), 2003;18(2):76–77
medical reporting
medical response letters
"How To Prepare An Effective Standardized Medical Response Letter" (Liberti), 1990;5(4):5–8
medical schools
"What Medical Schools Can Do to Improve Medical Writing" (Smiley), 2003;18(2):49–50
medical society meetings
coverage of (Briefly Noted), 2010;25(2):68
Medical Spelling Bee
Medical-Surgical Nursing (Reeves, Roux, Lockhart) (rvw), 2000;15(2):30–31
medical training
"Reflections on the Writings of Lewis Thomas and Samuel Shem" (Donohue), 1988;3(4):2–7
medical transcriptionists
Letter to the Editor (Tessier), 1988;3(2):28
medical translation. see also biomedical translation; translation
"A Day in the Life of a Biomedical Translator" (Stahl), 1995;10(1):40–41
"Medical Translation: What It Is, and What Can the Medical Writer Do to Improve Its Quality?" (Andriesen), 2006;21(4):157–159
medical writers
The Accidental Medical Writer (Kryder and Bass) (rvw), 2009;24(3):143–144
"AMWA Position Statement on the Contributions of Medical Writers to Scientific Publications" (Hamilton and Royer) (Position Statement), 2003;18(1):13–16
Letter to the Editor (Flanagin, Lang, Held, McLellan, Bozuwa, Prudhomme, Iverson, Bruce, Niyo, and Scott-Lichter), 2003;18(1):40
Letter to the Editor (Hamilton), 2003;18(1):40
"Authors, Writers and Scientific Integrity" (Nicosia) (conf rpt), 2006;21(4):146–147
"Autonomy and Job Satisfaction Among Medical Writers" (Niles), 1996;11(1):29–35, 1996;11(2):41 (Correction)
"Basic Cell Biology for Medical Writers" (Foote), 1999;14(4):8–16
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2010;25(4):168
"A Case Study: Medical Writing as a Feminized Profession" (Graham), 2016;31(3):112–117
"Valuing Medical Writing: Some Missed Misperceptions That Matter" (Lang) (Letter to the Editor), 2016;31(4):191–192
"Author Reply" (Graham), 2016;31(4):192
"Contribution of Medical Writers to Scientific Publications" (Foote, Hamilton, and Royer) (AMWA Position Statement), 2002;17(4):48
"Controversy Continues about Contributions of Medical Writers" (Flynn), 2006;21(2):56–57
"Diary of a Not-So-Atypical Day in the Life of a Home-Based Freelance Medical Writer" (Citron), 1999;14(2):31–32
"Doing Business as a Freelance Medical Writer: Making Sense of the World of Options" (Munden), 2011;26(1):43
"The Education of a Medical Writer" (Jacoby) (From the Editor), 1998;13(1):1
"Eight Reasons Not to be A Medical Writer" (Whelan) (commentary), 1986;1(2):3–7
Letter to the Editor (Brown), 1987;2(1):1
"Ensuring the Accuracy of Cited Claims in the Medical Literature: An Important Role for Medical Writers" (Mogull) (poster), 2016;31(3):e2–e3
"Evaluation of Indiana Health Industry for Use of Medical Writers" (Johnson) (poster), 2013;28(3):112
"Evolving Regulation of Medical Education and Communication: What’s a Medical Writer to Do?" (Overstreet), 2003;18(3):99–102

"An Examination of Microsoft® Word™ Features Used by Medical Writers" (Valenzuela and Benau) (research), 2018;33(2):58–62

"FDA Considers Restrictions on Medical Writers in Pharmaceutical Industry" (Sanchez), 1991;6(4):23

"From Medical Writer to Communication Specialist: Expanding Roles and Contributions in Pharmaceutical Organizations" (Ford, Bernhardt, and Cuppan), 2004;19(2):4–8, 11

"Gaining Respect and Recognition: A Dream of Medical Communicators?" (Foote), 1990;5(3):32–34

"How and Why Medical Writers Should Help Control Medical Abbreviations" (Davis), 2005;20(4):170–172


"How to Effectively Lead Your Team as the Medical Writer" (Beyrer), 2012;27(3):118–122

"How to Succeed as a Freelance Medical Writer" (Schwen), 1999;14(2):33

"Keynote Address: "Getting Respect–Two Steps Forward and ...?"" (Woolley), 2009;24(4):160–166

Letter to the Editor (Liberthson), 1988;3(3):24

"Liability Issues and Insurance for Medical Writers" (Ferrara) (Chapter News), 2003;18(2):76

"Making the Transition from Health Care Professional to Medical Writer: The Promise and Pitfalls of the Pharmaceutical Industry" (Flynn) (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):12–13

"The Medical Editor and Writer as Scribe: Our Role in the Responsible Conduct and Reporting of Research" (Eastwood) (Swanberg Award Lecture), 2003;18(4):170–175

"The Medical Writer: A Reaction to Bodenheimer’s Assessment in "Uneasy Alliance"" (Saiers) (Letter to the Editor), 2001;16(1):2

"Medical Writers, Stress, and the Prevention of Burnout" (Pakes and Wasserman) (Paper Presentation), 2002;17(4):38

Letter to the Editor (Tapia), 1991;6(1):17

"Medical Writers and Power: Impact on Medicine, Health Care and the World" (Watts) (annual conference lecture), 1987;2(1):7–11


"A Medical Writer’s Role in the New Protocol Development Program at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases" (Sevastita, Miller, Chaitt, and Pierson) (poster), 2012;27(3):115–116

"The Medical Writer’s Survival Kit" (Madani), 2014;29(3):118–121

"Medical Writers' Visit to China and Mongolia; Delegation Leader's Diary" (Gastel), 1996;11(2):19–25

"Mentoring New Medical Writers" (Flaherty) (Commonplaces), 2016;31(2):64–67

No Medical Degree, No Problem! Succeeding as a Medical Writer Without a Science Background" (Sidorovich) (conf rpt), 2009;24(4):172–173

"Nonnative Speakers of English as Medical Writers: Opportunities for Discovery" (Kaufmann) (Paper Presentation), 2002;17(4):37

"Not for the Fainthearted: Growth of Performance Improvement CME Presents Challenges, Opportunities for Medical Writers" (Harting), 2014;29(2):61–65

"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1992;7(1):1

"Pharmaceutical Medical Writers: Diverse Paths and Diverse Skills" (Berman), 1999;14(1):6–7

"Pharmaceutical Medical Writers Must Learn How To Prepare Documents For EEC Countries" (Foote), 1992;7(1):2–5

"Position Statement on the Contribution of Medical Writers to Scientific Publications"

"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167

"Pricing Strategies for Freelance Medical Writers" (Lewis), 1999;14(2):18–21

"The Principles of Continuing Education for the Medical Writer" (Scott), 2004;19(1):16–21

"Publication Planners and Medical Writers: A Natural Alliance" (Charles and Reidenbach), 2011;26(1):8–11

"Readers Offer Opinion on Medical Writer Policy" (Royer, Cozzarin, Jacobs, Overstreet, Snyder, and Foote), 2006;21(2):58–59
"It's Not Just for Manufacturing Anymore: Six Sigma Applications for Medical Writing" (Charles, Dick, Roush, and Skow) (poster), 2004;19(3):107

"Justifying Our Profession: How to do Research on Medical Writing and Get it Published" (Omisore) (conf rpt), 2009;24(4):170

"Just Who Are We And What Are We Doing, Anyway? Needed Research in Medical Writing" (Lang), 2009;24(3):106–112

Letter to the Editor (Lang), 2011;26(1):46

"A Look Back at Medical Writing, Circa 1957" (Gegeny), 2002;17(1):18

"Looking Toward the Future" (Davis), 1995;10(1):38

"Mark of Identity" (Zanca) (Letter to the Editor), 1992;7(2):35


"Medical Writing: As Seen by a Layman" (Leary), 2002;17(1):19–22

"Medical Writing: What Should We Teach, and How Should We Teach It?" (Steinberg), 1992;7(1):10–14


Medical Writing 101: A Primer for Health Professionals (Melnick) (review), 2008;23(2):89

Medical Writing and Communicating (Gartland) (review), 1994;9(4):151

"The Medical Writing Career Path: What is the ROI of an MBA?" (Braunton), 2010;25(2):73–74

"Medical Writing Competency Model" (Clemow) (poster), 2009;24(3):120

"Medical Writing in Developing Countries: Challenges, Successes, and Initiatives" (Gastel) (conference report), 2007;22(4):169–170

"Medical Writing in Real Time: The Evolution of an Outbreak" (Shang) (open session summary), 2016;31(4):158–159

"Medical Writing in the Age of Regulation" (Liberti) (Sounding Board), 2004;19(1):4–5, 11

"Medical Writing in the Next 75 Years: The Untold Stories of Animal-to-Human Translational Research" (Werner) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):161–162

"Medical Writing in the Old World" (Dress) (Viewpoint), 1999;14(3):26–27

"Medical Writing Up Close and Professional: Establishing Our Identity" (Lang), 2015;30(1):10–17

"Memories, Observations, and Predictions: The Past, Present, and Future of Medical Writing in Japan and Asia" (Barron) (Swanberg Address), 2015;30(1):4–8

"Mentor-Guided Analytical Thinking (MAT): A Method for Training Medical Writers and Editors" (Lang), 2002;17(1):26–27

"Models of Medical Writing: Silvano Arieti" (Brady) (feature), 1988;3(1):18–19

"My Journey into Medical Writing--a Newcomer's Odyssey" (Bratman), 2006;21(1):44–45

"My Little Black Book of Texts for Teaching Medical Writing" (Arduser), 2014;29(2):56–60

"Obfuscation in Biomedical Writing" (Garrison) (Observation), 1988;3(3):2–4

"Of Pirates, Ghosts, and the Fool: Stumbling Toward a Unified Theory of Medical Writing" (Gertel) (Swanberg Address), 2010;25(1):8–9

Out of the Dead House: Nineteenth-Century Women Physicians and the Writing of Medicine (Wells) (review), 2001;16(2):29–30

"Outsourcing and Other Trends in Medical Writing in Pharmaceutical Companies" (Hudson, Gegeny, Liberti, Verdin, Poulsen, Degun, and Hamilton) (poster), 2010;25(3):111–112

"An Overview of Pediatric Plans: Medical Writing for the Evolving Pediatric Landscape" (Sebastian) (conference report), 2018;33(1):e16–e17

Pharmaceutical Medical Writing Competency Model" (Clemow, and the Drug Information Association Medical Writing Special Interest Area Community Competency Model Working Group), 2011;26(2):62–70

Pharmaceutical Medical Writing Competency Model: Practical Applications" (Clemow), 2011;26(3):106–110

Popular Health & Medical Writing for Magazines—How to Turn Current Research & Trends into Salable Feature Articles" (Hart) (review), 2006;21(2):81

"Quality and Efficiency in Clinical Documents Through Structured Authoring and Content Reuse" (Klein-Streisguth and Robbins) (poster), 2011;26(3):119

"Rotation #1: Medical Writing?" (Gallagher), 2012;27(4):173

"A Second Look Back at Medical Writing, circa 1957" (Gegeny) (Guest Editorial), 2003;18(2):48
medicine. see also clinical medicine; evidence-based medicine; natural medicine
The Adult Spine: Principles and Practice (Frymoyer) (rvw), 1992;7(3):31
"Attention to Detail" (Ross) (Letter to the Editor), 1993;8(1):32
The Bellevue Guide to Outpatient Medicine: An Evidence-Based Guide to Primary Care (Link and Tanner, eds) (rvw), 2002;17(4):49–50
Boxing and Medicine (Cantu) (rvw), 1996;11(2):60
"Chinese Pharmacy" (Lienhard), 1996;11(1):33
Civil War Medicine: Challenges and Triumphs (Bollet) (rvw), 2002;17(2):31–32
"Communication Standards for Alternative Medicine" (Oliff) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):31
"Cuban Medicine Under the Embargo" (Marcus), 1999;14(3):16–19
Doctors and Discoveries: Lives That Created Today's Medicine (Simmons) (rvw), 2002;17(3):34
Dr. Tom Linden's Guide to Online Medicine (Linden and Kienholz) (rvw), 1996;11(1):43–44
"'Emporiatrics': A New Medical Discipline Emerges For the International Traveler Around the Globe" (Wyndham), 1992;7(2):5–7
"Gathering Specs on the U.S. Health Information Highway" (Woods), 1998;13(2):11–20
"The Hubble and the Atom: A Lesson in Historical Perspective" (Klein) (Viewpoint), 1994;9(1):23–24
"An Introduction to Space Medicine for Medical Writers" (Krauhs), 1995;10(1):19–23
"Making the Connection: The Telephone as a Viable Source of Health Information" (McGowan and Kanne), 2001;16(2):22–26
"Medical Writers and Power: Impact on Medicine, Health Care and the World" (Watts) (annual conference lecture), 1987;2(1):7–11
Medicine, Media and Morality: Pulitzer Prize-Winning Writings on Health Related Topics (Fisher) (rvw), 1993;8(1):27
"Medicine, Media, and Marketing: Changing Communication, Communicating Change" (McLellan) (conf rpt), 1999;14(1):12–13
"Medicine as Social Science—An Incisive View from the Anthropologist" (Morsy), 1991;6(3):17–21
Medicine Quest (Plotkin) (rvw), 2001;16(1):36, 2001;16(2):35 (Correction)
Medicine's 10 Greatest Discoveries (Friedman and Friedland) (rvw), 1999;14(4):33–34
"Societal Framework of Health and Medicine: Recommendations for Medical Writers" (Bonk), 2004;19(1):12–15
"Space-Age Research Adds To Progress in Medicine" (Krauhs, Putcha, and Frey), 1989;4(2):6–12
MediLexicon (www.medilexicon.com) (rvw), 2010;25(2):81
Medina, John
"Mediphors: A New Journal" (Pies) (Letter to the Editor), 1993;8(3):112
Medline (NLM)
"Getting the Most from Medline and Dream Anatomy at the National Library of Medicine" (Kapit), 2003;18(1):30
"Making the Most of MEDLINE and Other National Library of Medicine Databases" (Moran) (conf rpt), 2004;19(1):9–10
Medline Plus (NLM)
"Evaluating Health Information on the Internet" (Pineda), 2006;21(1):21, 43
Web Site Review, 2004;19(2):39
"Meeting Change Creatively: The Challenge of Our Times" (Cohen) (Presidential Address), 1992;7(3):10–12
meeting minutes and deadlines
"Streamlined Notetaking: Writing Minutes and Meeting Deadlines" (Temple), 2017;32(4):166–167
meeting planning
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2010;25(1):23
meeting requests
"How To Achieve a Concise and Focused FDA Meeting Request and Information Package" (Massari and Falcioni) (poster), 2011;26(3):120
meetings. see also conference reports
"AMWA Chapter Conferences 2009," 2008;23(1):44
"AMWA Chapter Delegates Meeting" (Palmer), 2009;24(2):100
"AMWA Chapter Delegates Meeting" (Weber), 2010;25(2):89
"A Big Meeting"(Palmer) (From the President), 2016;31(2):80–81
coverage of (Briefly Noted), 2010;25(2):68
"Highlights of Meetings Online," 2008;23(3):135
"Meeting" (Check) (poetry), 1993;8(1):25–26
"Meeting the Challenges of Health Literacy: The Medical Communicator's Role" (Nancekivell) (feature), 2010;25(4):146–148
"Meet Me in St. Louis" (AMWA Variation) (Hudson and Mills), 2004;19(3):123
Meet-O-Matic (rvw), 2008;23(2):76
Mehnert, Robert
Mellon, Sarah
"Patients Accessing the Internet to Choose a Drug Therapy: Determining What Makes a Pharmaceutical Web Site Usable" (poster abstract), 2008;23(3):120
Mellor, Gail
Genome (Bishop and Waldholz) (rvw), 1991;6(4):37
Mellor, Sharon K.
Melnick, Arnold. see also Melnick on Writing (column)
"As AMWA turns 75, Arnold Melnick turns 95: AMWA's Longest-Serving Member, A Past President, and Key Contributor" (Alexander), 2015;30(3):125, 2015;30(3):128
Ethical Problem in Pediatrics: A Dozen Dilemmas (rvw), 2008;23(2):90
Ex Libris: Confessions of a Common Reader (Fadiman) (rvw), 2004;19(3):132
"Firsts Among Equals," 2006;21(2):76
"In Memoriam: Virginia T. Eicholtz," 2008;23(2):100
Letter to the Editor, 1986;1(2):1, 2001;16(2):2
Medical Writing 101: A Primer for Health Professionals (rvw), 2008;23(2):89
"Member Announcements," 2008;23(3):154
"Member Profile: Arnold Melnick" (Buttell), 2001;16(4):52
"Member Profile: Milton J. Schiffrin, PhD," 2002;17(3):44
"Package Inserts—Confusion or Clarity?" (Sounding Board), 2008;23(3):121–124
Professionally Speaking: Public Speaking for Health Professionals (rvw), 2001;16(2):30–31
"Reject, Rewrite, or Edit? The Role of the Editor," 2014;29(1):40–41
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167
"Thank You" (Letter to the Editor), 2002;17(4):2
"They Made a Difference ..." (essay), 1990;5(3):21
"Titillating Titles and Humorous Heads" (Viewpoint), 2001;16(4):25–27
"Today's Business of Editing: A Plaintive Tale in Three Parts" (Sounding Board), 2006;21(3):105–107
Melnick on Writing (column)
"A Look at Opposites," 2009;24(4):189
"Are Medical Journals Doing a Complete Job?," 2006;21(4):168, 191
"But Do You Know Who They Were?," 2007;22(3):135
"Change and Medical Writing," 2009;24(3):139
"The "co-" Challenge," 2007;22(4):197
"Diagnosis" and "Treatment," 2010;25(1):35
"An Editor's Headaches, and also Fun," 2002;17(2):27–28
"Firsts Among Equals," 2006;21(2):76
"Grammar for Writers," 2011;26(1):32
"Great Communicators: Commencement Speeches I Have Heard," 2004;19(3):130
"Have You Ever Seen ... the Singular"?, 2009;24(2):84
"Homophone? Homonym?," 2014;29(3):133
"I Despair!," 2005;20(2):98
"It's...Its," 2008;23(3):138
"More Words (Medical) I Love," 2010;25(2):76–77
"Author's Response" (Melnick), 2010;25(3):143
"Letter to the Editor" (Dunbar), 2010;25(3):143
"Netspeak or Not-Speak," 2005;20(3):139
"Newsletter Notes," 2006;21(3):123
"Osler Aphorisms," 2012;27(4):175
"Paraprosdokian," 2012;27(2):93
"Quote ... and Misquote," 2013;28(4):178
"Readership...by Impulse," 2011;26(2):86
"Some Random Thoughts on "Ghostwriting"", 2009;24(1):33–34
"Sometimes Your Mistakes Prove Your Point," 2014;29(1):29
"Spelling and Writing...and Reading," 2011;26(4):177
"The Students Appreciate Me Editing Their Work," 2010;25(3):125
"This Time, It's Dear Arnold (not Dear Edie)," 2003;18(4):193
"What Is the Future of Medical Writing?", 2007;22(1):34
"Whence, forsooth?", 2006;21(1):33
"Where Shall I Submit This Article?", 2008;23(4):188
"Which Meaning Do You Want?", 2013;28(3):125
"Wouldn't You Like to Improve Your Writing?," 2004;19(2):37
"Writing with Suspenders: This: (), That:— —, and The Other Things: ,,," 2008;23(1):30

Melpomene Institute for Women's Health Research

The Bodywise Woman: Reliable Information About Physical Activity and Health (rvw), 1994;9(2):59–60

Melville, Meg

"Getting Pharmaceuticals Approved Across Borders" (Blyskal) (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):12

Melvin, Linda

"How to Survive a Merger, Acquisition, or Hostile Takeover: Making the Best of a Bad Situation or Making a Good Situation Better" (Foote) (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):8–9

Member Accomplishments (column), 2006;21(3):140, 2008;23(3):154, 2008;23(4):207. see also specific members by name

Member Awards (section), 2005;20(4):179–180. see also awards


"Bart Harvey to Receive Golden Apple Award," 2006;21(3):138–139
"Berkely Conference a First" (Sheu), 2006;21(2):94
"Dale Hammerschmidt Named Swanberg Award Winner," 2006;21(3):138
"Diary: Annual Medical" (Lappenbusch), 2010;25(2):90
"Finding Significance in a Career Full of Trials" (LiMarzi), 2012;27(1):44–45
"Inklings" (Schwager), 2006;21(2):94
"In Memoriam: Lucy Kavaler" (Gaeta), 2011;26(1):45
"Jim Hudson Honored with the President's Award," 2006;21(3):139
"Member Profile: Susan Aiello" (Eisenpreis), 2011;26(4):189–190
"Member Profile: Jane Krauhs, PhD" (Eisenpreis), 2011;26(1):44–45
"Member Profile: Michael L. Jones" (Eisenpreis), 2010;25(3):140–141
"Member Profile: Tom Lang, MA" (Eisenpreis), 2010;25(1):45
"My Journey into Medical Writing—a Newcomer's Odyssey," 2006;21(1):44–45
"A New View of Health Literacy via Prague and Franz Kafka" (Bonk), 2012;27(2):95
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"On Top of the Profession" (Williams) (Letter to the Editor), 1998;13(3):2

Onuki, Mieko
"The West and the Rest: Working with Non-native English Authors and Readers in Asia and Eastern Europe" (Demas, Seaman, Wessling, and Onuki) (conf rpt), 2013;28(4):159–160

Opekun, Antone R.
open-access journal articles
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2011;26(3):125
open-access publications
"Spotting the Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing: Predatory Open Access Publications" (Carroll) (poster), 2016;31(3):e1
"Open Sessions Focus on Timely Topics" (Ross) (Annual Conference Preview), 2003;18(2):53–54
"Opportunities" (King), 2012;27(4):191
"An Opportunity Not to Be Missed" (Alexander) (From the Editor), 2012;27(2):50

opposites
"A Look at Opposites" (Melnick), 2009;24(4):189
Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology: A Rationale for Diagnosis and Treatment (Marx and Stern) (rvw), 2003;18(4):194–195
Oral Polio Vaccine (OPV)
"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1988;3(1):1
oral presentations
"Enhancing Oral Presentation Skills" (Wasson-Blader), 2010;25(4):176–177

Oransky, Ivan
John P. McGovern Award, 2015;30(4):155 (photo)
"Retractions, Post-Publication Peer Review, and Fraud: Scientific Publishing’s Wild West" (McGovern Award Lecture), 2015;30(4):154–155 (photo)

Orban, Barbara
"Authoring Protocols for Different Phases of Clinical Development: Key Differences and Tips for Preparation" (poster), 2018;33(1):e33

Order, Neslihan
"Writing Research: Teaching ESL Writers Metadiscourse Cues for Medical English" (Onder and Longo) (poster), 2013;28(3):114

Orenstein, Walter
"Vaccine Safety: Dealing with Uncertainty" (Kite-Powell) (conf rpt), 2008;23(1):16–17
organ donation
Organ Donation in Japan: A Medical Anthropological Study (Yasuoka) (rvw), 2018;33(2):83–84
organization profiles
"American Society of Journalists and Authors" (Wasson-Blader), 2009;24(3):128
"Drug Information Association" (Bogen), 2011;26(3):130–131
"Editorial Freelancers Association" (Maybin), 2009;24(1):28
"STC: Society for Technical Communication" (Frick), 2012;27(2):79
"Organizing the AMWA Asilomar Conference" (Liberthson), 1994;9(2):75–76
"Organizing the Enormity of Your Work Task" (Ginsberg), 2006;21(3):113
"Origins of Scurvy" (Myerson), 1996;11(1):18
"Deja Vu?" (Rund) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(3):25
Orlando, Florida
"Be Happy. Be Here" (Spassiani), 2017;32(3):127–129
"From Silly to Serious at the AMWA Conference in Orlando!" (Schrank), 2017;32(2):70–71
"Have You Made Your Plans for the AMWA Conference in Orlando? It’s 6 Weeks Away!" (Schrank), 2017;32(3):126
"Orlando, Here We Come!," 2017;32(1):26–27
Orphan Drug Act
Orr, Richard H.
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):166
Orsetti, Robert F.
"In Memoriam: Virginia T. Eicholtz," 2008;23(2):100
"Member Profile: Robert F. Orsetti" (Eisenpreis), 2008;23(3):152, 2008;23(3):154
"More Scenes From Atlanta," 1993;8(4):146
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):167
"Thank You" (Letter to the Editor), 2002;17(4):2
"They Made a Difference ... " (essay), 1990;5(3):23
Orth, Joanne
"Writing Storyboards in Pharmaceutical, Device, and Other Scientific Settings" (Fisher, Arnott, Orth, and Daniels), 2008;23(3):125–127
orthopedics
Media Orthopedic Reporting Excellence (MORE) Award, 2008;23(3):135
Orticio, Cynthia Albers
Osborn, Anne G.
Osborn, C. Kelley
Osborne, Harold F.
"Getting Better" (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29
Obituary, 1999;14(1):55
Osborne, Helen
"Alvarez Award Winner: Helen Osborne MEd, OTR/L," 2017;32(2):71
"Helen Osborne Highlights Health Literacy Awareness, Action, and Advocacy" (Kuney), 2018;33(1):e1–e3 (photo)
"Social Media and Health Literacy" (Social Media), 2017;32(3):124–125
Oshiro, June
"The Art of the Editor's Query: Effective Strategies for Seeking Clarity" (Hines) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):156–157
Oski, Frank A.
"Osler Aphorisms" (Melnick), 2012;27(4):175
Osmond, Jessica
"Student Scholarships: Jessica Osmond and Mark Weflen" (Klein), 2009;24(4):213
Oster, Randi Redmond
Eric W. Martin Award (Public or Health Care Consumer Audience), 2014;29(4):176 (photo)
Ó Súilleabháin, Kate
O'Toole, Susan
"Recruiting Subjects into a Research Study on Depression: Recruitment Success and Failure" (Good, O'Toole, and Sekula), 1997;12(3):15–21
O'Toole, Tara
Bioterrorism: Guidelines for Medical and Public Health Management (Henderson, Inglesby, and O'Toole) (rvw), 2002;17(4):55
"Medical Writing in Real Time: The Evolution of an Outbreak" (Shang) (open session summary), 2016;31(4):158–159
outbreaks
"Introduction to Health Economics and Outcomes Research (HEOR) for Writers" (Labonge) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):18–19
"What is Health Economics and Outcomes Research? A Primer for Medical Writers" (Rothermel) (feature), 2013;28(3):98–104
"Outlook Promising for CME Medical Writers in 2012" (Lackner Marx), 2011;26(4):156–158
"Out of Focus" (Pownall) (Member Musing), 2008;23(3):151
outsourcing
"Outsourcing and Other Trends in Medical Writing in Pharmaceutical Companies" (Hudson, Gegeny, Liberti, Verdin, Poulsen, Degun, and Hamilton) (poster), 2010;25(3):111–112
"Successful Outsourcing in Medical Communication" (Hooper and Zucker), 2005;20(2):75–76
"Outstanding Volunteer: Jenny Walker" (Hun-Dorris), 2008;23(1):43–44
Ovadia, Ron
"Strategy and Creativity in Medical Communication and Medical Advertising" (Josaitis) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):27
ovarian cancer
"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1989;4(3):1
Overstreet, A. Evan
Overstreet, Karen
"Evolving Regulation of Medical Education and Communication: What’s a Medical Writer to Do?," 2003;18(3):99–102
"In CME, The Only Constant Is Change," 2008;23(1):9–10
"Letter in Response to Article in JAMA (unpublished)" (Flynn, Gertel, Hamilton, Royer, Overstreet, and Siefert), 2006;21(2):60
"Readers Offer Opinion on Medical Writer Policy" (Royer, Cozzarin, Jacobs, Overstreet, Snyder, and Foote), 2006;21(2):58–59
"Overview of Human Fertilization and Egg Activation" (Rice), 2012;27(3):106–112
"An Overview of Nonconvulsive Electrographic Seizures and Nonconvulsive Status Epilepticus" (Watson), 2014;29(4):151–156
"An Overview of Pediatric Plans: Medical Writing for the Evolving Pediatric Landscape" (Sebastian) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):e16–e17
"An Overview of the Drug Research and Development Process" (Boe, Snyder, and Adams), 2011;26(2):74–77
Ovid Bell Press
Small Journal Award. see Small Journal Award
Owen, Patricia M.

P
Pace, Brian
Pace, Sandra B.
"Five Members To Be Awarded Fellowship in Philadelphia," 1988;3(2):24
Pacific Coast Conference (PCC) Survey
"Trends of West Coast Medical Communicators: AMWA Pacific Coast Conference Survey Results" (Flores and Prins), 2018;33(1):8–10, 40
Pacific Southwest Chapter. see also Arizona satellite group
Chapter Awards, 1994;9(3):114–115

package inserts
"It Takes a Village: A Recent Experience Annotating a Proposed United States Package Insert" (Armstrong, Mathews, April, and Jung) (poster), 2006;21(2):54
"Package Inserts—Confusion or Clarity?" (Melnick), 2008;23(3):121–124
Packer, Anne S.
"How To Produce High-Quality Integrated Clinical and Statistical Reports on Time" (Haynes and Packer) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):32–33
Pagano, Michael P.
Pagay, M. Sue
Page Break (column)
"Ants, Altruism, and Surviving a Wedding" (Vincent), 2007;22(3):155
"The Big Six-Oh" (Vincent), 2008;23(3):155
"The "B" Word" (Vincent), 2009;24(1):51
"By When?" (King), 2007;22(2):103
"Dancing Between the Lines" (King), 2008;23(4):215
"Driven to Distraction" (Vincent), 2012;27(1):48
"Generation Gaps in the Workplace: Making Friends With Technology and Millennials" (Vincent), 2012;27(3):144
"Grandparenting 101" (Vincent), 2009;24(3):155
"Growing Up" (King), 2010;25(4):195
"Grow Older, Get Happier" (Vincent), 2010;25(3):142
"The High Cost of Caring" (Vincent), 2008;23(1):50
"Internet Presence" (King), 2011;26(2):96
"Kindness in the Workplace" (Vincent), 2011;26(1):47
"Mending" (King), 2009;24(2):103
"My Inheritance" (Vincent), 2011;26(3):144
"Old Friends" (King), 2011;26(4):192
"Opportunities" (King), 2012;27(4):191
"People Who Have Kids" (King), 2009;24(4):215
"Slow Times and Superheroes" (King), 2008;23(2):103
"Socks and Shoes" (King), 2010;25(2):95
"To Nap or Not to Nap, That Is the Question" (Vincent), 2010;25(1):47
"Unruly Critters" (King), 2007;22(4):219
"Wasting Time" (King), 2007;22(1):55
"YES, AND" (King), 2012;27(2):96

Pagel, Walter J.
"The Longitude and Latitude of Global Writing and Editing" (Gere) (conf rpt), 2002;17(1):8

Pain
Differential Diagnosis of Acute Pain by Body Region (Wiener) (rvw), 1994;9(3):98
"Medical Ethics Panel Discussion" (Gertel), 1998;13(3):21–34

Pain management
Pain Management for Older Adults: A Self-Help Guide (Hadjistavropoulos and Hadjistavropoulos, editors) (rvw), 2009;24(4):196
"The Practice of Anesthesiology and Perioperative Care" (Arthur and Odo), 2010;25(2):50–56

Pakes, Gary E.
"Creating Strategic Alliances with the Contract Research Organization (CRO)" (conf rpt), 2000;15(1):20–21
"Effective Application of the Team Concept to a Medical-Writing Group in a Pharmaceutical Company," 1994;9(3):92–96
"Medical Writers, Stress, and the Prevention of Burnout" (Pakes and Wasserman) (Paper Presentation), 2002;17(4):38
"Member News," 2002;17(4):63
"Paper Presentations" (conf rpt), 2002;17(1):13
"Strands of Discovery in Biomedical Communication" (Paper Presentations), 2002;17(4):37–39
Letter to the Editor (Liberthson), 1988;3(3):24
"Palliative Care: Collaborative Communication at the Edge of Life" (Ball, Fine, and Hancock) (conf rpt), 2008;25(1):14

Palmer, Laura
"The Changing Face of the Medical/Technical Editor" (Palmer and Lang) (Practical Matters), 2018;33(1):38–40

Palmer, Rebecca
"Web Site Content: Winners and Losers" (Adamson) (conf rpt), 2006;21(4):152–153

Palmer, Stephen N. (Steve)
"2009-2010 AMWA Executive Committee," 2009;24(4):201 (photo)
"2011-2012 Executive Committee," 2011;26(4):186 (photo)
AMWA 2015-2016 President, 2015;30(4):155 (photo), 174 (photo)
"AMWA Chapter Delegates Meeting," 2009;24(2):100
"A Big Meeting" (From the President), 2016;31(2):80–81
"Fall 2009 AMWA Chapter Delegates Session" (Palmer), 2009;24(4):204
"Finding Our Direction" (From the President), 2016;31(1):34–35
"Heart Disease in Women and AHA's Guidelines for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention in Women" (Blau)
"Introducing the 2015-2016 AMWA Executive Committee," 2015;30(4):e3
"My Experience as a First-time AMWA Chapter Delegate," 2005;20(3):130
"Note from the President" (Snyder), 2011;26(4):188
"Report on the 2016 AMWA Membership Survey" (Flores and Palmer), 2017;32(1):12–14
"State of the Association Address" (From the Past President), 2016;31(4):180
"Top 10 Reasons to Attend the 2011 AMWA Annual Conference," 2011;26(3):105
"Writing our Future at the 2011 AMWA Annual Conference," 2011;26(4):146
pandemics
Papadopoulos, Chris
"Members in the News," 1990;5(3):34
paperless office
"Creating a more productive, clutter-free, paperless office: a primer on scanning, storage and searching of PDF documents on personal computers" (Citrome) (reprint), 2011;26(4):171–173
"Freelance Forum," 2011;26(4):159
paper presentations
"Abstracts of Paper Presentations" (Gastel), 2001;16(1):18–22
"AMWA's Paper Presentations Challenge Writers to Define Our Place in Time," 1999;14(2):5
"Attitudes Toward Writing and Writing Assistance in Peer-Reviewed Articles" (Phillips), 2002;17(4):38–39
"Creating Rich Text Format Files with SAS® Output Delivery System" (Babcock), 2002;17(4):37
"Medical Writers, Stress, and the Prevention of Burnout" (Pakes and Wasserman), 2002;17(4):38
"Nonnative Speakers of English as Medical Writers: Opportunities for Discovery" (Kaufmann), 2002;17(4):37
"Paper Presentations" (conf rpt), 2002;17(1):13
"Paper Presentations" (Good), 2000;15(3):8
"Scanning the Horizons of Biomedical Communication" (Gastel) (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):4
"Strands of Discovery in Biomedical Communication" (Pakes) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):37–39
"Writing for Reuse" (Rockley), 2002;17(4):39
"The Pathologist’s Role in Medical Care Part II: Overview of Surgical Pathology" (Porterfield) (Science Series), 2009;24(2):54–61
"Pathophysiology and Clinical Spectrum of Fibromyalgia: A Brief Overview for Medical Communicators" (Dhar), 2011;26(2):50–54
"Path to Recovery" (Andersen) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29
"Path to Recovery" (Baine) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29
"Path to Recovery" (Eastman) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29
"Path to Recovery" (Name withheld upon request) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29
"Path to Recovery" (Sperber) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(1):29
"Pathways to the Presidency: Charting Your Course Through the Organizational Structure of AMWA" (Cozzarin, Klein, Mallia-Hughes) (poster), 2005;20(2):68
"Pathways to the Presidency, Part I: Charting the Course" (Klein and Cozzarin), 2004;19(4):167–171
"Pathways to the Presidency, Part II: Making the Journey" (Royer, Mallia-Hughes, and Cozzarin), 2004;19(4):172–174
patient communication
"Social Media and Patient Communication: Writing and Research Strategies to Increase Online Impact" (Johnson) (poster), 2015;30(3):136
"Patient Decision Support in Renal Care: A Clinical Perspective" (Murray, Bissonnette, and Graham), 2015;30(2):64–68
patient education
"2005 Walter C. Alvarez Award: Ruth Murphey Parker, MD" (Miceli) (conf rpt), 2006;21(1):6
"Examining Your Doctor: A Patient’s Guide to Avoiding Harmful Medical Care" (McCall) (rvw), 1999;14(2):35–36
"Letting the Patient Speak: Best Practices in Developing Shared Decision-Making Communication Tools for Patients" (Arduser and Eckman) (poster), 2013;28(3):113
"Streamlining the Process of Patient Education Development and Distribution in a Multi-Hospital Healthcare System" (Vayo, Stucki, Scott, Vance, Sellers, and Arroz) (poster), 2009;24(3):118–119
patient education materials
"The Art of Writing Patient Education Materials" (Cox), 1989;4(1):11–14
"Bring Out the Author In You — Physician Prepares His Own Patient Education Materials" (Brown), 1991;6(4):9–11
"Creating Key Messages in Patient Education Materials" (Curtis, Hahn, Stevermer-Bakken) (poster abstract), 2008;23(3):119
"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1989;4(1):1
"Patients Accessing the Internet to Choose a Drug Therapy: Determining What Makes a Pharmaceutical Web Site Usable" (Mellon) (poster abstract), 2008;23(3):120
"Using the Internet to Communicate Your Health Care Message" (Mccarry) (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):9–10
"Writing Patient Education Content for the Web" (Chambers), 2006;21(3):108–109
patient medication information (PMI)
"Quality of Patient Medication Information Handouts Associated With Commonly Prescribed Drugs" (Koon) (poster), 2015;30(3):136
patient narratives. see also narratives
"Use of Standards and Automation to Deliver Cost-Effective Patient Narratives" (McKenna and Horowitz) (poster), 2018;33(1):e33
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) (Affordable Care Act)
patient relations
"Caring and Compassion: Beyond the Traditional Patient-Physician Relationship" (Powell) (commentary), 1991;6(2):19–22
"For Caring Out Loud: A Classical Rhetorician's Updated Guide to Physician-Patient Conversation" (Knatterud), 1996;11(2):26–33
"No First Names" (Drucker) (Letter to the Editor), 1990;5(2):29
"Patient Sensitivity" (Barber) (Letter to the Editor), 1991;6(2):35
"Patient Sensitivity" (Barman) (Letter to the Editor), 1991;6(2):35
"Physicians Need to Improve Their Relationship, Image With Their Patients" (Weaver) (commentary), 1990;5(1):2–6
"Social Media for Clinical Trial Patient Recruitment: The Comprehensive Guide" (Shpilberg), 2017;32(4):162–165
"Telephone Triage Offers Help and Advice For Patients in Need" (Smith), 1990;5(1):18–22
patient rights
"Medical Breakthroughs Demand Responsible Reporting: No Guarantee that Patient Rights Are Promoted" (van Eys), 1988;3(1):11–14
"No First Names" (Drucker) (Letter to the Editor), 1990;5(2):29
"Spotlight on Ethics," 2010;25(2):70
PatientsLikeMe.com (rvw), 2011;26(3):125
Patzer, Rachel
"Voices of Experience" (Haley), 2008;23(4):184–185
Pauling, Linus
"Science, Art, and Writing," 2009;24(2):87
Paulson, Eleanor J.
"The Eastern Regional Conference: Déjà Vu" (Paulson), 1994;9(3):117–118
"Members To Be Awarded Active Fellowships," 1987;2(4):29–30
payment issues
Payne, Bettie W.
PDF documents
"Creating a more productive, clutter-free, paperless office: a primer on scanning, storage and searching of PDF documents on personal computers" (Citrome) (reprint), 2011;26(4):171–173
Peace, Love & Healing (Siegel) (rvw), 1990;5(1):27
Pearce, Carol
"Creative Readings" (Miceli), 2007;22(4):174
Pearl, Sue-Levi
"The Stigma of Disease: Fighting the Unknown Battle" (Israel) (conf rpt), 2002;17(1):10–11
Pearsall, Danna
Sober for Good: New Solutions for Drinking Problems - Advice from Those Who Have Succeeded (Fletcher) (rvw), 2002;17(1):32–33
Pearson, Howard A.
Dedicated to the Health of All Children: 75 Years of Caring 1930-2005 (Baker and Pearson) (rvw), 2006;21(1):38
"The Peasants Are Revolting!" (Thomas), 2014;29(1):42–43
Peck, Susan
"Improving Readability and Persuasiveness of Clinical Study Reports" (poster), 2003;18(4):168
pediatrics
Caring for Your Adolescent: Ages 12 to 21 (Greydanus) (rvw), 1993;8(4):151–152
Pennington, Amanda
"The Ticking Clock: Maintaining Sanity for QC" (Le) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):e12–e13

Pennington, Floyd
Conversations in CME with Floyd Pennington (convcme.wordpress.com) (Gordon) (Blog Log), 2012;27(2):83

Penn Medicine
Focus on Cancer (penn-medicine-focus-on-cancer.blogspot.com) (rvw), 2011;26(3):140

People Living with Cancer: An ASCO web site (rvw), 2006;21(3):130

Peoples, Tim
"FDA's Other Box: Medical Device Regulation for Pharmaceutical Writers" (Eby) (conf rpt), 2014;29(1):20–21
"Medicaid: An Untapped Opportunity for Medical Writers?" (poster), 2009;24(3):117
"A Primer on the Medical Device Industry for Current and Aspiring Medical Device Writers" (Dahlberg) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):160–161
"People Who Cannot Afford Boots Cannot Pull Themselves Up by the Bootstraps: An Evidence-Based Exploration of Health Disparities, Social Determinants of Health, and How Medical Writers Can Help"
"Article 1: The Promise of Equality" (Kirsch and Ball) (feature), 2018;33(2):51–57
"Article 2: Interventions" (Ball and Kirsch) (feature), 2018;33(3):111–117
"An Interview with Eliseo J. Pérez-Stable, MD" (Kirsch and Ball) (feature), 2018;33(4):e1–e2
"Topics To Write About" (table), 2018;33(4):e3–e6
"People Who Have Kids" (King) (Page Break), 2009;24(4):215

Pepin, Judith M.
"2009-2010 AMWA Executive Committee," 2009;24(4):201 (photo)
"How To Produce High-Quality Integrated Clinical and Statistical Reports on Time" (Haynes and Packer) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):32–33
"Note from the President" (Snyder), 2011;26(4):186
"President's Inaugural Address" (Cozzarin), 2006;21(4):176
"Slate of Candidates for 2009-2010 Election," 2009;24(2):95

Pepitone, Kim
"GPP2, CONSORT, and You" (McDonough) (conf rpt), 2009;24(4):174–175

Perakis, Charles R.
Color Atlas of Pharmacology (Lullmann, Mohr, Ziegler, and Bieger) (rvw), 1994;9(3):100

Peralta, Irvin
"First Thursdays: Strengthening the FL AMWA Chapter Through Effective Networking" (Lynam, Johnson, Goodheart, Goodheart, Parry, Peralta, Sack, and Schneider) (poster), 2018;33(1):e33

Pérez-Stable, Eliseo J.
"An Interview with Eliseo J. Pérez-Stable, MD" (Kirsch and Ball) (feature), 2018;33(4):e1–e2

perioperative care
"The Practice of Anesthesiology and Perioperative Care" (Arthur and Odo), 2010;25(2):50–56
Perle, Stephen  
"1-2-3" (Letter to the Editor), 1991;6(2):35–36
Perlman, David  
Perrin, Rosemarie  
Perry, Carol Rosenblum  
The Fine Art of Technical Writing: Key Points to Help You Think Your Way Through Writing Scientific or Technical Publications, Theses, Term Papers, and Business Reports (rvw), 1992;7(1):36
Perry, Susan  
Natural Menopause (Perry and O'Hanlan) (rvw), 1997;12(3):36–37
Persian Gulf War  
"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1991;6(1):1
personal digital assistants (PDAs)  
"How To Use a Personal Digital Assistant as a Medical Writing Tool (or The Hitchhiker’s Guide to Medical Writing)" (Underwood) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):33–34
personality types  
"Introverts vs Extroverts: Does It Really Matter in the Medical Writing World?" (Venmar) (conf rpt), 2014;29(4):170
personalized medicine  
persuasion  
"Understanding Persuasion: Developing Communication Strategies to Address Vaccination and Prenatal Testing" (Lawrence) (poster), 2013;28(3):114
Pestonjee, Shirin F.  
"Success Stories in Health Literacy" (Krauhs, Luna-Hollen, Isham-Colvard, and Pestonjee) (conf rpt), 2010;25(1):17–18
Peters, Beverly  
Petersen, Carolyn  
"Development of an Internal Web-based Genomics Education Program for a Clinical Practice" (poster), 2004;19(3):107
Petersen, Melody  
Our Daily Meds (rvw), 2009;24(1):38–39
Peterson, Allison M.  
"Communication Standards for Alternative Medicine" (Oliff) (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):31
Petteway, Steve  
"Ensuring Document Quality throughout the Life Cycle of Clinical Trial-Based Publications" (Li, St. James, Hanna, Klein, and Petteway) (poster), 2009;24(3):115–116
Pfizer  
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2008;23(3):128
pharmaceutical industry  
"Advice for the New Editor of a Pharmacy Newsletter" (Taniguchi and Icaza), 1996;11(2):51–53
"Authors, Writers and Scientific Integrity" (Nicosia) (conf rpt), 2006;21(4):146–147
"Beyond Child-Resistant Packaging for Drugs: F Value Determination for Added Child Safety" (Joshi), 2018;33(4):e7–e10
"Changing Demographics, Changing Therapeutics" (Burdan) (conf rpt), 1999;14(1):13
"Complexities, Controversies in Medical Writing" (Hamilton), 2006;21(1):4
"A Dictionary of Pharmaceutical Terminology, Part Two" (Iles), 1988;3(4):20–21
"The Drug-Information–Medical-Writing Connection" (Price and Saver), 1993;8(4):126–131
"Slate of Candidates for 2018–2019 Election" (Kryder), 2018;33(3):144

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
"Annual Conference Memories" (Elverston) (Letter to the Editor), 2000;15(1):2
"Dr. Ulene To Accept Alvarez Award At Annual Conference in Philadelphia," 1988;3(2):21
"Five Members To Be Awarded Fellowship in Philadelphia," 1988;3(2):24
"Forging Our Future in Philadelphia" (Mallia), 1999;14(3):9–15
"Forging Our Future in Philadelphia: Local Arrangements" (Bass), 1999;14(3):15
"A Visit to the Mütter Museum" (Ensminger) (Member Musing), 2009;24(1):47

Phillips, Karen F.
"The BELS Program: Certification for Manuscript Editors in the Life Sciences" (commentary), 1993;8(2):56–58

Phillips, Linda
"Members in the News," 1994;9(2):69

Phillips, Stephanie G.
"Attitudes Toward Writing and Writing Assistance in Peer-Reviewed Articles" (Paper Presentation), 2002;17(4):38–39
"Attitudes Toward Writing and Writing Assistance in Peer-Reviewed Articles" (Phillips, Carey, and Biedermann), 2001;16(3):10–16
"Authors, Writers and Scientific Integrity" (Nicosia) (conf rpt), 2006;21(4):146–147
"Haunted Writers: Exorcising the Ghosts from MECC and Pharma Publications" (Krischer) (conf rpt), 2006;21(1):7
"What Employers Look For in a Freelance" (Longlet) (conf rpt), 2007;22(1):14–16

philosophy

Pho, Kevin
"Award Lectures," 2016;31(1):33
"Connect and Be Heard: Make a Difference in Health Care with Social Media" (Liu) (McGovern Award Address), 2016;31(4):154–155

photography
"2009-2010 AMWA Executive Committee," 2009;24(4):201
"Breakfast on the Backstretch," 2008;23(4):211
Halloween revelry, 1990;5(4):23
Images of Memorable Cases. 50 Years at the Bedside [Fred; van Dijk (photographs)] (rvw), 2008;23(1):34
"President's Reception Photos," 2001;16(1):15
"Vancouver Photo Gallery" (Macdonald and Jacoby), 1999;14(1):26–29
physical fitness. see fitness

physician-assisted suicide

*Appointment with Doctor Death* (Betzold) (rvw), 1994;9(1):32

"Facts about Physician-Assisted Suicide Overlooked" (O'Connor) (Letter to the Editor), 1995;10(2):51

"Medical Ethics Panel Discussion" (Gertel), 1998;13(3):21–34

physician authors

"Authors, Writers and Scientific Integrity" (Nicosia) (conf rpt), 2006;21(4):146–147


"How to Teach Doctors to Write: 10 Lessons from Teaching a Writing Course at an Academic Medical Center" (Ancker and Moore), 2001;16(2):17–21
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"Tips for Effective Electronic Editing" (Deal), 2004;19(1):26–27
"Tips for Searching Social Media" (Kryder), 2016;31(1):30–31
"Tips for Tracking Time," 2014;29(2):75
"Tips for Working at Home" (Ramey), 2011;26(1):19–20
"Tips for Writing Cover Letters" (Haley), 2006;21(2):73
"Tips from Job Recruiters" (Tannen), 1994;9(4):167
"Tips on Membership Promotion," 1986;1(2):17
"Tips on Starting a Freelance Editing Career" (Bogen), 2010;25(1):29–30
"Titillating Titles and Humorous Heads" (Melnick) (Viewpoint), 2001;16(4):25–27
To, Stephen E.
"Eric Martin Awards" (Leithold, Brown, and Schindler), 2018;33(4):e11–e14
Tobin, Stacey Chapman
"Business Matters to Members at AMWA's LinkedIn Group" (Schantz-Feld), 2010;25(4):187
"Today's Business of Editing: A Plaintive Tale in Three Parts" (Melnick) (Sounding Board), 2006;21(3):105–107
Tomajczyk, S. F.
Tomanka, Jeannette
eMedicine (www.emedicine.com) (rvw), 2008;23(1):36
"Health Promotion and Disease Prevention: Trends in Research and Education" (conf rpt), 2006;21(4):149–150
Oncology Nursing Society Manual for Clinical Trials Nursing (Klimaszewski, Bacon, Deininger, Ford, and Westendorp) (rvw), 2009;24(4):194
Web Site Reviews, 2006;21(3):130
Tomlin, Rita C.
"Subcontracting Freelance Writers: Legal and Practical Issues" (conf rpt), 2002;17(4):27–28
"To Nap or Not to Nap, That Is the Question" (Vincent), 2010;25(1):47
Toodledo (www.toodledo.com) (rvw), 2009;24(1):43
"Tools and Procedures to Improve Transparency, Facilitate Compliance with Authorship Guidelines, and Minimize the Potential for Bias in Scientific Publications: One Company's Perspective" (Zakson, Ahlstrom, Boorer, Rockabrand, Setty, Toroser, Zoog, and Clark) (poster), 2010;25(3):113
"Tools Editors Use" (Frick) (conf rpt), 2017;32(1):21–23
"Too Much of the Wrong Kind of Health News" (De Milto), 2014;29(4):158–159
"Top 10 Characteristics of the Four Generations Currently in the Workforce," 2012;27(3):143
Top 10 criteria for reviewing health news (Schwitzer), 2012;27(1):33
"Top 10 Online Resources to Help Establish or Maintain a Good Mentoring Relationship," 2012;27(4):173
"Top 10 Reasons to Attend the AMWA Annual Conference," 2009;24(3):113
"Top 10 Things to Do When Business Is Slow" (Reidenbach), 2012;27(2):90
"Top 10 Tips for Writing for the Electronic Screen" (Cozzarin), 2004;19(3):112, 114
Topper, Hilary JM
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Social Media, but were afraid to ask... (rvw), 2010;25(3):128
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
"Educators Plan First Plenary Session For Toronto Annual Conference" (Lang), 1991;6(2):33–34
"Educators Section Organizes in Toronto" (Lang) (Special Report), 1992;7(1):28–30
"Five Fellows To Be Honored in Toronto," 1991;6(2):30

Toroser, Dikran
"Byline Authorship: Results From a Survey of Medical Writers" (Nilsen, Rockabrand, Feinstein, Hyatt, Kovalick, Lee, Toroser, and Smith) (poster), 2012;27(3):114–115
"Tools and Procedures to Improve Transparency, Facilitate Compliance with Authorship Guidelines, and Minimize the Potential for Bias in Scientific Publications: One Company's Perspective" (Zakson, Ahlstrom, Boorer, Rockabrand, Setty, Toroser, Zoog, and Clark) (poster), 2010;25(3):113

Tourette syndrome
Ryan — A Mother's Story of Her Hyperactive/Tourette Syndrome Child (Hughes) (rvw), 1990;5(2):27
Tourette Syndrome and Human Behavior (Comings) (rvw), 1990;5(2):27

Tourtet, Christiane
"Member News," 1998;13(1):40

Towers, Susan L.
"Enabling Medical Writers to Avoid Bias: The Ongoing Battle of Privacy, Transparency, and Technology" (Around the Career Block), 2018;33(3):124–125
"Meet Beverly L. Davidson, PhD" (Around the Career Block), 2017;32(4):175
"Taking the First Steps as a Freelance Medical Writer: What I Learned at the AMWA-Delaware Valley Chapter Freelance Workshop" (Around the Career Block), 2017;32(2):60–63

Town, Laura
"Thriving at Work Through Emotional Intelligence" (Clapp and Town) (Chapter Meeting Report), 2015;30(2):94, 96

Tracy, Amy E.

traditional Chinese medicine
"Chinese Pharmacy" (Lienhard), 1996;11(1):33

Traill, Thomas A.
"Video and Film Festival Judges Recognized," 1987;2(5):18

training
"Enhance Your Skills and Keep Your Day Job: The Medical Writing and Editing Certificate from the University of Chicago" (Longlet), 2006;21(3):117–118
"Internships in Biomedical Communication: Could They Work for You?" (Weber-Main and Haley), 2006;21(1):11–16
"Mentor-Guided Analytical Thinking (MAT): A Method for Training Medical Writers and Editors" (Lang), 2002;17(1):26–27
"Reflections on the Writings of Lewis Thomas and Samuel Shem" (Donohue), 1988;3(4):2–7
"Successfully Onboarding a Medical Writer: Filling the Gap between Orientation and Integration" (Mikyas and Burke) (poster), 2014;29(3):128
"Training a Novice to Edit Documents in the Pharmaceutical Industry" (Horn and Ennis), 2014;29(1):9–11
"Training Non-specialist Editors in Medical Editing: Editage’s Experience in India" (Baliga and D’souza) (poster abstract), 2007;22(3):120

training materials
Tranin, Amy Strauss
*Genetics in Oncology Practice: Cancer Risk Assessment* (Tranin, Masny, and Jenkins) (rvw), 2003;18(4):196
"The TransCelerate Clinical Protocol Template" (McNally and Whitsell), 2018;33(4):170–177

transcription
"Hey RNA—Writers Don’t Like Transcription Errors Either" (Landon) (poster), 2014;29(3):127

transitions
"LinkedIn Group Update: Transitions—Never Too Late or Too Early," 2012;27(2):84
"Navigating Career Transitions" (Fritz), 2010;25(2):87–88

translation
"A Day in the Life of a Biomedical Translator" (Stahl), 1995;10(1):40–41
"How to Get Documents Translated" (Heraty and Nicholas) (conf rpt), 2005;20(1):5–6
"Inaccurate Translation Can Cause a Multitude Of Problems in Medical Communication" (Oestreich), 1992;7(2):2–4
"Medical Translation: What It Is, and What Can the Medical Writer Do to Improve Its Quality?" (Andriesen), 2006;21(4):157–159
"Understanding the Process of Language Translation: A Primer for Medical Writers" (St. Amant) (feature), 2013;28(1):3–7

translators

transparency
"Defining Professionalism in Medical Publications: Transparency, Objectivity, and Ethics" (Dakessian and Goldstein) (conf rpt), 2009;24(3):137, 144
"Enabling Medical Writers to Avoid Bias: The Ongoing Battle of Privacy, Transparency, and Technology" (Towers), 2018;33(3):124–125
"Medical Writers at the Core of Transparency" (Valerio, Geraci, Trott, and DeCastro), 2018;33(3):126–127

transplantation
*Bone Marrow and Blood Stem Cell Transplants: A Guide for Patients* (Stewart and Sugar) (rvw), 2003;18(4):197
*John Gibbon and His Heart-Lung Machine* (Romaine-Davis) (rvw), 1993;8(3):105–106
"One More Idea" (Sanchez) (Editorial), 1989;4(1):1
"Xenotransplantation: A Medical Folly?" (Powell) (Editorial), 1995;10(2):49–50
"Transport of Substances in the Body: Solutions, Membranes, and Compartments" (Thomas) (feature), 2018;33(3):118–123

Trauth, Erin
"Mobile Health Care Applications: Authorship, Regulatory Challenges, and the Role of Medical Writers" (feature), 2016;31(2):51–54

Travalino, Joy
"Eric W. Martin Memorial Award," 1997;12(2):36
"Members in the News," 1994;9(3):110

travel expenses
"Freelance Forum," 2014;29(4):190

travel medicine
"Attention to Detail" (Ross) (Letter to the Editor), 1993;8(1):32
"Emporiatrics: A New Medical Discipline Emerges For the International Traveler Around the Globe" (Wyndham), 1992;7(2):5–7

"A Treasury of Treasurers" (Smith), 1987;2(4):36
treatment proposals
"Building a Good Foundation: One Scriptwriter's Plan for Maintaining Good Client Relations" (Madigan), 1993;8(2):39–43
"Trembley's Polyps" (Lienhard), 1994;9(3):120
trends
"Emporiatrics': A New Medical Discipline Emerges For the International Traveler Around the Globe" (Wyndham), 1992;7(2):5–7
"Trends and Opportunities in Denver" (Lafferty), 2016;31(3):136–137
"Trends of West Coast Medical Communicators: AMWA Pacific Coast Conference Survey Results" (Flores and Prins), 2018;33(1):8–10, 40
Trent, John O.
"Research Institutions and Medical Breakthroughs" (Ardaugh) (conf rpt), 2009;24(1):17
"Triage" (Gastel) (poetry), 1993;8(1):26
tributes
Trilogy Writing & Consulting
"Exhibitors," 2018;33(1):e29
"Trivia—The Third Way" (Schwager), 2006;21(4):191
Trotter, Alysson
"Beyond Belly Aches: Identifying and Differentiating Food Allergies and Intolerances" (Kafer, Keith, and Duyff) (conf rpt), 2013;28(1):24–25
Trott, Jayme
"Medical Writers at the Core of Transparency" (Valerio, Geraci, Trott, and DeCastro), 2018;33(3):126–127
Troy, J. Elizabeth
"The Need for Journal Copyeditors to Perform a Systematic Consistency Check Between the Abstract and the Full-Text Article" (poster), 2011;26(3):121
Troyer, Katherine
"1992 Annual Conference" photographs, 1992;7(3):39
Trozzi, Maria
Tuan, JoAnn
"Strategy for Alignment of Controlled Documents When Multiple Functional Groups Merge" (Bond and Tuan) (poster), 2009;24(3):118
Tucker, Kay
"Mid-Atlantic Chapter Posts Its First Webcast: Your Chapter Can Do It Too," 2007;22(3):151–152
Tufte, Edward
Envisioning Information (rvw), 1992;7(2):36
"North Central Chapter Touts Tufte" (Knatterud), 2009;24(4):205–206
Tumas, John A.
"Registering Clinical Trials: Perspectives for Medical Writers" (conf rpt), 2002;17(1):9–10
Turner, Jackie
"More Scenes From Atlanta," 1993;8(4):146
Turner, Nathalie A.
"Best Practices for Writing and Editing CME Needs Assessments" (Kuney) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):e19–e20
"The Elements of a Great Multiple-Choice Test Question" (Gorby) (conf rpt), 2018;33(1):e28
"Trading the Tricks of the Trade: The Ins and Outs of CME Materials" (Witte) (conf rpt), 2007;22(4):173
"Voices of Experience" (Haley), 2009;24(3):126–127
"What to Leave Out, What to Keep In: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria for Medical Writing" (Alvarez Award Address), 2016;31(4):152–153
Turpin, Elizabeth R.
"Results of the AMWA Higher Education Survey Demonstrate Increasing Link with Academia" (Haneline and Turpin), 1991;6(3):10–16
Tushman, Albert
Tutt, Andrew
"Globalizing Medical Writing: Embracing a Bright Future" (Tutt, Gao, and Myers) (poster), 2011;26(3):120–121
"The Twin Epidemics: Obesity and Diabetes" (Roy-Bornstein) (conf rpt), 2007;22(4):174–175
Twitter (www.twitter.com)
"The Freelance's Guide for a Successful Social Media Journey: How to Keep Up With Recent Changes, Overcome Obstacles, and Get Optimal Results" (De Milto, Lynam, and Massey-Stokes), 2018;33(1):4–7
"How Do I Use Twitter for Work?" (Lynam), 2014;29(1):36–38
"I'm On Twitter Now What Do I Use It For?" (O'Moore-Klopf), 2010;25(2):82–83
"Live-Tweeting: Report Conference News in Real Time" (Martin), 2015;30(2):85–86
"Loneliness and the Long-Distance Worker: Is Social Media the Remedy?" (Garlapow), 2018;33(4):185–187
"Measuring Social Media ROI: Quality versus Quantity" (Kryder), 2011;26(1):36
"Medical Communicators: Did You Tweet Today?" (Kryder), 2009;24(2):78–79
"Share and Share Alike: From Website to LinkedIn to Twitter to..." (Kersta-Wilson), 2012;27(3):136–137
"Social Media: Helping Health Systems Build Empathy and Engagement" (Stevens and Ross), 2016;31(3):124–127
"Social Media: It's Not Just an Option Anymore" (De Milto) (conf rpt), 2014;29(4):174–175
"Social Media Success Stories" (Kryder), 2011;26(4):182
"Social Media tidbit," 2012;27(2):83
"Social Networking for AMWA Members" (White), 2010;25(3):136
"Tweet Your Way to a Prize!" (Kryder), 2014;29(3):122
"Twitter Chat Saves the Day" (Vakil and Minarcik), 2017;32(1):28–29
"Twitter Tip," 2011;26(1):36
"Using Social Media for Marketing: Harnessing the Power of Twitter, LinkedIn, and Beyond" (De Milto) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):167–168
"$200 (or More) an Hour? Yes, You Can Do It." (Ward) (open session summary), 2016;31(4):166–167
"Two Fields, One Degree: University of Minnesota's Health Journalism Program Bridges the Gap Between Reporters and Researchers" (Kokmen), 2006;21(1):28
Tyler, Patricia M.
"Types of Errors Used in Medical Editing Tests" (Boettger), 2012;27(3):99–104
"The Typical M.D.?" (Good) (Letter to the Editor), 1989;4(3):25
typography
"One Space or Two? . . . and Other Typographic Thoughts" (Hand) (From the Trenches), 2002;17(3):3–4
U
Uhlenbrauck, Gina
"Evaluation of a Workshop-Based Approach to Writing a Theme Issue of an Academic Journal" (Uhlenbrauck, McCall, Staman, Wing, Louzao, Mencini, and Reece) (poster), 2016;31(3):e3
"Expediting Clinical Protocol Writing and Approval Through a Team-Based Approach" (Evrard, Simpson,

University of Chicago
"Enhance Your Skills and Keep Your Day Job: The Medical Writing and Editing Certificate from the University of Chicago" (Longlet), 2006;21(3):117–118
"Follow-up to Educators Roundtable" (Schoenfelt) (Letter to the Editor), 1998;13(2):2–3

University of Kentucky College of Medicine
"Rebuilding an Editorial Office" (Witte, Burgett, and Williams), 1993;8(4):119–125

University of Michigan Medical School

University of Minnesota
"Two Fields, One Degree: University of Minnesota's Health Journalism Program Bridges the Gap Between Reporters and Researchers" (Kokmen), 2006;21(1):28

University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine

University of the Sciences
AMWA Student Scholarship Award, 2015;30(4):162 (photo)

University of the Sciences Biomedical Writing Programs
"Exhibitors," 2018;33(1):e29–e30

University of Toronto Dental Journal
"Developing a Student Dental Journal" (Pynn and VanDerMeer) (case study), 1988;3(4):22–23

University of Vermont

university writing center tutors
"Applying the Communication Techniques of University Writing Center Tutors to the Medical Editor-Author Dialogue" (Bailey, Benson, and Weber-Main), 2015;30(2):51–55
"Unlock the Secrets to Freelance Success" (Burns) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):170–171

Unplugged: Reclaiming Our Right to Die in America (Colby) (rvw), 2007;22(4):201–202

"Unplug Yourself" (Beecher) (poetry), 2000;15(3):10
"Unruly Critters" (King) (Page Break), 2007;22(4):219

"Up and Down or Side by Side: Structuring Comparisons in Data Tables" (Lang) (review), 2018;33(3):104–110, e1–e5

"Updated Code of Ethics Reflects the "Real World" of Biomedical Communication" (Smith), 1994;9(3):106
"Update from the Certification Commission" (Gegeny and Mallia), 2014;29(1):47
"Update on Certification" (series)
"First Medical Writing Certification Examination Set to Debut in San Antonio" (Mallia), 2015;30(2):91
"Opportunities to Earn Medical Writing Certification Credential" (Mallia), 2015;30(3):141

"Update on Medical Writing Certification" (Clemow), 2018;33(4):196
"Update on Strategic Goals" (Spiegel) (From the President), 2018;33(3):142–143

Urquhart, John, 1990;5(3):41

U.S. National Library of Medicine. see NLM (National Library of Medicine)
usage and abusage. see also "Dear Edie" (Schwager) (column)
Common Errors in English Usage (Brians) (rvw), 2004;19(2):38
"Have You Ever Seen ... the Singular"? (Melnick), 2009;24(2):84
"I Despair!" (Melnick), 2005;20(2):98
"Incidental Intelligence" (Schwager), 2004;19(3):114
"It's...Its" (Melnick), 2008;23(3):138
"A Myth Is As Good As a Mile" (Schwager), 2004;19(3):96
"Nobody's Perfect" (Schwager), 2007;22(2):79
"Passive Voice and Expletive Constructions" (Thomas), 2015;30(4):188
"This Time, It's Dear Arnold (not Dear Edie)," 2003;18(4):193
"With Respect to Patients and Readers: Deadly Terms to Excise" (Knatterud), 2008;23(3):113–117
"Word Usage Flaws: Ambiguity" (Schneir), 2001;16(3):17–27
Vaccines

Do Vaccines Cause That?! A Guide for Evaluating Vaccine Safety Concerns (Myers and Pineda) (rvw), 2008;23(3):143

"Incorporating Humanities into Medical Education: Harry Potter and the Silver Shield: Vaccines from a Magical Perspective" (Mayor) (Viewpoint), 2007;22(3):121–122

No More Measles! The Truth About Vaccines and Your Health (Thomas) (rvw), 2016;31(4):190

"Understanding Persuasion: Developing Communication Strategies to Address Vaccination and Prenatal Testing" (Lawrence) (poster), 2013;28(3):114

Vaccinated: One Man's Quest to Defeat the World's Deadliest Diseases (Offit) (rvw), 2008;23(4):193–194

The Vaccine Race: Science, Politics, and the Human Costs of Defeating Disease (Wadman) (rvw), 2018;33(1):43

"Vaccine Safety: Dealing with Uncertainty" (Kite-Powell) (conf rpt), 2008;23(1):16–17

Vadola, Lisa Ambrosini

"National Institutes of Health—Food and Drug Administration Clinical Trial Protocol Template" (Vadola and Whitsell), 2017;32(4):150–155

Vakil, Ruwaida, 2017;32(3):134


"Best Practices in Writing CME Needs Assessments" (Harting and Vakil) (poster), 2015;30(3):136


"How to Design, Develop, and Execute a Successful Webinar: Exploring the Available Technologies" (Bohn) (conf rpt), 2014;29(4):172–173

"Jam Session for Seasoned Freelances" (Freelance Forum), 2018;33(1):11–13

"Twitter Chat Saves the Day" (Vakil and Minarcik), 2017;32(1):28–29

"Using Social Media for Marketing: Harnessing the Power of Twitter, LinkedIn, and Beyond" (De Milto)
Van Dyke, Mike
Van Etten, Aaron
van Eys, Jan
"Another Perspective" (Letter to the Editor), 1995;10(2):53–54
"Lumpectomy under Scrutiny" (Viewpoint), 1994;9(3):83–85
"Medical Breakthroughs Demand Responsible Reporting: No Guarantee that Patient Rights Are Promoted," 1988;3(1):11–14
VanGeest, Jonathan B.
Van Hoey, Nicole M.
Dr. Mütter's Marvels: A True Tale of Intrigue and Innovation at the Dawn of Modern Medicine (Aptowitz) (rvw), 2015;30(2):75
Van Leeuwen, Anna M.
Davis's Comprehensive Handbook of Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests With Nursing Implications (Van Leeuwen and Bladh), 2016;31(2):95
Van Nostran, William
Elixir: The American Tragedy of a Deadly Drug (Martin) (rvw), 2015;30(2):72
"How to Answer the “So What?” Question" (De Milto) (open session summary), 2016;31(4):162–163
Vanzieleghem, Michael
"The Significance of Digits in Scientific Research" (Karu and Vanzieleghem) (feature), 2013;28(2):58–60
"Letter to the Editor" (Lang), 2013;28(3):141–142
"Submission Documents: Striving Towards ICH Compliance in Writing a Summary of Clinical Safety (Module 2.7.4)" (Thomas, Van Belle, Vanzieleghem, Kornacki) (poster), 2005;20(2):66
"Variability, Range, Interquartile Range, and Standard Deviation" (Schindler), 2015;30(3):132–134
Vasko, Michael A.
"The Role of Medical Writers in Promoting Ethical Publication Practices" (Randall) (conf rpt), 2007;22(4):170–172
Vastag, Brian
Making Miracles Happen (Smith and Naifeh) (rvw), 1999;14(3):33–34
Vaughan, Peter
Vaughan, Roger B.
Vaughn, Arkel M.
"Seminal Moments in AMWA History: 70 Years of Medical Communication Excellence" (Ross and Thompson), 2010;25(4):166
"Vaulting" (Smith) (poetry), 1994;9(1):28
Vaupel, Susan
"Member News," 1998;13(1):40
Vayo, Tracy
"Streamlining the Process of Patient Education Development and Distribution in a Multi-Hospital Healthcare System" (Vayo, Stucki, Scott, Vance, Sellers, and Arroz) (poster), 2009;24(3):118–119
Vélez, Lil Fox
"Educators Roundtable" (Jacoby), 1998;13(1):20–28
"Seek and Ye Shall Find: Creating Strategic Alliances to Strengthen and Expand Health Communication Programs" (Bonk) (conf rpt), 1997;12(3):7–8
"Technical Writing and Medical Writing: Bridging the Gap" (conf rpt), 2006;21(1):8

Venmar, Katherine
"Introverts vs Extroverts: Does It Really Matter in the Medical Writing World?" (conf rpt), 2014;29(4):170
"Make Your Message Memorable: The Power of Story" (conf rpt), 2014;29(4):178

Verdin, Paul
"Outsourcing and Other Trends in Medical Writing in Pharmaceutical Companies" (Hudson, Gegeny, Liberti, Verdin, Poulsen, Degun, and Hamilton) (poster), 2010;25(3):111–112

Verghese, Abraham
My Own Country: A Doctor's Story (rvw), 1996;11(1):44–45

Vermont Rehabilitation Engineering Center for Low Back Pain (VT REC)
"What to Do with Research Findings: The Vermont REC Model for Information Services" (Clark), 1992;7(3):5–9

Veronin, Michael A.
"Health Information on the World Wide Web: Can We Determine Validity?" (poster), 2006;21(2):55
"Where Are They Now? Issues in Health-Related Web Site Attrition" (poster), 2006;21(2):55

video
"Briefly Noted" (Reidenbach), 2008;23(4):183
"Building a Good Foundation: One Scriptwriter's Plan for Maintaining Good Client Relations" (Madigan), 1993;8(2):39–43
"Four Social Media Predictions for 2014" (Kryder), 2013;28(4):175
"Interactive CD-ROM for Informed Surgical Consent" (Isenberg), 1998;13(1):13–15
"The Writer's Role in Video, CD-ROM, and Web-based Programs" (Gonsalves), 2007;22(4):211
"You Can Do It too! Creating Science Videos for the Public" (Schrank) (conf rpt), 2018;33(2):86–87

Video and Film Festival
"11th Video and Film Festival Award Winners," 1987;2(4):33–34
"'Margaret' Wins Grand Prize in 1990 AMWA Film, Video Contest," 1990;5(4):19
"Video and Film Festival Judges Recognized," 1987;2(5):18

Video Reviews
Chemotherapy (WomenStories), 2004;19(1):44–45
"Health Effects of Air Pollution: Asthma/Bronchitis" (University of Vermont), 2000;15(3):38–39
Young Women and Breast Cancer (WomenStories), 2004;19(1):44–45
"The View from the Editor's Desk" (White), 2016;31(4):147, 192
"View of the past... Vision of the future" (Eastwood), 1990;5(3):35–36

Viewpoints
"Are You Ready for the Coming Revolution in Health-Care Communication?," 1994;9(4):129–130
"Character-Building by Anecdote" (Laufman), 2000;15(2):44
"Cyber-support Group for Medical Communicators" (Hamilton), 1999;14(4):42–43
"FDA Should Define Problem" (Flynn), 1992;7(3):21
"Ghostwriting: Accepting Anonymity" (Howard), 1992;7(3):23
"Ghostwriting: Confronting the Ethical Issues" (Price), 1992;7(3):21–22
"The Hubble and the Atom: A Lesson in Historical Perspective" (Klein), 1994;9(1):23–24
"Incorporating Humanities into Medical Education: Harry Potter and the Silver Shield: Vaccines from a Magical Perspective" (Mayor), 2007;22(3):121–122
"The Issue Is Truth" (Cohen), 1995;10(1):5–6
"Large Cooperative Clinical Trials: The "Big Lie" and Character Assassination" (Laufman), 1995;10(1):3–5
"Lumpectomy under Scrutiny" (van Eys), 1994;9(3):83–85
"Marketing, Sales, and Editorial: Making Peace" (Hughes), 2001;16(1):33–34
"Medical Writing in the Old World" (Dress), 1999;14(3):26–27
"On Electronic Journals, Ink, and Aesthetics" (Briggs), 1994;9(4):127–129
"Scribbling in the Antipodes: Medical Writing in Australasia" (Hobbins), 1999;14(3):25–26
"The State of Biomedical Communications in the US" (Jacoby), 1999;14(3):27–28
"Titillating Titles and Humorous Heads" (Melnick), 2001;16(4):25–27
"The View from the Trenches" (Klein), 1994;9(3):85–87
"Why Medical Authors Need Medical Editors" (Briggs), 1993;8(4):147
Viveyano, Guido da
"Guido da Viveyano" (Lienhard), 1994;9(4):133
Vikhanski, Luba
Vincent, Eleanor
"Ants, Altruism, and Surviving a Wedding" (Page Break), 2007;22(3):155
"The Big Six-Oh" (Page Break), 2008;23(3):155
"The "B" Word" (Page Break), 2009;24(1):51
"Driven to Distraction" (Page Break), 2012;27(1):48
"Generation Gaps in the Workplace: Making Friends With Technology and Millennials," 2012;27(3):144
"Grandparenting 101" (Page Break), 2009;24(3):155
"Grow Older, Get Happier" (Page Break), 2010;25(3):142
"The High Cost of Caring" (Page Break), 2008;23(1):50
"Kindness in the Workplace" (Page Break), 2011;26(1):47
"My Inheritance" (Page Break), 2011;26(3):144
"To Nap or Not to Nap, That Is the Question" (Page Break), 2010;25(1):47
Virrey, Jennifer
"How to Successfully Host and Effectively Participate in Kick-off Meetings" (Downing) (open session summary), 2015;30(4):176–177
"Visions of Redefinition and Redesign" (Shirk) (Editorial), 1996;11(1):1
"Folk Arts Present Exciting New Avenues For Health Communication" (Clift), 1990;5(1):12–13
"North Central Chapter Touts Tufte" (Knatterud), 2009;24(4):205–206
"Picturing HIV and AIDS: A Rhetorical Analysis of Visual Communication Used in Popularized AIDS Literature" (Kremer), 1993;8(2):44–49
"Visual Communication: Planning, Designing and Producing Corporate Documents" (Yee and Braunton) (poster abstract), 2008;23(3):120
"Getting Pharmaceuticals Approved Across Borders" (Blyskal) (conf rpt), 2001;16(1):12
Vivirito, Michele
*The Alzheimer's Action Plan: The Expert's Guide to the Best Diagnosis and Treatment for Memory Problems*
(Doraiswamy and Gwyther, with Adler) (rvw), 2009;24(4):195–196

Autism Spectrum Disorders: What Every Parent Needs to Know (Rosenblatt, Carbone, and Yu) (rvw),
2013;28(4):179

"Breakfast Roundtables" (Bonnell and Vivirito) (Annual Conference Preview), 2003;18(2):56
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